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Possible future issues of Scarlet Women_
(if we recover from this one)

It has been suggested that we have issues
OH:

Nuclear power and weapons.
Sexuality and fertility.
Racism.

However, as we may still receive articles h
and responses on the subject of imperialism
we may first of all produce a duplicated
supplement to this issue on imperialism.
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"Socialist Feminism is a distinct revolutionary approach, a challenge to
the class structure and to patriarchy. By the patriarchy we mean a.system
in which all women are oppressed, an oppression which is total, affecting
all aspects of our lives. Just as class oppression preceded capitalism, so
does our oppression. ‘We do not acknowledge that men are oppressed as a sex
although working class men, gay men and black men are oppressed as workers,
gays and blacks, an oppression shared by gay, b1ack.and working class women.
Sisterhood is our defence against oppression, and as such is part of our
revolutionary consciousness.

Socialists sometimes see the struggle as being'about a change in the economic
structure alone. For us the struggle is about a change in total social
relations. We are concerned to develop an understanding'of the real relation-
ship between male supremacy and class society. As Socialist Feminists we have
to examine socialist feminist thought and seek to develop it. What we are
looking for is nothing less than a total redefinition of socialist thought and
practice. ‘We are working towards a socialism which seeks to abolish patriarchy

What this means for Scarlet Women

We want to publish papers, letters, articles, ideas that develop the thought
and effectiveness of socialist feminism. The debate about the class struggle
and relating'to left groups can take place in our pages only if contributions
are based on the belief in an autonomous Women's Liberation Movement and also
on the belief that autonomous movements have the right to define their own
oppression and the struggle against it."

NATIONAL EDITORIAL COLLECTIVE

2.30a.m.
Bolton.

But of course all this depends on the
our financial situation . . . . . ..
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Editorial

Madhu Kishwar — Feminism in India

Drought — ‘God sent‘ or ‘Man made‘ disaster ?

Hanushi - An Indian feminist magazine
We will smash this Prison — a review

British Racism Institutionalised

Jean Barnard - Britain, a Black woman's view

Roads to Repatriation

Filipino Women Domestics in Britain

Frogs in a Well - a review.

Tourism and Prostitution - a review

Some thoughts on Women and Socialism

Iranian Women Speak

Nawal el Saadawi - The Arab woman's struggle in Egypt

Witness Report - Eritrea

The Bible and the Gun - or How the Matriarchy was lost

Algeria after Independence _

Women's struggle for the Liberation of El Salvador

Chile

The Baby Killer Scandal

Letters and responses to Scarlet Women no. ll

London Women's Co—ordinating Committee on Armagh

Original cartoons and graphics by Fanny Tribble - Many thanks.

Thanks to Moss side Press for all the extra help.
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Imperialism is nt new. Other powerful nations in the past have dominated surrounding countries

for their purposes (eg. the Romans, the ancient Chinese). The imperialism we are conerned with in this
issue is that which developed from 16/57 century European capitalism.

Capitalism has its own momentum- the search for profit - which means it needs to expand constantly,
finding new sources of raw materials, cheap labour, areas to export capital to, and markets for its
products.s This expansion is an attempt to resolve the difficulties inherent in the search for profit,
for while capital needs cheap labour to gain maximum profit, low wages donlt provide people with enough
money to buy its products. Capital has to have consumers to buy as well as workers to produce, other-
wise there is a ‘crisis of over-production! - consuers canlt afford to buy all the goods capital can
produce - which is what is happening at the moment. So capital, while maintaining relatively highly
paid consumers at home, also exploits cheap labour overseas. Some of this cheap labour it imports to the
home territory - and then export again when it no longer has a use for it, migrant labour. Imperialism
'has developed over time, expressing itself firstly in the plunder of raw materials from the newly
'discovered' lands, then through colonialism - the settlement of these lands — an the slave trade.
Finally, after ‘independence’ and the establishment of national bcurgeoisies in these countries, there

have developed transnational corporations which have carved up those parts of the world available to
them (the West, parts of Asia, Africa and Latin America ) in the interests of super-profits.

Capitalism developed within class societies which were already patriarchal; imperialism is therefore
inherently patriarchal, a point overlooked by traditional left analysis. In order for the imperialist
state to gain the support of their own people, and sucessfully conqur and colonise other nations, an
image of the conquered people as inferior and sub-human-has to be fashioned and assimilated by the
soldiers and settlers — an by the people in the home territory. The power relation between coloniser
and colonised nurtures and reinforces these raist attitudes. Women in colonised nations are subjected
not only to racism and economic oppression under imerialism, but also to the sexual exploitation and
control of their reproductive capacity which is basic to patriarchy.

Using and controlling people and their lands as a resource denies their humanity and redues them
to objects. In a similar way women both in the colonised and metropolitan coutries are controlled and
ued as a resource for men - our bodies and our lives are shaped to their needs an service. Racism and
Sexism then have the same roots in a power relation in which one group treats the other as a disposable
I‘ESO\Il."CGo ' -

Being part of an imperialist nation ourselves, those of us who are white have inevitably absorbed
the racism of our culture, whether we are aware of it or not. We take a lot for granted. Ou relative
material well-being an political freedom has been purchased with the blood of others. The wealth
amassed from.other peoples has provided us with a standard of living - incluing the welfare state -
which does protect us against starvation, continual malnutrition and early death. At least ou children
survive to adulthood - and most of us are likely to live to old age. We also work politically within
the framework of a liberal bourgeois democracy which allows us to organise without fear of the overt
political repression and torture which political activists in other countries have to fae.

The kinds of demands which feminists in this coutry are fighting.for, assue a level of economic
an political security which women in.Asia, Africa and Latin.America do nt have. The struggle for
economic survival tens to eclipse other struggles if you have nothing. Political repression conditions
the forms of struggle. An army of occupation raises questions about priorities, as does the experience
of national oppression. we can define our own needs as women and how to go about ahieving them (hope-
fully 8), but it would be raist and chauvinistic of us to assume that we can or should provide a blue-
print for women in countries which have been ripped off by imperialism.

s But we should be asking how we can support women.who are fighting against their triple oppression -
economic, national and sexual - in these countries. And we should be trying to understand better the
ways in which imperialism affects women specifically, both in countries dominated by imperialism an in

this country; and how those of us who are white women in.an.imperiali$t country, can fight against the
oppression perpetrated by 'ou' capital in their countries. In this context we think there are a number
of questions to be discussed, for example: s

How has and does imperialism use women's reproductive capacity and sexuality, both here and
overseas, to its own.profit 7

To what extent are women's specific interests furthered in anti-imerialist struggles, given
that.these movements are led predominantly by men.? And how'can women make sue that the
gains they make during the struggle are not whittled away after victory ?

How important is it for women to fight against male domination and sexist assumptions in
these movements ? would this be divisive, or is it crucial to the ultimate success of these
struggles ?

If it is crucial, do women have to organise autonomusly within these movements, as we say women
in this country must ?

Can we-learn anything from the history of women's involvement in.anti-imperialist, national
liberation and revolutionary struggles in this century, and the subsequent experience of women
in countries where these have taken plae ?

And finally, and probably most imortantly for us, how can we combat the deep-rooted racism
and chauvinism in Britain - and in white feminists - and begin to build greater solidarity with

it our black sisters ?
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Madhu Kishwar, who is involved in the Indian
feminist magazine 'Manushi' was invited to a womenfs
conference in Copenhagen which was an ‘alternative’
to the United Nations five year conference on the
status of women. Since then she has taken the oppore
tunity of travelling in Europe and America and talk-
ing to women. We interviewed her duing a.visit to
Leeds after the ‘Beyond the Fragments ' conference.

Ali: Hhat do you see as the similarities that
women in.India and Britain.might share and
where do you see the differences arise ?

Hadhu: I don't want to speak specifically of the.
British feminist movement. One could make some
generalisations about Western feminist movements but
what I would say would be far more exaggeratedly true
of American feminists than the British feminist
movement. And yet between these two there are more
similarities than differences as compared to the sit-
uation in India.

It's quite clear in the context of India, it is
really for us a life and death struggle. Aind when I
say us I don't just mean myself, though I see my
personal freedom intimately connected with our strug-
gle. Connected with problems of acute, grinding
poverty. We just don't have the time or space or
energy to go into the whole euphoria of cultual fem-
inism.that has come to be in the Vest. A movement in
a relatively opulent set-up throws up quite different
forms; you.can experence leisure and go in.for this
whole range of activities, have rock groups, music
grous, print badges.an T-shirts for every conceiv-
able occasion and any number of these things.

But for us, when we produce Manushi for instance.
even somethingfllike producing a.poster to inform
people that Manushi is there - sometimes it may be a
choice between bringing out a poster or bringing out
a new issue - we cantt even afford that kind of min-
imal publicity... Ve borrowed money this time and
brought out two issues together (Hindi and English)
but we had n money for postage.

In a situation like that it's less than hand to
mouth living. If it's so for us in.Delhi, with
relatively greater access to resources, you can
imagine what it is like for women in the countryside.
One is talking about the struggle of the landless
poor, not just against landlordism, but against sex-
ual violence that accompanies very oppressive lan
relations or situations of bonded labour... Now in a
situation like that obviously feminism, or raising
the women's question, aquires a life and death urgency
which is lacking here.

It's possible to experiment with a hundred diff-
erent forms of living here - if you don't want to
live with a man, you can experiment with communal
living - I‘saw brands and brands of communes all over
Europe. It's possible to make theselittle islands of
liberation and.to get so involved with the daily
functioning of them that you forget that the society
outside is slowly likely to eat them u and destroy
them. It's a very positive thing, and I'm not saying
these experiments are negative but within these comm-
unal living experiments fights go on about money or
who is to do the garden, and so you.move from one co
commune to another. So much energy goes into creat-
ing this illusion of communal living and it is at
best an illusion.

That time we just cannot afford - there is very
little chance to experiment except perhaps in the
very big cities and that for suh a.very small perce-
ntage of people. I think the movement t finds to get
a little depoliticised as a result. Cultual femin-
ism traps, I think, a lot of energy from the very
diehard political fight. In constructing these little
alternative structures one is forgetting that we have

to demolish a lot more. That we might, say. as
lesbians, banish a few men from our lives but Patria-
rchal institutions stay intat. Thcrefore, in on
sence, as I see it, if lesbian commuities become“
depoliticised, they become not so different from
harems. Even.in harems, women stay together and it
certainly didn't lead to any change of structure —
patriarchal structures stayed intact.

So the fight centres not so much on institutions,
but in living out your own life an trying to create
little islands and refuges. I don't want to belittle
their -importance, but they have only marginal impor-
tance and one has to see them as only a step towards
something else. It's a small step and no more - but
sometimes that step an trying to sustain it takes a
all the energy.

Ali: What form does the women's liberation move—-
ment in India take at the moment ?

Hadhu: To give you one example, wife beating in
India is a common problem. Rape is commn too, but
I will specifically stick to wife beating. Now it's
a common.problem.here as well as in Inia.

Here the women's mvement has managed to high-
light the issue in a fairly big way and pressurise
the Government into having battered women's refuges
and crisis centres. In this country there is a rel-
atively greater facade of democracy - and there is
the Welfare State. It gave a little money and said
'0.K., you.can keep busy‘ so you.could expect that
from the government and you.could ask women if they
ware being oppressed to come out and give them a place,
and help them get a job.

Now we in India can't expect anything from the
Government, and most of us politically wouldn't even
want to touch anything from the Government. We
wouldn't touch that filthy money if they tried giving
it to us. So when.women are battered our struggle
has to be - to go outside the house of that family
where a woman is being maltreated, and have a demon-
stration, have a sit in, apply social pressure,
demand social ostracism, see to it that the woman
suvives there in a more huan fashion. Try public
humiliation and social ostracism as a weapon much more
than saying 'step out, an here's a.refuge for youfl.
That's one difference. There is this illusion that

the so called Welfare State can give you.what you
want. The amount of energy that goes into just runn-
ing those homes and making women live away from men,
is again just one step. And then what happens 7
A Conservative government comes and cuts off all the
money and you spend more energy trying to get bak
that little bit of a twopenny concession that was in
the first place given to you. It's a defensive
battle really. -

In America and in England so much energy will be
going of necessity into trying to maintain the ser-
vices.that were. And the beginning and end is not
battered women's refuges, it's much more.

These are differences. The tendency, because
you can get money, is to address a little bit more
towards the government and expect them to sustain
projects, and the movement gets too much involved,
I feel, in projects.



There comes a point where these
projects start interfering with the Politics of the
movement and getting too_close to the government and
its substinance. I see it as, at best, short term
ways of pressuring, putting to shame, the government
but the long term aim, you.know, it's an all out
battle, nt just demanding concessions.

One must somehow keep the two together, short
term concessions with the long term struggle against
the State itself, rather than this or that government,
or this or that party.

Ali: How are things developing in the women's
movement in India and what is the attitude of
the socialist movement, of the left, to the
development of feminism ?

Madhu: It's a very tricky question, Partly because
we are at a very different historical stage as of now,
and secondly because of the historical glegacy of the
movement itself. The women's movement in.modern India
was born in a colonial context. From the very begin-
ing it was part of the mainstream social reform
movement, or the National Movement and all that came
with it. _And for various historical reasons, not
became men were more enJ.i.ghtened, but beicause it
was a do or die question for them, the women's ques-
tion did become the'central question for various ref
reform movements of the 19th centuy. Indian women
didn't have the kind of problem that the suffragists
had of being beaten blue for demanding what they were.

We were suffering too much male concern, in fact.
And very often the wrong kind of malecconcern. On
the one hand it gave a certain legitimacy to the
women's question by making it a social question, a
national question, but on the other hand the male led
movement was able to define the perimiters of how far
the women's question should go, and that tradition
did stay with us for a very long time. In one sense
it remains even now. We are still at the point where
women's groups are beginning to be born rather than
a fully fledged all India movement, which is what one
can speak of in the West - with all the splinterdness
of the movement, all the small groups that exist; yet
-you.can.speak of'a movement at the all Britain level.

That's nt the kind of stage where we are. Small,
local, militant struggles, often.very militant, rad-
ical struggles being born all over the country. The
difference now is that they are trying to get linked.

They range from struggles of landl ss poor women
for the right to the land, for minimum sages or
against the landlordism and various forms of social
oppression that go with landlordism, combined with
very oppressive caste systems of near bonded labour,
utter destitution and dependene on landlords. To
poverty in cities of working class in the slums, un-
emloyment - gross unemployment - two million is a
small figure for us, we can talk of hundreds of
millions of unemployed and many, many more semi- emp-
loyed an under employed. The per capita income is
30 ruees a month in the cities and 20 rupees a
month for rural areas, and that too is unequally dis-
tributéd. ~70% of the people are living below the
poverty line. Even.the women's question gets much
more linked with the question of poverty.

For instance, when the question of rape is raised
in the slums of Delhi, of-Bombay, it gets linked with
the question of civil amenities. To give you the
particular example of a rape of a five-month pregnant
woman in a Bombay slum, women did protest against the
rape, but they also protested against the fact that
there were no public lavatories so that these women
had to go out at night or early in the morning to
relieve themselves. And there are no street lights.
So,‘if you are going out alone at night and looking
for a.seclued corner which is what-you.look for when
you.want to relieve yourself, you are so much more
vulnerable to attack.

The two are linked up - not having drinking
water, not having lavatories or a place to bathe -
to the question of sexual violence.
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These are the forms that struggles are taking.
Whenever women, even participating in class organisa-
tions, come up to raise these questions, they seldom
stop at that - they fo on to further questions of
oppression at home - wife beating; drunkenness by
their own men, rape within the family, And, as I
told you, the form of struggle wherever this has
happened is public humiliation of whoever has done it.
I don't want to say that this is happening in_such at
big way - these are small, local struggles, but cert-
ainly happening.

For instance, price rises. In the early 70's,
just before the emergency, this powerful anti-price
rise movement swept large parts of West India. It was
women who were in the streets who took it upon them-
selves as their own issue. It's a general issue, but
its effects on women's lives are certainly more drastic.
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In the cities, the same issues - from sexual violence,
which is becoming a daily featue of our lives. $0
police rape, which is becoming a big ihing, to dowry
murders, and anti dowry campaign. These are some of
the major issues.

The trade unions, especially the left trade
unions, are becoming a little more sensitised, with-
in their own limitations, to questions of working
class women - for example maternity leave. But noth-
ing on a very large scale. Despite a.very drastic
decline in the number of women working in the last
few decades,.the trade union movement has completely
failed to take up this issue of the retrenchment of
women on a very massive scale. Its impact of women's
lives is really horrendous - greater destitution,
and in some ways even this enreasing incidene of
dowry is linked up to this drastic decline in women's
employment, because if women are going to be seen
as economic liabilities rather than as assets, then
their lives are going to be so much cheaper and more
expendible. So, if anyone who has to get rid of a
daughter has to.literally bribe someone to get her
off their hands. This wasn't true even a few decades
back, at least for the working class woman, because
she worked alongside men., She was an economic asset.
It is in that context one has to see the increase of
dowry and the_literal devaluation of womens lives.

Fiona: Do you think violence against women is
increasing ?

Madhu: I could turn around and say - do you think
it is inreasing>here ? I think it is the women's
movement-which has brought to focus the fact that we've
been violated through centuies. I think violene
has always been systematically practised against
women in various forms even in times when society
chooses to pay great homage to us as goddesses or as
presiding deities of home and hearth.



Juliette: So many women were involved in the civil
disobedience movement that led to indep-
endence and thelndian National Congress
included large numbers of women, so it
was reasonable to expect equality, at
least in theory, would be part of the
new National Constitution in 1947, Do
you think that equality has really worked
in practice, and how are women today
learning from the Indian women's struggles
in the past ‘P v

Hadhu: It's onlv in the 70's that women began to
realise that they had been too complacent and had
taken this myth of equality rather too seriously, and
that ou rights are being erroded now partly because
Q2 this,

There was the realisation that we, the middle
class women, had helped to sustain the myth of
equality - that things were going all right because
there were 3% women in the juiciary and 2% women
police officers, 5% women governers or less or what-
ever, or women.doctors,,, While a handful of us had

sustained thisimyth because we had these easy won
gains, really frightful things were_happening to the 
working class women, All these rights were won at
the cost of.a decline in the life conditions of work-
ing class women,

Employment figures - in 1901, there were 525 .
women per 1 ,000 men in the country's workforce, and
by 1971 thefigure declines to 201 per 1,000 - its
impact was on the lives of working class women, _ And
because middle class women were winning entrYo and
had so much visibility, it seemed all was well, The
fact that working class women were being systematica-
lly eased out of employment in both rural and urban
areas was lo'st sight of, Nobody knew until the
middle of 1975 when the Status of Women committee
report came out, Although it was a very lukewarm
report appointed by the government, frightful figures
cme to light,

There has also been an increasing gap in the mortal-
ity rate of men and women, pertaining particularly to
working class women, with literacy too, the gap be-
tween male and female literacy had actually increased
in the decades since independence,

These twin realisations are responsible tor new
kinds of women's groups emerging in India, Realis-
ing that on our, own we've fought as many battles as
we could andwe've made the best of it, forgetting
everything else, but that if we are to expand the
horizons of our own freedom we can't do it alone -
we cannot affect structural changes on our own
strength, Our struggle has to be linked, not just
be linked, but follow the struggle of working class
women in India, On our own strength it's a losing
battle, I'm not suggesting that this whole politics
is being implemented with great success, but it's a
growing realisation, And therefore, there are very
few new feminist grows, when these emerge am_q_ng __
middle class women in cities, which are not sensit-
ive,' or alive to, or aware of this need to link the
struggle, We might or might not succeed, but they
effort is at least certainly being made, We're not .
any more, satisfied with working among teachers,
among students, or amqng middle class professionals,
Those struggles - yes, of course, but the primary
struggle has to be also kept in mind,

-Fiona: Can you tell us about your ideas about non-
violence, and how important’ that is ?

Miadhu: More and more, I'm beginning to'be convert-
ed to the whole idea of non-violence, especially
with us living on the verge of a nuclear holocausig,
I think women have to take up this issue ‘in a very
big way - not'just nuclear holocaust,-but the whole
culture of violence which is patriarchal,

Firstly, its's not just, say, dowry murders in"
India, or genital mutilation in Africa, but pornog-
raphy in the West - these are various forms of
doing violence to women's» bodies, and are deeply
interlinked, Mutilating genitals might seem more
horrific to Western women, but I think its no less
horrific than the kind of violence thats being done

to the bodies of Western women through the kind of
pornographic mass media display of women's bodies to
sell everything from razor blades to tyres, all just
for voyeristic pleasure, a sadistic kind of sexuality,
I have -swh a horrific reaction to it - it's one
aspect of culture shock that is really difficult to
absorb,

Even more, the wars being practised and the:
mindless violence that men practise ._on each other -
mugging, slashing somebody's head, hitting somebody
in the ‘head just their way of interacting to each
other, _Life has been made so ugly, ‘_.“In that sense,
the daily day to day sense, non-violence has to be
emphasised, disarmament, non-violence‘",' purging vio-
lence out of the culture, ‘

,.

Fiona: I was thinking about the fact that in the
Independence Movement in India, "there was
an emphasis on non.-violence-and also that
in this issue of Scarlet Woman we hope to

v have interviews with women who are involved-
in national liberation struggles - armed
struggles, I wonder what you think about
these sorts of-struggles where non-violence
as a tactic is rarely used,

1

Madhu: I think that non-violence was not just a
tactic but came to be used as a very revolutionary
weapon, I think it's a suicidal mistake of the left
to have under estimated its importance by. calling
it pacifism, I think it came to be used as avery
powerful revolutionary weapon because the crux for‘ me
of revolutionary movements is not whether you can I
hit and hit back, but more, much more important,"
whether or not it was a mass movement, And with
Gandhi, and the nationalist movement, the emphasis.
was not just non-violence, the emphasis was the mass
movement, It was with thousands of people on the
streets that he talked of non-violence, In that
sense it was very revolutionary,

I see very little revolution in guerilla groups
by themselves, or hi-jackers, by themselves, There's
nothing revolutionary about the use of violence it-
self - it depends on the context and what it is being
used for, The Left fetishs violence as a revolut-
ionary wa,y- of doing" things, and that's, I think, a
very dangerous thing,

. It's crucially important that it brings a new
dimension to women's participation inwthe movement,
Historically, it is our lesser capacity to do violence,
our putting much more energy into sustenance activity
rather than destructive activity, that has become a
liability for us in one sense, But at the same time
women have resisted male aggression, within the family,
outside the family, I wouldn't say men have been
vio-lent and women have just taken it, I think it's-
inherent, it's been part of our history of resistance
this non-violent resistance which is what came to be
posed as a powerful political weapon for the mass
movement,

This whole emphasis facilitated the coming out
of many more women onto the streets, Gandhi was
very shrewd - he realised that.the very presence of
women was one of the most potent ways of keep ing the
movement from dissipating itself, when women were in
the front line of the national movement, the Police
would think at least twice, before firing, Of course
the Pfilicc have become a little worse since thenu,,
Or the presence of women in.the front line might
prevent men in the movement from indulging in the
sudden mindless kind of attack which can be quite
counterproductive, Or in.picketing, the use of women
as picketers represented within the mvement a great-
er moral force,

I'm beginning to believe more an more that nt
to=use violence is much more courageous than to use
violene, It's really a.weapon of cowards and brutes
rather than of human beings,

Parminder: How does that relate to the women's
struggle in, say Zimbabwe, where women
have taken up, arms and fought side by
side with their brothers, and fought
for the over throw of regimes ‘?

U



Ali: To add to that, I heard from avzimbabwean
bloke, that the women didnit in fact take up
arms, or it was in'very small numbers that they
dldo

Madhu: I have a feeling that the left does ten to
exaggerate women taking up arms when it suits them,
I'm sure they did, and yet,,,,on a world historic.
scale the "monopoly of arms is a male monopoly, We
can only help make the world a little more violent,
and we certainly cannt take away the weapons from
them, And so playing the game with their weapons in
the long term, is, I think, self-defeating, I'm not
making a sweeping judgement on all movements and say-
ing anybody who at any time uses any kind of violence
is wrong, There are specific situations where maybe
it is necessary, and of course you use it, But it's
a qustion of keeping the two in mind together -
disarmament as much a priority issu as.having to take
up arms to defend your life - one doesn't make a
fetish of it,

But I think the short cut to political struggle,
for example, blowing up a.train- this revolutionary
terrorism, is very counterproductive, because I think
you alienate more people than you bring together,
It's also an impatience, a failue to move with
people, to surge forward with the strength of people,
I personally believe that mass movements are the only
answer, N T

The kinds of weapons being made now are making
hunan beings smaller and smaller, A nuclear bomb ‘
needs 1i men to cwess buttons to destroy millions of
people - can.you!imagine how belittled human life has
become and in that sense, using the sme logic, stren-
gthens that logic, Now India is making a nuclear '
bomb, and Pakistan is making the Islamic bomb<- its
a competition for destruction,

Fiona: How much is this your personal view - or is
1 - it general that in India.that feminists

have been influenced by non-violence after
the independence movement '?

Madhu: I don't;want to talk about feminists - lets
say women in India, because a lot of women who are
launching'very militant powerful struggles don't use
this label, Yes, this legacy is very stong national
legacy, Unoubtedly, but I think on the whole aur-
where in the world women hate violence much.more than
men do, and want to have much @1655 to do with violence,
.But I certainly don't claim.to represent the voice of
women» It's quite possible that some people, even in
Manushi, would not agree with what I a saying whole-
heartedly - so I want to emhasise this is my'view,

Northern.Ireland, where there is an anti-
imperialist struggle, and sections of the
nationalist movement are armed, You mention
patience, but they might feel that they have
been patient too long, Ireland was England‘
first colony, There is a big debate amongst
women in the North of Ireland about what the
stand to gain from the nationalist struggle,
And in terms of building a mass movement, what
about the differences that have been fostered
between the people of the North, an also the
fears that women of the North have about unit-
ing with.Southern Ireland, while at least by
the British_state they have been granted more
rights, .say in terms of contraception, than,;a

Ali: How'would you then view the situation in
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they have in the south,  How do you see mass
movements and nn-violene in this context ?

Madhu: I must admit that our information about -
Ireland is very limited because we don't hear enough
about it and that's one reason why I want to go to
Ireland and find out about it, It's crucially impor-
tant that we link up those struggles and offer what-
ever support we can,

What I say is quite possibly not true for the
specific situation of Ireland and I don't want to
make a sweeping generalisation, But taking off even
from what you say - you say these divisions have been
fostered, but do you see taking up arms by one group

Esas an answer to those divisions that have been foster-
I

ed ? Certainly not, How do divisions, for instance
in the movement get sorted out, by taking u of arms
by one group or another ?,,,,

I talked about patience, I'm nt trying to
teach patience to the Irish people, No, certainly
not, They should be much more imatient, I meant it
in a different way, which is the tendency even within
the feminist movement, Even feminists are becoming
impatient, because they see for every woman within
the movement there are hundreds who are not - so the
impatience is you can't even talk to the others, you
just keep talking to each other and you direct all
your violence towards each other for not practicing
the right kind of politics, and for not being correct
feminists, That's what I meant by shortcuts, Now if
feminism is what it is, there is no reason why we
should under-estimate our strength in being able to
get other women to see the point, There is nthing
special about those of us who have had the light dawn
upon us, In that sense there is no substitute for
people's participation, The end of oppression is not
just An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth answer,
but the ability of the oppressed to stand up at what-
ever risk and say - to hell with it, I'll not take
any ITIOPG I

I'm not saying it happened in such a great
militant form in India, but this is what the civil
disobedience or passive resistance movement was about,
To say - O,K, you think your guns and arms have great
strength, Here we are - fire them ? I'm not making
_a virtue of martyrdom, but sometime these sacrifices
have to be made, and it's not as if when you use
violence you don't sacrifice,

Taking the same example personally, say in my
personal relationships with men, there were times
when male friends would be very oppressive in their
behaviour towards me, and I tell you, the end of
personal oppression in an acute form, came not be-
cause I learned to hit them hard - I never did - but
when I said - even when you hit me hard, even when you
blackmail me with this or that sort of violence -
suicide or murder - I will nt budge an inch, - the
sight of a.person being able to stand up an say that
makes the oppressor disintegrate much more,

I don't want to generalise because I know so
little, and every movement has to find*its own
weapons, its own solutions, As for Irelan, all I t
can say is wed have not only a lot to learn from each
other, but also being in the third world our relat-
ionship is not quite the same anymore,

Newer forms of imperialism are being practiced,
The poor Indian bourgeoisie is not the poor Indian
bourgeousie any more, No tears need to be shed for
it even'in its struggles against imperialism,
Nationalism has a progressive, positive role to play
in certain situation, especially of foreign dominat-
tion but in the context of, say, India, I think the
way the bourgeoisie is beginning to use nationalism
is very reactionary and that could be said for many
other countries too, This whole concept of national
boundaries, protected markets and all we are doing
in the name of fighting imperialism today in India,
is helping maintain a very corrupt, very inefficient
national bourgeoisie which leeches us in the name of
‘Be Indian, Buy Indian‘, It has got this huge prot-
ected market, it is benefiting absolutely nobody and
in one sense there is not much difference in being

1S truly international and we are not any more in i ' E
the era of the national bourgeoisie,

On the one hand whereas in India the bourgeoisie
does make a hue and cry about foreign multinationals,
and its struggle against them, On the other hand it
not only invites them to participate in the various
ventures in Tndia, but it does exactly the same it-
SE1 Fe

For instance, the Indian bourgeoisie is floating
multinationals in the Middle East countries, and
various huge building construction projects that it
is undertaking, One of the poor bourgeoisie under-
developed countries, yet still the world's 10th,
largest industrial power,



With regards to Pakistan, and the whole
divide that exists, I think that nationalism
has cone to Acquire a very reactionary charact-
er in this situation. But of course in
Ireland, yes, nationalism still has a great
role to play.

Ali: One last question, you went to the
Beyond the Fragmentsi conference to-
day, which was an attempt to see what
the different areas of struggle in
Britain have in common. What was your
attitude to it ? .

ladhu: I was very depressed to see that the
race question was not anywhere on the agenda
even, of the Fragments. It was totally igno-
red. When you are talking of combining soc-
ialism with Feminism, racism is a very central
issue. Apart from the fact that the feminist
movement has by and large managed not to in-
volve even working class women in Britain, I
think another alarming tendency within, at
least certain trends of feminist thinking in
the West is to disown racism, to disown impe-
ialism. We've nothing to do with it, men
created it, so, well, it's their problem, its
not on our agenda. That is not just depolit-
icising feminism - women have to make it
their business, even if women didn't particip
ate in creating it. Certainly women in West-
ern countries did benefit from imperialism,
so as beneficiaries of imperialism it has to
be your concern. I

-- ?

And so is nuclear weaponry a male creat-
ion - does that mean we have nothing to do
with it, does that mean it's not our problem?
Capitalism, even patriarchy itself is a male
creation - you can*t just disown it, you
fight against it. In disowning these various
struggles, the movement is alienating very
profoundly the Blacks and other groups, and
it obviously is not a good thing, _

I had profound faith in the fact that
feminism, above all, was truly international,
but the way it is coming to be, we may not be
able to realise it. And the fact that the
Asians, the Blacks, the West Indians have
been kept so alienated needs to be questioned
very profoundly by the feminist movement here
Just as the left uses class as a convenient
stick to beat us with - for everything, class
struggle is the answer - caste was not there
race was not there - you've seen the result
of that. .

Now, if feminism is going to beat us
with one stick that is patriarchy, then it is
going to fo exactly the same thing, and I
think the mistakes of the left could be re-
peated. Patriarchy, yes of course, but ever-
ything esle has to be kept constantly on the
agenda - racism just cannot be underemphas-
ised and other forms of class struggle,
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Why are you writing about drought?
What has that got to do with Manushi, with
women ? We were repeatedly confronted
with this kind of question while some of us
were working in different libraries, trying
to collect information on drought.

The attitude behind this question is
one that pushes women into invisibility.
Are not women 50 per cent of the poor, the
Harijans, the Adivasis and of every other
oppressed group in this country ? Are not

uvomen in rural India affected even more
disastrously by drought - the first to die,
the first to be hit by malnutrition and
disease, the first driven into destitution
and prostitution ? And is it not the woman
in the cities who is suffering the worst
consequences of scarcity and price rise —
struggling harder and harder to make both
ends meet on an ever-shrinking budget.

It means standing in endless queues
to buy kerosene, fetching water from dis-
tant and erratic taps, being forced to turn
from kerosene stove to cowdung chulha,
getting up earlier to grind the wheat her-
self in order to save a few oaisas, walking
miles just to buy at a slightly cheaper
market, cutting down on her own food so
that there is enough to go around.

In the rural areas, want takes a much
more brutal form. Zflfimillion people, that
is one third of the total population have
been in the grip of famine for the last
ten months or more. In the seriously
affected areas, villagers have no food
stocks left, no employment and no money
with which to buy anything. They are just
starving stilling the pangs of hunger by
chewing leaves and digging up roots.

WOMEN ARE ALWAYS THE WORST HIT,

As food and water resources have
grown scarce, thousands have been driven
to migrate to cities in search of work,
the consequence being that women are often
left behind in the villages to fend for
the children and the old.

As people are forced to live in
subhuman conditions, as human lives are
systematically devalued, degraded, it is
women who suffer most, are the first to he
sold or exchanged for food, the first to
die. It is not surprising then that an
overwhelming number of the starvation deaths
so far reported have been those of women.
The mortality rate among women even in
"normal" times is much higher than that
among men. (Between 1951 and 1971, the
number of females per 1,000 males decreased
from 946 to Q30.)

Here is a living example of how this
comes to be. This is how Ratna Chamar
described the death of his wife at Hanna
relief work project in Uttar Pradesh. On
the_day of her death the poor woman had
worked on the canal releif project all day
and then had collapsed on reaching home.
"We get very little grain and we get it
very late... It was her habit to feed me
first then the children, and not eat
enough herself."

Thus the traditions built into male-
dominated society, which force women to see
their lives as less valuable and to
think that virtue lies in self- sacrifice,
mean the slow starvation of the woman when
the family is living at bare subsistence
level.
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As all sources of food went more and
more out of reach of the rural poor, families
have had to sell their last possessions from
domestic animals to utensils to even doors
and windows. When there is nothing left to
sell, the least valued human beings, that is
the girls and women, are sold. Year after
year, newspapers report how the sale of
women into prostitution shoots up during
times of drought.

In Nawapara, Orissa, girls in the age
group 1O to 14 are reported to have been
sold for anything from Rs 15 to Rs 55.
(Patriot, 7.5.80.) Businessmen from Madhya
Pradesh purchase these girls and sell them
to vice dens in the cities at very high
prices. One Raja Nayak of Komma village,
sold his eight-year-old daughter Premata to
a businessman for Rs 40: "I could not give
her food for days together and my entire
family starved so I preferred to sell her.
She can now survive on the food given by
her master and my family can survive for a
few days on the money I got by selling her"

In UP it has been reported that tribal
women who collect fire-wood and go to sell
it in towns, are sexually exploited by
ticket checkers because they have no money
to pay for the short train ride from the
village to the town. Women are being trapped
by unscrupulous contractors... who'lure
them by promising them a daily wage of RslO
this year;s drought has made the task of
the contractors even easier... the girls are
sent to brothels or dumped in private homes
to do domestic work. In most cases they
are not paid anything except two meals a day.
These cases go to show how poverty acquires
doubly brutal dimensions for women. While
_for a man, poverty means starvation, for a
woman, it invariably also involves rape and
a myriad forms of sexual exploitation.

These cases are the mere tip of the
iceberg because big newspapers either
systematically under-report or never report
what is really happening to the poor. espec-
ially women, in this country. Such facts
are given occasional coverage simply to
provide titillation by sensationalizing
atrocities on women.

RELIEF — THE MYTH AND THE REALITY.

The government has been piously prom-
ising relief on a "war-footing." But how
have the much vaunted Food for Work Dr°EPa'
mmes been functioning ? On the one hand.
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government offioialy admits that there is no
absolute scarcity of food in the country,
that tons of food are lying in state godowns
It is also known that tons of foodgrains lie
hoarded by private traders. On the other
hand, the government bureaucrats, in their
airconditioned offices, pretend to be as
helpless before the calamity as are the star-
ving landless themselves.

The landlords, because of their polit-
ical connections, can ensure that the Food
for Work project be shortlived so that the
poor become more dependent and are forced to
&°°@Pt any wage they may decide to fix, or
even work in some form of bonded labour.

Reports from all over the country show
that those who work on the relief projects
are being cruelly cheated of their rights.
A1m°St @V°rYWheTe. large scale bungling has
been reported, involving every power holder
from Village heads to relief officers and
some social workers who are supposed to be
running voluntary organizations. The wages
which actually reach the labourer's hands
are far lower than what is allocated on paper

In many places, the workers are not
Paid. Who are they to complain to, when the
authorities are themselves the exploiters ?
In Kundra, for instance, the only relief work
undertaken was the construction of a 5km.
long dirt road. This was completed within
three weeks last September and the wages had
not yet been paid as of March. Women at most
of these sites were being paid much less
than men - by the same government which
boasts of having passed the Equal Remunera-
tion Act !

And then of course, there is the usual
phenomenon of the sexual abuse of women by“
the contractors and petty officials at the
Worksites.

WHO SUFFERS MOST ? AND WHO BENEFITS ?

Anew dimension of barbarity to famines
and starvation in the present day world is
added by the fact that millions are being
condemned to starvation in the midst of
plenty and opulence. and worse, that such
occurrences have become good occasions to
speculate, hoard and make super profits
What is scarcity for the poor becomes a
blessing for the rich.

Is it any longer true that famines and
droughts are unavoidable "natural" calamit-
ies ? Or is this just another myth. like
that of the "natural" inequality between men
and women ?
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Drought, like price rise and inflation,
has its own politics and there are powerful
vested interests which seek to perpetuate
such misery because they gain by it. The
government has computed the loss in farm
incomes due to the current drought at Rs1,000
crores. But it is the poor peasant and land-
less labourer who seem to have almost exclu-
sively borne this loss because it is they
alone who produce for consumption and not for
the market, The rich farmers who can hoard
the surplus and later sell it at higher pri-
ces have actually benefited from scarcity.

The government, by increasing'the pro-
curement support price of foodgrain, makes
matters worse. This helps only the rich who
have surplus foodgrain to sell and prevents
even a little relief to the urban poor, by
keeping prices artificially inflated even
during times of plenty.

The so-called "national" calamity is the
therefore not a calamity for the whole nat-
lon. To the frequenters of five star hotels,
it makes not difference whether sugar sells
at Rs? or Rs5 a kilo.' Thus even while there
is so much talk of "shortages", the consum-
ption of the rich has in fact become even
more luxurious,

Meanwhile the rural poor are flocking
to the cities in the hope of a few crumbs.
They are seen eating garbage, beging, and
are reduced to committing petty "thefts and
robberies". For the government, they repr-
esent only a "law and order" problem - the
police and anti~begging squads are left to
deal with them.

The government is very efficient when
it comes to unleashing violence and crushing
struggles of the oppressed and the poor. It
is very efficient in ordering police firings
on unarmed workers demanding their rights, as
in Kanpur, Faridabad, Pantnagar. Why is it
then, that the government cannot ensure a
supply of clean drinking water in villages
where Camps Cola can manage to be regularly
supplied ? Why is it that the government
cannot ensure that the food under the Food
for Work project reaches those who work for
it, instead of ending up in the pockets of
the corrupt bureaucracy ?

"OUR BATTLE BEGINS HERE"

In spite of the utter destitution and power
lessness to which the mass of people in this
country have been reduced, there have been
attempts - some spontaneous, some organized-
to express their anger and demand their
rights. One silent but no less significant
way in which people expressed their anger,
was-by keeping away from the recent state
assembly elections, Many villages boycotted
the election en masse, Here is one of the
many examples: "Residents of drought-hit
Khandekama village of Barmer district re- I
fused to vote unless drinking water was pro
vided to them immediately". In Chattisgarh
region (Madhya Pradesh) too, attempts were
made by the people to march to the local
Food Corporation godowns where food was
lying rotting in the open because of less
storaged space - with the demand that food
be didtrihuted to the hungry, But the pro-
testers could not reach the food godowns
because of the heavy po1ice.guard.

“A mob of starving Harijans allegedly
raided the shop of a grain dealer Baijnath
Shivhari, looted 4 quintals of grain at Bira
village, Bands district and distributed it
equally among themselves. They said: ‘We
were starving and this greedy proiiteer was
selling his foodgrains across the district
border in Madhya Pradesh.'". And what was
the state's response ? "A case of armed
theft was registered against the Harijans
at the Shivrampur police station" !

Is it not "theft" that som of the
country's resources are controlled by 29%
of people ? And if one dares call this
their One is accused of creating a "law
and order" problem !

We feel that a lot more is happening
by way of people's resistance, protest,and
efforts to create change, than ever gets
known through the established mass media.
So we have to collect and disseminate this
information on our own.p This is an import
ant way in which We can win back for our-
selves the belief in our own power to change
things. Only thus can small local strugglei

get linked and grow into a widespread movg-
ment.

Since all these problems - poverty,
bondedness, lack of living wage, unemploy-
ment, landlessness — affect women much more,
since women bear the major brunt of poverty
and exploitation, must not these issues
also become women's issues ? Can women not
organize around these issues ? What role
can womenis organizations play in taking up
these issues ? We invite our women readers
to send their views, especially those based
on experience of struggle and women's part-
icipation in struggle,

Manushi Collective.v

This article is taken from an editorial of
"Manushi".
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Iiwas I - rm ohm I mw'm'w‘II mu}>n7Iav.
The first feminist magazine by an all

women group, Manushi has been coming out in
English and Hindi since January 1979.

"Manushi" is now being distributed in
this country. We have already recieved a
number of individual subscript1ons,but would
like to distribute "Manushi" through feminist
alternative bookshops, on a sale—or-return
basis, If you could sell "Manushi" through
a bookshop/at your w0men‘s centre, please get
in touch with us. We would sell them to you
at 60p. each, but the sale price should not
exceed 75. per copy. -

problems - they are in great debt and have
been unable to produce the Hindi copies of
the last two issues. If you wish to take out
a standing order payable into the Manushi
account, please make it out to Manushi Trust,
A/c no. (deposit A/C) 23025152, Midland Bank
St. Martin's Lane, London WC2.

We have some copies of No. 5 left, and
hope to receive more copies of No.6 shortly

We would also like to thank all those
women who have sent us donations so far. We
have raised £700 approx. which is being sent
to Delhi this month, and will help towards

If you would like to take out a subscrip- paying off Qn1y 3 part of their debt for
tion, please send your name, address and the
date to us, the rates: £8,50 for 6 copies,
and extra donations are always very welcome.

ou ma know we are also fund-raising

printing costs of the last 2 issues. Qbviou-
sly we need to keep the money coming in !

You can get in touch with us at:
Manushi, c/0 147 Grove Lane,
Camberwell, London SE5.

As y’ Y . _
for nmanughi" as they face serious financial In sisterhood, Adj, Penny, Shaila
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by Gail Omvedt
Zed Press

Greaf book! I couIdn'T puf IT down! I was There In
The dry dusfy villages, There In The busy Towns.
From The depfhs of my armchair In Norfh Shields I
readabouf Kaminabai from Bori Arab, a small village;
Tarabai a mIIITanT member of The Pune STreeT Cleaners
Union, and TanubaI, a Tribal woman and singer of
Tribal songs and women's songs - all women sTruggIIng
for survival and for a life beTTer Than survival.
The year was I975. Infernafional Women's Year, and
The aufhor, immersed In women's movemenf work In
India, Talked wITh many Indian women abouT Their
lives and problems. She asked Them how They feIT
abouf Their role and how They saw The fufure. She
Talked To rural women who were barely able To feed

from dawn To dusk - women who were aware ThaT They
carried The greafer burden of work "If housework
were pa|d IT would go To The women Are y ou men
I|sTen|ng? Adm|T |T"" Kam|n|ba| says - buT who
are also cyn|caI abouT change com|ng for Them and
Thenr famII|es She Talked To landless women who
were empIoyed on governmenT proyecfs and who Inved
on s:Te wh|IsT worklng, sieeplng ofTen enough on
The ground, Iiving precarlously on whafever projecf
work They could fInd. “For Them Talk of Iiberafion
was a luxury, TheIr lives were reduced To The
problem of bare survival and Their sfruggles were
againsf poverfy and rising prices. "We have no
food, no clofhes, no Tome, we have To sleep on
fooTpaThs, wHaT can we do? We have To fIghTI"
;"ey Told Gail 0. of The TacTIcs organised by
The women's anTI-price rise commITTee In Bombay,
where They would surround a merchanf and noT leT
him go unTIl They goT The graIn. The 'gherroa“‘
Is an offen used Technique for drawing concess-
ions from The unwIlIIng. On one occasion a
MInIsTer was 'ghecroaed' unTII he conceded a
beTTer grain raTion....

Their families, walking miles To The well. working
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- She Talked To 5TudenTs who fe|T The confIIcT
befween Their educaTIonaI ambifion and The
Tasfe of freedom They goT In colleges and The
arranged marriages awaITIng Them aT The end of
Their sTudIes. She Talked To The highly unionised
STeeeT Cleaners of Pune, unfouchables who never-
Theless had more Independence Thanks To a relafiveiy
good wage Than The women who scorned To Touch Thom.

CI.

Buf This book Is no ordinary sociological sfudy,
IT comes ouT of The experience of ThaT year - The
meefings, The organising, experiences leading up To
The Unifed Women's Liberafion Sfruggle Conference In
The Ocfober of I975. This conference was a speak-
ouT of Toiling women who came from all over India To
Tell oTher women of Their |Ives and hopes. IT had
Taken a IoT of hard work and planning To organise In
an aTmo5phere of poIITIcaI repression - buT IT came
off. A success which posed The quesfion - where
nexf? How To carry The movemenf forward? were The
women fIrsT To go back_home? Whaf were They To do?

Gail 0.'s book sefs The sfruggle of The women In
The conTexT of India's TurbulenT poIITica| Iife.
She Talks abouf The ideas and acTIvITIes of The
various |efT parTIes, The Tribal movemenT and The
movemenf of The unfouchables, and shows us somefhing
of The confradicfions facing The people There, The
obsfacles To unITy - urban versus rural, Bahf versus
casfe Indian. She also shows us The sTrengTh of
The women - Their mass meeTIngs againsf The dowry
sysfem Imeefings of up To 8000 women In some
Towns), Their huge anTI-price rise marches, (In The
aufumn of I975 20,000 women Turned up for The
rolling march), Their leadershIp and deTermInaTIon
in union sfruggles. IT was Their Tenacify In
mIIITanT acTIon Thaf forced The IefT To an under-
sfanding ThaT The parTIcIpaTIon of women was crucial
To The success of The Indian revoIuTIon, buf The
IefT's Inferesf In women as a poIITIcaI force Is
open To quesTIon - are The parfy organisers really
supporfive of femInIsT principles and concerns, or
do They rafher adopT a manipulafive aTTITude To-
wards women,.seeIng Them as mIIITanTs In a ‘general
sTruggle' ThaT does noT Include specifically
femInIST Issues? (If a sfruggle can be said To be
'generaI' when IT Ignores femInIsT principles and
Issues). '

The final chapfer wrITTen In I979 goes InTo These
and ofher quesfions of perspecfive and sfrafegy In
more deTaII. I'm aware Thaf I've IefT ouT so much,
buT Then a review couIdn'T possibly do jusfice To
The argumenf or The conTcxT of The book, nor could
IT capfure The flavour and excITemenT of The Indian
revoIuTIon and sfruggle. You'll jusi have To read
The book yourselves!

Ann Torode



Bryitish ocism R: What are the main differences between
English Society and Pakistani society
for you as a woman ?

N: There seem to be some obvious differen-
E ces between an English and Asian woman. The

An interview with Nasira Begum, who for over
a year has been fighting Home Office attempts
to deport her, and Hilary who has been work-
ing in the campaign to prevent Nasira's
deportation.

R; What did you think about England before
you ever thought of coming to live here ?

Nasira: Something wonderful, beautiful,
fascinating, attractive, full of charm,People
usually live with peacefully having all the
facilities of life. "

R; What do you think of England now ?

N: I found her (England) beautiful, rich
and better than my country. I was quite happy
as I came for a visit, it was a good change
in my life. Later on, when I had to face
practical life, I experienced some problems.
For an Asian woman happy married life is
something more important and worthwhile.
Moreover marriage for us is permanent bond of
life. When after a few months of my married
life, I had to go through a very tragic and
sad breakdown of my husband's relationship‘
with me, I was terribly upset, as I was very
much devoted to my husband and wanted a happy
married life.

Presently I think life is not an easy
thing. I have'to prepare myself to face the
difficulties of life, and people around me
are quite helpful. They encourage and help
me a lot emotionally and financially. I am
grateful for their help.

R: HOW 39 Y°u feel about the way the gover-
nmfint has treated you ? Do you think
its fair ?

N: I had a ieeling and belief that England
is famous for its justice and fairness. I
have now realised that it is not so. British
infltitutions are Just and fair when and where
it suits them. If necessary, they change
their own decisions. It is quite obvious
from the decision made by the Immigration
Court at Stockport, in my case, which has
now been challenged by the Home Office. I
think it is not "cricket". In fact it un-
Just and cruel, this type of wicked treat-
Mont is causing me mental torture and agony.
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areas of differences could be more freedom
availed by the English woman. English women
are more outward and individualistic, English
woman does not bother for the community or
social approval. Contrarily an Asian woman
is very much concerned what others think a
about her. We like to live more collective
way of life rather than individualistic.
We are also more concerned about our
religious practices.

R: Do you feel lonely in England ? How was
it in Pakistan ?

N: I had a happy and peaceful life in
Pakistan. I was also happy and satisfied
here after marriage. But when all of E sud-
den I heard about my marriage break-up, for
which I was not mentally prepared, it was
a great shock to me. I think marriage is a
sacred and permanent union-not only between
the husband and wife but among the family
members on both sides. A "separated" or
"divorced" woman in our community is not
given respect and grace equivalent to_a

married woman. ,Natural1y I feel myself in-
secure. Keeping in view my present life, if
I decide to go back to Pakistan, it could be
a great shock to my old father. Moreover,
in this country I have a circle of friends
around me, who are helpful and supportive in,
each and every walk of my life. How can F
feel myself lonely among good, sincere, help-
ful and supportive friends and relatives.
Who are helping during the emotional and
economical crisis.

R: Why do you want to stay in England ?

N: England is like my home country now. I
got married here. I associated all my future
hopes and plans with this country. After
marriage, husbands home and Qountry is some-
thing worthy of respect for an asian woman..
Similarly I think of England as my permanent
place of residence. Here I can fight for my
rights and can regain my status. I can enjoy
all the facilities and rights like other
English women.

R: Women in England live very differently
from women inPakistan - do you think life
is better or worse here ?

-

N: In the begining I felt that women in
Pakistan and women in England live in a diff-
erent way, as majority of women have to go y
to work, whereas few women in Pakistan go to
work. Gradually I have got used to this way
of life. As England is a welfare state we
enjoy more facilities here. Differences seem
to be obvious in the begining, but stay in
this country enables to adjust well and one
takes life easy after few years stay. '

R: What do you think about the way others,
like Anwar Ditta, are being treated by the
Home Office ?

N: ‘*I don't think the Home Office is treat-
ing fairly Anwer Ditta's case. It is inhuman
to separate the offsprings from the mother.
If they put themselves in place of Anwar Ditta
then perhaps, they can realise how she is
suffering from the separation of her children.
Home Office is giving mental torture, suffer-
ing and creating undue pressures for the
immigrants, We must continue to fight against
the decisions and should try our best to re-
gain cur rights and not to be treated as
third class citizens.



R; Has the campaign changed you at all ?

N: Campaign launched by my friends is
helping me. But there is not change at all
I am grateful to my friends, with their help
and perpetual persuance and constant efforts
I have got a job.

R: What do you want to do in the future ?

N: I am indefinite about my future, because
of the injustice done to me by the Home 0ff1C€
I simply and honestly believe that I Should
fight for my rights. As I am on the right
side, I am confident and sure I will win my
C838 .

R To what extent would you say that the.
present use of Immigration Law by the govern-

system of migrant labour, whereby people
can gradually be deprived or their British
citizenship, and be encouraged into or sent
out of the country as the economy demands ?‘

Hilary: What seems to be happening now is
that the Home Office is curtailing rights
which previously existed. Under the Immigra-
tion Acts, restrictive though they were,
there was the right to bring in family, par-
ents and children. The Home Office is.making
it more and more difficult for anybody to
bring in any dependents. It does this not by
saying that people can't bring in their dep-
endents anymore, but by saying that these
aren't the children of a particular person,
or that these aged parents
upon someone here, because
themselves in Pakistan, or
case, that this was just a
nience, going out of their

are not dependent
they can support
as in Nasira's
marriage of conve-
way to make the

marriage appear invalid. Its a deliberate
attempt to prevent people bringing in their
dependents and families, which is their right

R. So they don't want people to come and
settle anymore ?

H. This is true, but also they want people
to go back, In many cases they are separat-
ing families and children in the hope that
people who live here and can't get their
children over here will go back and live in
Pakistan. So its partly repatriation and
partly preventing people gettinsin.

H,

R. How widespread do you think this state
campaign is ?* How far does it extend
beyond the area around Manchester ?

H. I think its probably quite general
everywhere. We've come to hear about cases
in this area because of Nasira's campaign and
the Law Centre's involvement. I think that
people don't realise the extent to which the
Immigration Acts affect the lives of many
Black people. It isn't just people who are
trying to get in, or people who are legal or
illegal immigrants, its nearly all Black
people, even those who were born here,are
being affected. The surveillance which they

use is dncredible. We came across cases
where the police are keeping a 24 hour surve-
illance outside people's houses, looking for
illegal immigrants and searching the houses
without warrants. This is not only happen-
ing in Manchester, but elsewhere.

R. Where has the main support come.from
during Nasira's campaign and other cam-
paigns around Manchester ?

H. For Nasira's campaign the support has
mainly come from people who have already been
involved in Anti-Racist work in the past -
what you could loosely call the white left.
We've had a lot of support from the tradit-
ional labour and left orgainsations. For
Nasira's campaign in particular there has
been very little vocal support from the Asian
community - I think that's partly to do with
Nasira being a woman and partly to do with it
being in Manchester where the Asian community
isn't so well orga nised as say in
Birmingham or London. But it is to do with

Nasira being seen as a woman who was deserted
by her husband. The attitude of many Asian
men is that if she's deserted then she must
have done something wrong, I don't think
that's the main point but it is important and
specific to Nasira's campaign and it hasn't
necessarily happened in other cases. '

For instance in the case of Abdul Azad
in Oldham, there was a lot more holding the
Asian community together there but there is
much less of a community organisation in
Manchester.
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Has the community been more supportive
to Anwar Ditta in Rochdale ?



H. I think it has, but not as supportive as
it could have been. People in Rochdale have-
n't come out on the streets over this, though
still more than with Nasira. Its hard to
distinguish to what exte t its because Anwar
is a woman and because the Asian community is
afraid.

I think its important to point out that
white people hasn't come out in support, not
as much as they have in the past against the
National Front for instance. "If we're going
to be frank about it, it hasn't been as broad
based as say the Anti-Nazi league campaign.

R; Do you think that the Women's Liberation
movement in this country should get far
more involved ?

H. Considering the way that the Immigration
Laws are treating women particularly, you can
see this in Nasira's case where a woman is
defined as a dependant upon a man rather than
as an individual in her own right, women in
the women s movement have not really recogn-
ised this. Again its quite a difficult prob-
lem - we had this idea that we'd like to set
up a group of women fighting the Immigration
Laws because the women who have come to us
through the Law centre, yet its difficult to
know where to start when there isn't more
guidance from women in the Black community.
Its a dilemma - as white women what can we do
in an organised way ?

The support from the women's movement
hasn't been fantastic, although various con-
ferences are taking up the issue more stron-
gly.

R. Can you describe what it was like when
Nasira's case first went to the Appeal
Court (she has been a second time since)

H. It was an exhibition of how racist and
fascist our Home Office could be. This is
the impression which we got from the first
part of the Appeal particularly.

They were just trying to discredit
Nasira and the witnesses supporting her.
They said the witnesses were telling lies:
the witnesses were confused and their
evidence was said to be ‘stories' and fabri-
cations‘. My biggest impression was that it
was a complete insult to everyone who is
Asian - and Asian culture. The fact that
Nasira had an arranged marriage was ridicu-
led, and that she chose her husband through
a photograph.

.The prosecutor tied up the witnesses
in knots, with his language using the kind
of colloquial expressions that we very rarely
use. He made everyone look as though they
were lying or stupid, or that it was a con—
spiracy to allow this one woman to stay in
the country.

The whole pnpcedure is unfair anyway
because ther is no jury. There's just an
adjudicator and he's appointed by the Home
Office. In Anwar DLtta's case for instance
she was just dragged through her whole life,
everything about her children, by people who
were just out to make them look liars.

Its unjust that people should have to go
through all that.

R. How do you think the Government's prop~
osals on a new Immigration Law are likely

to affect the situation for Nasira and
others in her position ?

H. The new Nationality Laws are proposing
to simplify the Nationality Act and create
3 different kinds of British citizen. One is
a British citizen - someone who was born in
this country, the other 2 are basically Black
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people who have previously had rights as
British citizens because of coming from the
ex—colonies, who are going to be ¢a11e¢
British overseas citizens'or'British citizens
of the dependenciesi It really does racially
define a British citizen much more strongly.
Its going to mean that these2 categories of
(Black) British citizens will be denied all
sorts of rights that anybody who is now a
British citizen has - Welfare Rights etc.
It will legalise what's been going on for a
long time and make it a lot more rigorous.
Also this thing about children born here,
previously anyone who was born here was a
British citizen. Now they are saying that
children born here of illegal immigrants
won't get British citizenship which means
there's going to be a hell of a lot more
surveillance of Black people — registration
of births, for Asian people with children
born here therts going to be a whole thing
into the history of the parent's immigration.
It could be brought up again, say, when the
children have grown up - all those kinds of
hassles. There will be much more surveill-
ance over the Black community. It facilita-
tes the withdrawing of rights which they have
in theory, if not in practice, Its a1rea¢y
happening, itill just make it easier — legal-
ise it. _ .

\

R. Do you think there is a need for some
kind of immigration law or should they
be scrapped completely ?

H- Ideally people should be free to live
Wherever they want to, but that's not the
issue at the moment, We‘re not saying to
people we want to abolish all Immigration
laws, because that preys upon the fears that
Peflple already have, their prejudices that
the country will be flooded with all sorts
of people. I think its a non-issue, in some
ways a red herring -‘cos what is important
is to point out that this and any immigra-
tion law instituted by this country has been
racist, because the ideas and intention be-
hind it has been to keep Black people out of
the country. If its a question of whether
there should be immigration controls or not
I think that under socialism there would
have to be controls, but thafs another issue.
When, say, in street meetings, people come
"P to me and say we've got to have control
over immigration because of all the millions
of people that could come into the country.
I usually try to avoid the numbers game by I
saying that you have to understand is that
what we're fighting against isn't just an
immigration act but a law which is designed
specifically to oppress Black people. Most
people don't realise that throughout the
world there are millions of Whites who have
automatic rights to settle here and if they
all exercised that right the country would
be flooded. But that's not what its about-
its about oppressing Black people.

C
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Jean Bernard came from Jamaica to the UK in l96l. She has worked in various paid jobs here
including cleaning, catering. day-care and laundry work. She came because she wanted a different
kind of life, one which would give her access to higher education. Because of her family commit-
ments she worked her way through evening classes. As her children got older she qualified as a
social worker and joined the political arena. as an activist in the community. She is in the
Lambeth Black Parents against SUS and the Richard Campbell Campaigns.

Jean was asked to give a picture of life for Black women in the UK. Because she did not
have time to write it herself, she instructed me to write down exactly what she said. My only
contribution was to make sure I did it accurately. JG.
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The struggle for Black women in the UK is harder and more difficult to understand; it's
different from that of white women because of the combination of racism and sexism. Limited
access to higher and political education makes it more difficult for the Black woman to see what
prevents her from succeeding as a person rather than as a woman., _

Firstflyr most Black women in the UK are brought up to be the servants of men. They are very
domesticated as regards children. chores. obediance and dependence. She feels lost and unable to
cope without a man. ‘

Secondly where the white woman can make room for herself, the Black woman cannot, because of
racism, the biggest hazard - the way this society has assumptions about her. The majority of
Black women wouldn't even wear trousers before they came here. The white woman takes more domin-
eering chances. The Black woman doesn't question enough. She still has to see herself as an
equal, and more working class women must join in that struggle for equality.

On my own, facing the responsibility, I feel like a human being, because financial dependence
on a man is one of the greatest hazards of a Black woman's life. It's a pretence. she doesn't
get the chance to be dependent anyhow. In fact the Black woman is the real head of the household
and the man just a figurehead. 95% of people in Jamaica were self—employed. growing crops or
making things for sale and the woman taking the stuff to market. The majority of Black men only
realised when they came to the UK what is true family responsibility. At home it was all covered
by the'extended family network. which consisted of women. when the men came over here they had to
do their own domestic work so they sent for the women, for the domestic labour. Most Black women
arriving in the UK were already married and had children at home. Now both go out to work. The
woman is providing for the children at home as well. She goes to the doctor here for contraception
and he sends her home for her husband's permission because of sex discrimination. So, not out of
choice, women started to have a second family. As facilities became available. the few Black
women who knew about them used them.

_ Racism in the Black woman's life prevents her understanding herself. She came from a back-
ground where she was affected by class. Here the colour of your skin holds you back so there's
no chance of coming up. Racism destroys the Black woman's life. Men, women and children are
all getting the pressure. The man loses his job. the children fail at school. the woman would
also be experiencing racism and sexism.' You don't understand racism when you first come here and
as a result you all feel as a failure. You are all taking it out on each other.

west Indian men are saying it's only in the UK that the women can live without them. They
are also questioning the break-up of so-called marriages. The fact is women have gained some
earning power, coupled with the help of the welfare state and have come to realise they were and
still are the breadwinner. The Black man still is dodging his family responsibilities while it
can be seen that in many areas the white man is facing his by doing things with his family.



h two families to support the man still has his freedom, althoughAlthough the Black woman as ,
he may have created several other families. She is stuck. The husband is still boss here as at. . . is
home. He is free to satisfy his ego. The women are not listened to. Here the pressure
tougher since she has lost the support of the extended family and she is not understood by the

o iet around her eg when she first came here the Black woman had no knowledge of the structures c y . , . | c _
lf state of the little rights she has here that she did not have at hom. Peopleof the we are ,

were stigmatized as living on S.S. when 95% didn't even know about those rights. In the early 60's
' ‘ ' ' ' bi bl to fi ht theirfor example we didn t know about housing rights. Many now will never e a e g ,

strength is gone, things have run out on them.

H re the man can run from one woman to another, while the woman is tied to creating the futuree
through the children. Today Black women here are trying to bring up their boys to a more respons-d f ‘l ti s then you could choose whoible attitude. Given education, decent wages and chil care aci l e ,
would give you children, but now some women are having babies so they can get a council flat and as
a result are falling back into the same trap as their predecessors.

Institutional racism in all fields is the problem. In Family Planning it's the way it's hand-'ld ?" Ied to you. "what are you going to do about not having any more chi ren

we are demanding better facilities for women in every direction. Better maternity and child-
care facilities, education for women. better working conditions. we can't make it without that:
Here you have got to fight for better facilities,for everything we want. s T

I got involved in the SUS campaign because my children and everybody else‘s were getting picked
up and I had to find out whether the complaint against SUS is justified. We founded the Lambeth
Black Parents Campaign against the SUS laws. V It was only women who came out to fight for the
rights of their children. Nobody can undersrand the effect of SUS on the mothers. Thev become

losers again. Losing days off work to be at court, to be at solicitors, to visit kids remanded.

f‘ t ta e when less articulate parents‘ (women's) kids were picked up, everyone wasIn the irs s g , |
saying it was the parents‘ fault. Then when everyone's kids were picked up, the anger was turned' ' ‘ ' ’ ' ' d S h l. Thatagainst the system. The Black minister s kids were picked up coming from Sun ay c oo
made him join the fight. SUS influenced me and others to get up and ask questions and to become
more involved in political things. SUS has brought a lot of women to reality; _and education, too

th children were failing in school Deprivation of higher education within the Black-because e u .
community has made Black people more in need of education. B ecause of that hunger they want tof ' th children are back where weeducate their children; to break the cycle. But because o racism e  
left off, in pre-war council estates, unemployed, walking the streets. Having illegitimate
children and no man to support them. we have broken the cycle of material deprivation, some of
us, buying houses, cars, furniture and clothing, but not the cycle of racism, sexism and racial
‘class. Even with UK education our kids are still unemployed.

People think that most Black women have settled in to their little council flat with their
little family and everything is rosy. But a high proportion are being isolated as single parents.
Black women have become immune to.conditions here. They are ashamed of the situation, which they
didn't expect to find themselves in, with several.children and on their own, facing the pressure
of a racist and sexist society.

It's important to look at where we are going. Activists move out. But a liberated woman
doesn't mean being a sex symbol or necessarily going to live with another woman. You have to face

onsibilit and fight for your rights as_a.human being Men are not yourenemy but haveyour resp c y . . I _
been educated to be as they are. women have toyeducate men to play their part in the human race.' ‘ ' f' lt t - t rid of theseSo long we have been taught that Black men are savages that it s dif icu o ge
ideas out of your own head. Men should be educated to care for children, and children should not
be put into care if women leave. The men should care for them where possible.

I th middle class we are acting as a buffer between the ruling class and working people.n e
we make working people dependent on us. we should be with the working class community helpings' ' b k ' t r ismthem to be aware of the system that oppresses them and educating them to fight ac agains ac
and sexism. " -T

Unity between Black and white women will come with the struggle to get into the day nurseries
and schools and children's homes and have some control in them.

Unity will come when we as women can identify that the struggle is one struggle and when we
can destroy institutional racism of which the white woman is_a part.

In the.final analysis women mustcommand respect for themselves.

-I
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At the time when Britain needed our labour,
racism was used against us to rationalise and just-
ify our exploitation. Now when Britain no longer
has that need, racism is still being used to ration-
alise and justify our exploitation. There are
various means by which this is being done.

We all know that British immigration policy is
centred around keeping Black people out of this
country(For details of the racist and sexist nature
of immigration laws see the last four issues of
FOWAAD.) But there is more to it than that - immig-
ration.policy is also about the systematic intimidae
tion and harassment of Black people settled here.
This aspect is becoming increasingly evident. A
clear examle is the manner in.which the Black comm-
unity is subjected to random attacks under the pre-
text of catching ‘illegal immigrants‘.

On Friday 20th. June, the Main gas cooker fact-
ory in. Edmonton was surrounded by police and immig-
ration officers with dogs. 28 Black workers, mainly
Ghanaians, were taken away; by the following Tuesday
only five had been released.

Just over a month before the Edmonton raid,
there was another massive passport raid, also in
Worth London. On that occasion 50 immigration and
police officers with dogs raided the Bestways Cash
and Carry store in.Willesden. All the employees
were forced into a small room and interrogated.
Passports were demanded and about 25 people, inclu-
ding one customer, were pushed into police vans and
taken to Kilburn police station. The owners and
staff of Bestways are, of course, Black (Asian).
They were searched, locked up in cells and interro-
gated util late evening. Some were taken to their
nomes to check their passports, and then taken bak
to the police station where they were held for seve-
ral hours or more for no reason except that their
skins were Black.

At the same time eight Bestways shops all over
London were raided and there, according to Bestways
director, Moh-ammed Yunus Sheikh, ‘police behaviour
was even worse. They were abusive, they rounded u
customers, staff and partners‘. The Earls Court
Road shop was closed down and an emloyee‘s flat
above it forced open. Even people who happened to
have their passports with them and could prove their
legal status, were forced into police vans and taken
to Kensington police station. a

In other words, for Black people in this coun-
try the immigration law is being used as a.pass law
system. We are considered to be guilty of being
illegal immigrants until proved innocent (and even
then we are not spared any of the harassment I)

As immigration and race policies are changing,
so are the functions of the welfare state for Black
people. The welfare bureacracy is now taking on the
surveillance of Black people and trying to exclude
us from benefits. For example Leonis Pieter Low, a
baby whose mother is from Hong Kong, and who was
born in St. Mary.‘ s Hospital in Paddington, was re-
fused 1\TI-lB~ treatment in the same hospital when severe
ly ill with a blood disease a few weeks after birth.
According to the hospital administrators the ‘decis_
ion had been made after consulting the Department
of Health and Social Security... there were no
grounds on which to treat the baby‘. In Perivale
Maternity Hospital in Middlesex, Asian women who
were born in Britain and have lived here all their
lives, are being refused beds on the pretext that
their husbands are abroad. In fact a new comprehen-

sive circular regarding the eligibility of various
categories of people ‘from abroad‘ to use the NHS
is being prepared by the Home Office and DHS5 work-
ing together, Tn the meantime a circular has been
sent gut urging hospital doctors and administrative
staff to watch out for patients they ‘suspect‘ may
be ineligible for hospital treatment. But how and
why should they suspect people ?

Cathy Fagg, Deputy House Governor of St. Stephens
Hospital in Fulham, explained that it was ‘just a
matter of commonsense - whether we go on their being
foreign, or their colour or whatever ‘.

What applies to the NBS is also true of Social
Security offices, where'the direct link with the
Home Office wan demonstrated with startling clarity
ir the case of Masira Begum. Nasira, a Pakistani
women who is facing deportation simply because her
husband has deserted her, explains that "the police
have been involved in my case all through. Even the
home Office notice of refusal to stay, which is
normally posted, was in my case served by the police.
I have lived constantly in fear of being arrested.
But at the Supplementary Benefits Tribunal I learned
that the police and immigration officers are not
the only ones involved. The DFSS too are spying,
and acting for the Home Office. They told me they
would be prepared to make payment if I was ready to
leave the country. If I stayed and contested the
case, as is my right, they would refuse benefit".

Thus in every area Black people are being put
under pressure. On the one han laws are on their
way, in the form of the new Nationality law, which
would deprive a large number of us of the right to
work or vote in Britain.- sure steps in the path to
repatriation. On the other hand, the push to re-
patriation comes in the form of making life in this
country umliveable for Black people. But we are
here to stay and we are here to fight. we say,
defend our rights I

This article is taken from the July 1980 issue of
FOWAAD, the Newsletter of the Organisation of Women
of Asian & African Descent (OWAAD).

They can be contacted bthrough:
OWAAD Newsletter Committee,
c/o 10, Cambridge Terrace Mews,
London NW1. V
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tic Sgzgicgiiipinosihave already been deported and several hundred, mainly women in domes-
court rulin n gap tals, hotels and priyate houses. are Jue for removal as a result of a

E ear y this year which classifies them as illegal immigrants because they £511-
ed to disclose that they have dependent children.

These people were allowed to enter Britain on work permits facilitated by employment
agencies (Filipino and British). Under the Department of Employment regulations sugh
permits are not issued t° PQTBOHS with dependent children under 16. This rule was mainly
designed t° Prevent family Separfltifln, not for purposes of immigration control.

tor wgfigyigf these women migrant workers were not aware of this regulation. They applied
to the agencizg oygzgt agegcées in their own country to come here and left the paperwork

for informatio b i.n a out children if the» were accompan ing the adu1t_ After 1973 the rule.noC188 that employérs preferred wozene ith ntsoze cases women were told by employment agen-
knew of the regulatién about. htld w ou c ildren. In cases where the migrant women
emplo era t t c ren, they thought it related to their acceptability to

. Y _: no ° the British 5° eTHmeflt- They did n0t believe they were breaching anylaw,

the cgfiitfiozi gffici charg6S‘these women of deception and has in fact won its teat case in
domestic when OZPQZ Z (HQV, 79) which ruled that obtaining a work permit as a resident
fro e a children is entry by de¢ention "even if the misrepresentation was

For almost ten years the Home Office glossed over this regulation about children.
As late as September 1979 there were cases of women migrants who were allowed to have their
children join them as long as they fulfilled the requirements of work permit regulations.
But instead of enforcing the new rule prospectively; the Home Office has been applying it
retrospectively. Some women domestics had been specifically told they could bring their
children if they got larger accommodations. Yet after these women had worked very hard
and suceeded in doing this, they are now being apprised that they have to be deport d. - _ _ e .

This anomalous state of affairs, especially the retrospective action, is against the correct
British sense of Justice and fairness.  

The Home Office contends that a special concession to these domestics would encourage
o s to follow the example of thescwomen and thereby weaken immigrationother migrant gr up . . ; _

control. So far, the Home Office concedes that only 234 migrant workers are due for re-i l
l As work permits for this category of workers have been abolished, how can spec amova . y p

concessions for resident domestics create a precedent for other migrant workers ?

As no more migrant domestics are allowed into the UK, compassionate and favourablel h m n1 benefit these
onsideration of the cases of these women by the Home Office can on y .u a yc

migrant workers who are already here and not give impetus to further immigration problems.

i th entered the country, these women have been doing unpleasant, demanding work,S nce ey ,
some of them working for 14 to l6 hours a day, with low wages and poor conditions of work,t ff hospitals
while paying their taxes properly. It will in fact become more difficult to s a p
hotels and private houses after they are deported, as British workers are not prepared to
accept such low-paid, tough Jobs.

There are at present 234 migrant domestics, mainly Filipino women, who are being thre-
atened with deportation. Already 46 have been deported, 53 have been allowed to stay, and
the rest are waiting for the Home Office's verdict on their cases.

The Filipinos in Britain have organised an association to help the migrant women.l nd hotels.
Th hav formed a committee which had been interviewing Filipinos in hospita s aey e
The Pagkakaisa ng Samahang Filipino (United Filipino Association) has been holding mass' ' s A women'smeetings, organising protest marches, and publicising the domestics case .
organisation in the Philippines, the Association of the New Filipino, composed of 18,000i rant women to Mr.
members has joined the campaign. It had written a letter for the mpg
Timothy Raison, Home Office Minister, and is publicising the women's cases in their own
bulletin and in the Philippine press.



F: If’ as Jeffrey 5h°W5. Pirzade women
A resent the discomfort and limitations of

their seclusion. how does the institution
‘ . Perpetuate itself ? Concrete obstacles
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of a year's fieldwork among the pirzade, themselves as a priveleged social ey see
the hereditary keepers of a Muslim group’
shrine near Deld Delhi and deals wi P. J
strict form of purdah kept by the womgnfhe analijirige pioglzziuziozurfizgagfiziZing
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While the descriptions of the concrete a supposedly open mindeg Zzliugzlne out of
reality Of living in seclusion are relativism, of others
of documentary interest, the real value of '
the book, articularl for non In ia
women, lie: in its Znalysis of gurgah Ines Riccardi
as an a institution for which religious
explanations are only partial ones.
Seclusion, for Jeffrey, is only under-
standable if placed in the context of a
stratified society which requires that
some women should be secluded while others
do more than their fair share of work
outside the household. Female status
derives a great deal from economic factors
and Jeffrey stresses how control of what
is produced is as important as production
itself. This is an important consideration
not only in relation to the pirzade, whose
total exclusion from productive activities
makes them totally dependent on the men,
but for all women in less traditional
societies, since involvment in paid work
has only partly meant improvment in statu5_
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Active campaigning is also being done by the trade unions. The General Secretaries
of TGWU, GMWU, NUPE Aand COHSE lobbied Mr. Raison to demand humane and fair treatment for
these workers. The TUC Hotel and Catering Committee and the Race and Immigration Committee
have passed motions on the subject and sent petition letters to the Home Secretary. Union
branches at hotels and hospitals have rallied in defense of the cases of their members
threatened with deportation and have written to the Home Secretary. A lunch—time demonst-
ration was organised by NUPE members of the University College Hospital in support of their
two fellow members who were due for deportation.

In Parliament the unions have called upon their sponsored MP5 to help. An Early Day
Motion, signed by 58 MPs, called on the fiome Minister to act compassionately on the cases
of these women. A petition was signed by members of the Shadow Cabinet, Conservative,
Liberal, and Labour MPs and 9 Bishops, asking the Minister for a moratorium on the deport-
ations until the Early Day Motion can be discussed in Parliament.

Some women's organisations have rallied to the campaign. An example is the National
Assembly of Women, whose programme is for peace and disarmament and,against racism. It
has sent aletter to the Minister and is publicising the women's cases in their journal.

The campaign has received widespread and favourable publicity. The London Programme
showed an hour long television documentary, numerous radio programmes have broadcast the
cases of the domestics, and countless newspaper articles have appeared in their behalf.

Yea the Home Office remains intransigeant to public opinion. They have even refused
to heed the petition of the four General Secretaries of the trade unions for moratorium on
the deportations until the issue can be discussed by Parliament.

The Migrant Action Group and the Joint Council for the‘Welfare of Immigrants demand a
general amnesty for these imigrant women workers, not only a moratorium until the subject
can be debated in Parliament. They are calling unon women's associations, working-class
organisations, and individuals who believe in a non—racist Britain to rally and support the
cause of these migrant workers.

1|

(note: the author of this article is from the
Philipines herself, and is a member of the
National Assembly of Women.\

Migrants Action Group,
c/o M.S.U.,
F8, Chalton.St.

- London N.W.1.
Tel. 01-ass-6241.
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Tourism oncl Prostitution

‘I

Noi, who is twenty years old looks for clients
independently in the evenings in the cafes and
works in a battery factory during the day. "I
get 25 baht a day but this is not enough to
cover my expenses.“ Noi's eight brothers and
sisters live with their parents, peasants, whose
only means of subsistence comes from Noi. "I
have to find work at night so that I can send
money to my parents. I don't live in a brothel
so that I can be free to go to work during the
day." (taken from an article first published
in a German magazine, reprinted in Isis l3).

"It's really unbelievable, all the dames
here - they drive you wild and for a few
guilders you can pick up the most beautiful
of the beauties — and only for a few rotten
pennies.“ (a carpenter from Amsterdam,
quoted Hilsis l3).

The lands of South East Asia and the South
Pacific (Korea, the Phillipines, Thailand) have
become a playground, a leisure resort for tour-
ists from the Nest and Japan - and the bodies of
women from those lands have also become a play-
ground, a leisure resource for the tourists, the
main attraction offered by poverty stricken
countries in an attempt to pull in foreign cur-
rency. Mass tourism does bring in the currency,
but the countries remain poor with little real
development of industry and with falling agri-
cultural productivity. Imperialist exploitation
and war have kept'these countries poor and depen-
dent and sex tourism is just another form of
imperialist exploitation. The tourists divert
and use up much needed resources; they create
a workforce of bargirls, sauna attendents,
prostitutes, hotel and restaurant staff and as
myriad of other workers all employed in cater-
ing to their whims for next to no money. The
airline owners, hotel, club and bar owners, the
men who own the women driven to this work through
poverty, they take the money. The tourist indus-
try brings violence, a rising crime rate, drug
abuse and tawdriness to the cities. It does the
country very little good and the workers within
the industry little good either; even where they
do make money they pay dearly for the privilege.

Of course conquering males have always used
women of colonised lands as sexual objects, -
invading armies, settlers and business men have
exploited their power to the full. Male perog-
ative backed by arms and/or economic power.
This latest wave of conquering males see the
prostitutes of South East Asia as women,
"without desire for emancipation, but full of
warm sensuality and the softness of velvet" (the
words of a German journalist quoted in Isis).

T~i‘F~"" R6656
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Very nice for Europeans threatened by castrating
feminists at homei These countries are supplying
them with "new and docile servants" to comfort and
bolster their sexist racist egos. The men can go
to the bars of Bangkok and Manila and find them-
selves surrounded by eager women vying for their
attention and become kings for a few days and» -
nights.

These eager smiling women are poor. Cruelly
exploited by the men who control them, they end
up poor and disease ridden, on the scrap heap, in
old age. Poverty and V.D. are the reality behind
the smile - and anxiety for the family back home -
for many of the women are supporting families in
the country.

The presence of US forces in the area also
encourages prostitution. Since I904 the US navy
has had a base at Subic Bay and rest and recreat-
ion services have grown up around the base since
then. The sailors provide income and work, but
what if theywere to be withdrawn? The recreation
industry is entirely dependent on their continued
presence, an irony familiar to the Vietnamese also
The American soldiers in Vietnam were supplied
with women to boost their morale. The military,
in creating the prostitutes and pimps, created a
population dependent upon war for their livlihood
whose work probably contributed to its continua-
tion. At the time, as Ilse Lenze says in one
of the articles: "the foreign soldier seems to
prove the superiority of his country through the
form of its arms, its commodities, the currency
. . . . . ..The principal aims of the revolutionary
wars of national independence in South East Asia
included the liberation of women and the demand
for a culture based on human dignity."

Thai women are being imported to Europe to be
bought and sold as prostitutes. They are often
tricked over here by promises of marriage, or
they may be already married and brought over here
as wives only to find themselves slaves in a
strange land - just another raw material coming
into the west. I

In the face of all this, what can we do to
support our sisters who are fighting this imper-
ialist sexploitation? The South Korean women are
moving against their sex tourism industry, sup-
ported by their Japanese sisters. They've called
a conference, demanded government action, organised
demonstrations at the airports where Japanese men
come in planeloads for a night or two with the
prostitutes of South Korea, a former colony of
Japan.

Being an International Bulletin, Isis presents
a global picture. The articles are valuable
because they show so clearly how imperialist
domination in these lands has spawned the sex
tourism industry, and they show clearly too how
analogous women's oppression is to the oppression
of third world/under developed countries - and
how within the colonised situation womn suffer
specifically as women.

Anne Torode

Isis is obtainable from:
Case Postale 301,
I227 Carouge
Switzerland.
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one thoughts on women

mm socialism

En route to Hanoi, Sept. lst. '79.
Philippines airways flight from Amsterdam to
"Bangkok:

The Filipina air hostesses wear aprons
embroidered with cute American nicknames
Trixie, Lulu, Rosie.

In the row behind me, two South Asian,
bucinessmen try rather ineffectually to
flirt with the pretty stewardesses, then
settle down to telling two young Swedish
travellers about the female services for
sale in Bangkok. The Swedish boys look about
18; this is their first trip to Asia and
they drink up the superior knowledge of the
wholesalers, wise in the various price diff-
erentials of the capitalist world system.
‘You can buy several women at once in Banvkok
- three or four at a time and very cheap.‘
‘You can get an all over body massage for
$4.‘ The eager young pups puff up with
delight. ‘$4 - that's the price of a meal!"
one declares in amazement.

If you go to Bong kong, advises the A
older and fatter wholesaler, you should buy
a gold Rolex - they cost $5,000 in Sweden,

Why Q2 third world women become in-
volved in anti-imperialist/national and

class issues that apply to men, women have
their own reasons, their additional oppres-
sion as women. An army of foreign occupat-
ion or an indigenous repressive military
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regime can sexually harass and rape women
with impunity until there is a movement of
armed resistance. This is one of the main
reasons why women are among the most loyal
and dependable supporters of people's armies
and young women are eager to join the armed
struggle. For example, the biography of a

but °n1Y $2-000 in HOPE K°n8- '°h Yes: that's heroine of the National Liberation Front of
good to know,‘ say the young Swedes, as if
they could peel $2,000 off a wad just like
that. It sounds like Rollexes are actually
out of the South Asian businessmen‘s class
as well. ‘I carry 140 lines, ‘ he boasts.
‘If you'd like a Seiko or a Citizen watch, I
can get one for half price; here is my card.‘
Along with the card, out comes the photos.
Here is a house where they have girls lined
up in the windows with numbers, you just
choose the one you want, ‘Like going into a
store to buy a piece of meat I‘ exclaims one
of the young Swedes with obvious satisfaction
The older man has photos of some of the love-
ly ladies : This one is $130 for the night,
this one costs $70.

Insecure fat businessmen showing off to
18 year olds, off for their first bout of sex
ual tourism. The young men are expanding
with delight to the knowledge of the rights
of their sex and money.

My mind goes back to similar conversa-
tions heard some years ago in Saigon before
liberation. Young Americans working for
USAID, supposedly there to help the country
‘develop’, teasing each other about ordering
girls by number in Saigon brothels. The
Saigon government's Ministry of Tourism was
officially advertising Vietnamese women as
one of the country's leading attractions. Is
knew it was different in socialist North
Vietnam I had heard men from the few West-
ern aid programmes and embassies in Hanoi
complain about how difficult it was to get
girls there. They went to Thailand for ‘R
and R‘ for the same reson as wartime Gls
from Yietnam. Thank god socialist countries
stand out against the ‘international culture‘
in which third world women become an exotic
consumer commodity. I silently rejoice that
since 1975 all of Vietnam is off-limits for
Western male sexual tourism.

South Vietnam makes clear the relationship
between her politicisation and the prevalence
of sexual harassment and rape by soldiers of
the Saigon regime in her village in the 1950s
when the US neo-colonial regime was being
built up. She insisted on, and carried out,
the excution of the son of the military comm-
ander of the post in her village who accused
any woman who resisted him of being a ‘Viet
Cong‘, which would result in her arrest and
torture at the village post. The underground
(male) party secretary in the village was
initially opposed to this execution, since it
was a manifestation of ‘armed struggle‘ at a
time when the party line was: political
struggle only, no armed struggle. (source-
Phan Thi Nhu Bang, Ta Thi Kieuy An Heroic
Girl of BentreL Liberation Editions, South
VTE¥E§HT 1966) A Western feminist might read
this example as a manifestation of male pol-
itical leaders‘ 'backwardness‘ in moving on
issues that are of crucial importance for
women, whereas to a Vietnamese woman who had
been involved.in the struggle the main point
probably would be that thercwas absolutely no
place for women to turn except the party and
the revolutionary struggle which it led, and
that the party secretary involved eventually
did approve the execution of the rapist.

In an extremely repressive situation the
enemy of the nation or the class is also res-
ponsible for the most extreme manifestations
of oppression of women. Those defined as ‘the
main enemy‘ by male-dominated Marxist parties
are also often manifestly the ‘main enemy‘
for women subjected daily to the threat of
sexual harassment, rape, etc. by soldiers,
employers or superiors at work. This fact
acts as a barrier to an understanding of some
of the issues raised by Western feminists
who act in a less repressive environment (eg
neither foreign occupation or military rule).
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However, this leaves a number of questions
unanswered. Yes, women enthusiastically par-
ticipate.in class struggle and wars of national
liberation. But outside this context, women
have great difficulty getting the questions
that are of vital concern to them accepted by
male leaders as significant problems that
must be dealt with politically. The things
that dominate the lives of-many women; child-
birth, violence against women, the division
of labour and resources within the household. _ _ \

all tend to be dismissed as _‘private' matt-
ers, not political questions. The power
relationships that rule women's lives are
defined as “not political‘ and then, ironic-
ally, the complaint is often made that women
are not sufficiently interested in politics.

The best known example of this is Lenin
conversation with Clara Zetkin, where he de-
clared himself'fiwcked to hear that at sessions
she organised for reading and discussion with
working women, "sex and marriage problems
come first". With an epic struggle going on
between communism and counter-revolution, he
said indignantly, "active Communist women are
Vuey discussing sex problems and the forms of
marriage, past, present and future !".
And yet one of the classic texts of Marxism,
Engels‘ The Origin of the Family, Private
Property and the State is devoted to just this
question, and provides ideological justifica-
tion for the view that the politics of rela-
tions of reproduction -ie. sex and marriage -
are as important as the relation of produc-
tion.
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"The determining factor in history is,
in the final instance, the production and
reproduction of immediate life
is of a twofold character: on
the production of the means of
food, Clothing and shelter and
necessary for that production;

This again
the one side
existence, of
the tools
on the other

side, the production of human beings them-
selves, the propagation of the species. _The
social organisation under which the people
of a particular historical epoch and a
particular country live is determined by
both kinds of production: by the stagegof
development of labour on the one hand and of
the family on the other."

(Frederick Engels, Preface to the
first edition of Ego Origin of the
Eamily, etc. 1884.) '

And yet, the overwhelming majority of
the writings of.Marx and Engels are devoted
to just one of these two fundamental aspects
of human life -eie. the social organisation .

of the production of things. Since their
time, Marxist writers have rarely considered
‘the production of human beings, the propag-
ation of the species‘ and its social organ-
isation in the family to be worthy of sust-
ained and serious attention.

These aspects of human existence became
subsumed in the emerging Marxist tradition
under the rubric ‘The Women Question‘, and
firmly established as secondary to social-
ism‘s prime concern.

With the industrial revolution, for the
first time the production of things-was fully
separated from the sphere of human reprod-
uction, the family. Marxism, child of this
social and technological revolution, celeb-
rates its product, the Proletariat. Women's
equality could only come about if women
Joined this vanguard class.

_ ‘The socialist prescription for women's
emancipation became to liberate women, like
men, from the confines of the household.
Lenin proposed that public canteens, nurseries
creches and laundries be set up to liberate
women from most of the burdens of housework
and childrearing and enable them to gain
equality with men by taking up factory and
other ‘socially productive‘ labour in the
paid workforce. This programme, which has
parallels in many of the demands of the con-
temporary women's movements of the West, has
been adopted as the solution to the ‘Woman
Question‘ in socialist countries old and
new, whether in European or third world
socialism. The classic image of women‘:
equality in socialist countries is women in
traditionally male Jobs: for example, women
tractor drivers smile confidently from the
pages of Chinese and Vietnamese pictorial
magazines- in the Eritrean People‘s Liber-
ation Front women mechanics repair captured
tanks and jeeps. All day and, more rarely,
all week nurseries enable many working
mothers in socialist countries to devote
more of their energies to paid employment
than to childcare. s Q0.



However, in socialist societies as else
where, childrearing is a necessary tflsk- It
is taken for granted that l.this work is
first'and foremost wOmem'9 WOIR, 39 m°th@r
or creche attendant and 2.that this work is
less important than the work done by men-
This is shown most clearly by the fact that
socialist parties are led by ‘vanrguard
parties‘ recruited from the Walks Of life
considered to make the greatest social con-
tribution. Outstanding workers, farmers,
soldiers or intellectuals stand a fair chance
of being recrfiited in to the vanguard party.
An outstanding mother does not, unless she
has other substantial achievements to her
name. l

Motherhood is considered an important
responsibility for women in socialist count-
ries, but it is not a political promotion
track. In many - not all - socialist count-
ries, the interests of all women, including
mothers, are represented by a Women's organ-
isation. However, this is invariably a
Pmass organisation" whose role is explicitly
ideologically inferior to the ‘leading party‘
the role of the women‘s organisation is to
represent the interests of women to the van-
guard part and transmit the decisions'and
priorities set by that leading party to their
constituency.

In Third World anti-imperialist struggle
for national liberation, the guerilla and
the liberation s ldier have all but supplan-
ted the Proletariat as the symbol of revolu-
tion. In these movements women achieve equ-
ality in the anti-imperialist struggle as '
well as in some socialist countries which
have emerged from armed struggle: in China,
Chiang Ching in military fatigues and her
revolutionary-Peking Opera The Red Detach-
ment of Women; in Vietnam, the photo of a
diminutive militia women with a rifle train-
ed on a hulking American pilot, provided
vivid images of women's liberation. There are
many examples of women taking up arms with
men, proving themselves to be as adept as
men in the use of armed force to over-throw

-a reactionary system.
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The image of woman as soldier, and that
of woman as proletarian, are the two symbols
of women's equality offered by third world
socialist liberation movenmnts. But in
post-revolutionary socigliit societies,
motherhood is considered a primary role for
women. Woman as Mother will not be a symbol
of equality between men and women until there
is equal stress given to man as Father.
For examples of this we must look to the g
customs of matriarchal societies. In matri-
archal societies the role of women in child-
birth and childcare was highly valued and“
there were rituals for men to symbolically
share these esteemed female activities.
Contrast in your mind's eye the symbols of
equality of our industrialised, or socialist
industrialising-societies - Rosie the Rive-
tter, or the female tractor driver of the
pages of Soviet Weeglyq Qhina Reconstructs
or Vietnam (pictorial)- with the following
description drawn from Vietnamese history:

(According to an ancient history)

"When a (vietnamese) woman has been
delivered she Zeaves her bed and her
husband takes her place: like a conf-
ined woman, he has to observe certain
restrictions in his daily food andsake @@£i§.-_2.‘L..£?‘.€_Z2_?._32.!L"-
Over a thousand years have Passed
since then, but as late as before the
"evolution(ie, l945)it was the pract-
ice in a number of villages in northern
and central Vietnam when the mother was
suffering the pains of childbirth for
the father to lie in bed and mime acute
pains so as to lessen those of his
wife. Another custom obliged him to
climb up onto the roof of his house:
he had to run as many risks as his
wife in childbed.

One can be sure that such customs
would be considered by most male socialists

_as 'backward‘ and ‘un-scientific‘. Yet in
their way, such customs are ‘productive :
productive of a different type of relation-
ship between father and child, between mother
and father, than that produced by modern
‘scientific’ rituals of hospital childbirth.
They spring from a concern for equality that
is quite foreign to the dominant present'
conception, whether in socialist or capital-
ist countries, of equality on the male model.

' To realise how divorced most male socia-
lists are from the fundamental insight into
-the importance of reproduction in the passage
xfrom Engels cited above, one has only to
suggest to the organisers of a socialist work-
shop or study group that as much time and
attention should be devoted to the ‘labour
.process‘ and the ‘relations of production‘
involved in the production and rearing of
human beings as to the ‘labour process‘ in-
volved in the production of things and factory
relations of production. At best, it will be
-considered a feminist point well taken, but
not one to be actually implemented, at worst
it will be treated as a dirty joke.

CHRISTINE WHITE.
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An inTerview wiTh The members of Iranian Women's
Group in London.

- Well, whaT can we say abouT The Shah, The Shah's
period, The oppression? I Think The besT is To sTarT
from I973, The oil boom and whaT meanT for Iranian
women and for Iran in general. The boom broughT a_
loT of economic prosperiTy To The counTry and a loT
of wealTh, so-called wealTh and a large parT of
WesTern culTure Through The oil boom, and WesTern
businessmen came To Iran which affecTed Iranian
people's lives, especially women's lives.

- IT promoTed consumerism quiTe a loT, household
consumerism, like refrigeraTors, washing machines,
Television, Things ThaT were noT known before.
In This way The household became a Targef for con-
sumerism and WesTern goods. IT was all manufacT-
ured ouTside, a few of Them were assembled in Iran.

- I Think The repression sTarTed long before ThaT.
The Shah came Topower in '53 Through a CIA ploT and
creaTed The SAVAK and Then came The whiTe revoluTion,
The disTribuTion of land, and The land reform sTarTed
The real opposiTion of The mullahs because They used
+n geT Taxes from The land.

— No organisaTion was allowed To exisT ouTside The
governmenT's, including women's organisaTions. The
governmenT had one women's organisaTion and ThaT was
iT. Women had The righT To voTe, buT ThaT doesn'T
mean ThaT They were equal To men, buT They were very
much more open Than now wiThin The socieTy. ThaT
caused anoTher reacTion from The mullahs in'oppos-
iTion To The Shah's govermenT. They ThoughT ThaT
women should sTay aT home, a woman's place is home,
her husband, and The role of moTherhood was very
much emphasized by The mullahs and The Muslim
fundamenTaIisTs.

— We can Tell you sTories abouT women who goT
roasTed in These TorTure beds, elecTric shocks
They goT in Their geniTals, and all sorTs of horri-
ble TorTures They suffered. And any poliTical
acTivisT, They didn'T have To be lefTisT, oppos-
iTionisT relgious women were TorTured as well.

- The counTry became under The hold of The UnlTed
STaTes. All democraTic righTs were banned. There
was no free press and nobody could have free meeTings
There were huge social problems, abouT 90% of The
populaTlon in Iran lived in bad housing, 70% lived
in houses wiThouT waTer or elecTriciTy. The medical
siTuaTlon was Terrible Too, because There was no
naTional heaITh. There sTill is no naTionaI healTh.
And none of The oil money wenT Towards providing
eiTher free medical care for poor people, or unemp-
loymenT benefiT, or council housing. So is we wanT
To undersTand why The Shah's governmenT was opposed
on such a massive scale, ThaT 4 million people

Took To The sTreeTs opposing him in a single demon-
sTraTion, Then'we have To know The background.....
The only groups ThaT could acfually oppose The gov-
ernmenT were small organised urban guerilla groups
and There were Two of Them aT The Time, one marxisT
and one religious. And They were The only acTive
organisaTion inside Iran challenging The sTaTe. And
ThaT was The armed sTruggle They Took up......The
marxisT organisaTion failed because IT was small,
an inTellecTual group wiTh no mass base, and The rep-
pression of The sTaTe, The SAVAK, was Too sTrong.

- I wanT To Talk abouT The organisaTion ThaT M- was
Talking abouT. The IefT is quiTe weak in conTrasT
To Islamic issues in Iran, because mosT of iTs basis
had been builT up among sTudenTs and inTellecTuals
and They didn'T have a programme for The naTional
minoriTies, for The working class, for The women.

Their main issue was armed sTruggIe, and in The Tim
when people were facing loTs of problems, economic,
social and poIiTical problems, and poliTicaI repres-
sion, ......They were acTive underground, buT They
weren'T giving IeafleTs or pamphleTs ouT'To make The
workers conscious of whaT was going on in The Shah's
governmenT.

- There were very many women involved in The sTruggIe
againsT The Shah. I won'T say half of The organis-
aTion were women, buT There were very many women.....
Some of us were inviTed To Join, They were noT sexfsfy
in facT They would wanT women in, because IT was
easier for women To geT Through in guerilla acTiviTy.

SW: You mean in The way ThaT women in Algeria were
able To use Their immuniTy from search during The
revoluTion?

-Yes. I Think one of The Things ThaT iT's imporTanT
To say in relaTion To women before The overThrow of
The Shah, was ThaT The Shah's governmenT had To legls
laTe for women because They needed women as cheap
labour in The factories. The Shah's sisTer and his
wife headed The governmenT's women's movemenT... buT
The kind of women's IiberaTion They had in mind was
very differenT from The IiberaTion Iranian women
wanTed. The civil law and all judiciary law and The
of The old consTiTuTion come from The Koran, so whaT
have you goT There for women?- You've goT noThing
There. So They had To change iT, To make iT a biT
progressive and These are The biT of crumbs coming
from The governmenT's chariTy given To women. One
is The voTe, and The Family ProTecTion AcT which
came very recenT|y jusT a few years before The ..ah
was overThrown. (The Family ProTecTion AcT gave
women proTecTion from insTanT divorce and The righT
To sTop Their husbands from Taking any more wives,
buT as women were financially dependenT, iT wasn'T
ThaT easy To sTop Them in pracTice. The courT could
decide if she wanTed To refuse him. Eds.).

- The Shah's regime was so generous To women because_
They knew These laws were niT going To be lmplemenTed
really. Take The voTe, when There is no voTing any-
way, iT is being very generous, yes, buT nobody can
voTe, yes? And The Family ProTecTion ACT, again
social forces acTed as a brake To sTop iT being very
prggressive. So he could always claim To be very

| era .

- Under The Shah we had reacTionary laws againsT a
women's lives, like if a man sees his wife wiTh ano-
Ther man, he can kill her, lT's jusTified so he woul-
dn'T be in prison. BuT if a women kills her husband
she has commiTTed a crime. And cusTody goes To The
man unless he has IefT his wife for Three years, is
an addicT, or he can'T afford To pay for Them. These
laws weren'T changed.

- I Think we should say more abouT culTural imperial-
ism In Iran, and whaT iT meanT in Terms of all These
reforms. They were necessary, free conTracepTives,
panning of polygamy, The righT To voTe, and som kind
of free aborTion when necessary, buT These reforms
did noT change women's lives. WhaT Turned women
agalnsf The sysTem, made Their opposiTion sTronger
was The effecT of imperialism.... I Think The oil
boom broughT The mosT banal aspecTs of imperialisT
culTure To Iran, pornography, The media, businessmen
coming To Iran. They came in masses To invesT in
Iran. IT became a garden, The heaven of The capiT-
aIisT world. All The hoTe|s were booked 6 monfhs
in advance. So whaT happens when you have so many
businessmen in a counTry which is so backward? A'-
Tourism boom and The aspecT of Tourism which affecTs
women direcTIy is prosTiTuTion.



These businessmen
came for pleasure Too. There were masses of clubs
opening, women's singers coming, and Television
programmes became all discos, music, and women were
mosT exploiTed and ThaT really hiT aT TradiTionaI
women. During This period, because of massive
indusTrialisaTion The populaTlon of The ciTies grew
Three or four Times in a few years, and all These
people who came from The villages for work, They
all Turn on The Television and They see wom en, legs'
and breasTs and all nude. IT was a compleTe cuITuraI
clash, and ThaT was why iT was so easy for The clergv
To Take up These issues and geT women's supporT I
behind Them.

- And all The values associaTed wiTh The WesT were
ToTaIly rejecTed, including free women. Even The
IefT say abouT women in The decadenT wesT Theywere
prosTiTuTes and feminisT - They use feminisT as an
insuIT. And so The mood of The opposiTion was anTi~
wesTern and anTi-women's IiberaTion To some exTenT.
UnTil everybody had second ThoughT afTer The revol-
uTion. Now Things are changing a biT.

- The Tradifional values were oppressive To women
buT The populaTion was used To Them so They wenT
back To Them.

- Masses of women are Islamic, as much as They can
fiT inTo Their daily lives; The aspecTs ThaT don'T
fiT They nice and easily push under The carpeT.
And Those women opposed The Shah on imperiaIisTic
grounds and They are now disillusioned wiTh Khomeini
's governmenT. BuT yeT iT hasn'T been easy To come
up againsT him as he sTill holds mass power. BuT
ThaT will happen in The fuTure....

- The governmenT used This anTi-imperialism. Many
arTicles were Talking To women abouT The veil issue
- you should wear The veil, and you shouIdn'T wear
make up, because if you wear The veil you are
fighTing againsT imperialism. lmmediafely afTer
The revoluTion, The governmenT saw The power of
women, IT saw The women could come inTo The sTreeT
and fighT, while looking afTer kids, Too. ThaT
lpower, if iT had coninued afTer The revoluTion
would have been Too ThreaTening To The clergyis
power. So They had To curb ThaT power firsT.
And we have To realise, ThaT women were The only
secTion of socieTy in Iran who were immediaTeIy
aTTacked and pushed back To The home. And in The
early days of The revoIuTion They demonsTraTed
againsT The regime and whaT happened? Women were
aTTacked firsT, and Then 8 monThs, IO monThs IaTer
The IefT was aTTacked, Then The poliTical organis-
aTions were banned, Then They keep some socialisT
sTudeTns from The universiTy, Then The free press is
ubanned. You have To see how imporTanT women's lib-
eraTion,~mpmen's poliTical acTiviTy, is. A reacTion-
ary governmenT has To aTTack women firsT, and iT is
easier Then because women are so oppressed ThaT They
would go back home. '
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SW: IT musT have been difficulT,for Them To see
any alTernaTive. whaT is life like now for women In
Iran in Terms of educaTion and work and so on?

- Under The Shah, There were schools, colleges and
universiTy places for women. BuT iT is noT so now.
Many cenTres for educaTion for women are closed.

- wiTh The compulsory veil, a |oT of women have losT
Their jobs. Nurses and women in governmenT offices
who refuse To wear The veil are sacked. If This con-
Tinues There will be fewer and fewer women skilled
women in The public sphere. In Tehran you see many
women wiTh The scarf, They are only forced To do This
because They are governmenr employees. Some of Them
Take The scarf off when They come ouT of The offices.

SW: ls There any repression of women on The sTreeT?

- Yes, recenTIy I was in a well-To-do parT of Tehran.
I goT ouT of The Taxi and felT someThing hiTTing my
face. IT was a shock, iT hurT so much. And Then I
saw This caTapulT. I was one of The few-women noT
wearing a scarf, and I goT harrassed very much. IT
didn‘T happen IasT year. The aTTacks on women's
righTs have been much more successful in The pasT
year.

- I Think There is organised violence boTh by groups
of men and by The sTaTe. The sTaTe guards, commiTTee
people who beaT women publicly for Talking To men or
for drinking beer. Many women were lashed publicly
because They puT Their feeT in The waTer in The men's
quarTer when They were ouT swimming.

- The clergy dominafed sTaTe has shown in The IasT
Two years ThaT Ft is capable of more oppression of
women, iT has organised more violence againsT women.
The boys who Throw sT0nes aT you in The sTreeT,
They are condoned by The sTaTe......More and more
violence againsT women, even women who wear very
proTecTive cloThing.

SW: whaT was The reacTion To The sToning To deaTh
of Two prosTiTuTes earlier This year?

- I Think even The Islamic facfion was appalled.

- ls There a law in Islam To sfone To deaTh pros-
TiTuTes? l

- Yes. Any kind of sexual relaTionship ouT of
marriage is offensive To Islam. HomosexualiTy,
adulTery (if you are a woan) you would geT sfoned I
To deaTh. BuT if you're noT married They only
slash you.

- Male homesexualify has been aTTacked vigourously
by The sysTem. Before you could hide IT and geT
away wiTh iT, buT This governmenT has no sexual
Tolerance, exacTIy how The Koran says, ThaT's how
They inTerpreT iT. So many homosexuals have been
shoT, execuTed and Two were sToned. Lesbians are
more proTecTed as They wear The veil and needn'T
be open abouT iT. Women seem To be much closer
Than here, c

- The gay movemenT here should have proTesTed To
The Iranian governmenT.

- We haven'T heard Them proTesTing publicly, wrifing
To Their MP's, or in Their unions. People should
proTesT abouT These issues Through means ThaT can geT
To The Iranian governmenT.

- HomosexualiTy is Taboo inside all so-called revol-
uTionary organisafions in Iran. You can'T possibly
Talk abouT homosexuaIiTy or women's issues, iT's a
side issue, iT's noT imporTanT. This issue ls never
raised aT meeTings.

- Personal poliTics, sexual poliTics, haven'T
aTTracTed The IefT in Iran yeT. They sTill see
The economic sTruggIe as The amjor sTruggle.
MosT of The IefT is LeninisT, operaTes under a
sTrong LeninisT -Type parTy, and of course There
is no room for side issues.



SW: Do you Think The sTruggIe againsT imperialism
and The Iranian ruling class can be waged along
side The sTruggle for women's IiberaTion?

- RecenTly when They asked women To wear veils,
none of The lefTisT organisaTions-oppsed IT. I
asked one acTivisT why, when They could rally so
many women behind Them. He said The women's organ-
isaTions had noT manged To creaTe a movemenT To
bring in working class women, masses of women,
oppressed women, so why should we go and do This?

QQ

- when They women demonsTraTed againsT compulsory
veiling, veiled women held a counTer—demonsTraTion.
I Think we musT make Those women aware of whaT They
are doing. They were shouTing aT The women "You're
foreign dolls, you're wesTernised". I Think iT's
very imporTanT for women's organisaTions To approach
working class women To have a base, a basic massive
supporT for Their own righTs. From whaT I've seen
in Iran IasT summer, womeds orgnaisaTions have IosT
supporT and cadres because of The aTTiTude ThaT you
eiTher geT The working class or nobody. They empha-
sized The poIiTics of class and subjecTs noT relaTed
To women. They are IefT by Themselves, fighTing
wiThin Themselves. Theywere so inacTive. Now They
have IearnT Their lesson. The Thing is you cannoT
rally working class women behind you unless you Take
up women's issues and you have enough cadres To do
ThaT, women who would go inTo The poor areas and
have clinics, have Their classes. They are doing
This now acTuaIly and iT is very good. Now They are
Taking women's issues more and more and They are
Taking iT inTo The mass of women and are much more

'successful. BuT before ThaT They would only discuss
communism.

- Well I Think class sTruggIe and women's IiberaTion
hlsTorically have been Two separaTe issues. BuT They
don'T have To be. BuT becuase of The sTrucTure of
poliTics in The wesT, The sTrucTure of The LeninisT
parTy, women could only organise around women's
issues effecTively when They organise among Them-
selves, in Their locaIiTies, The communiTy, wiTh
Themselves discussing women's issues, The issues
affecTing Them as women and direcTly relevanT To
Their personal lives. This area was never con-
sidered poIiTicaI, buT iT's only now women Think
IT is poliTical. This happened in Iran Too, and
iT happened aT IoT afTer The revoIuTion. When The
veil became a major issue Two monThs afTer The
revoluTion, when Khomeini said ThaT women musT
wear The veil, on Television, ThaT was a major
issue, a-direcT aTTack upon basic human righTs. To
rally againsT This issue and To show The opposiTion
To The governmenT which was sTabIising iTself - buT
nobody did excepT women - The 20,000 women who came
ouT againsT Khomeini's order, They were only women,
why didn'T The IefT..... . . . . . ..?

- You can'T say ThaT because I was on ThaT demons-
TraTion and whaT happened when The women, They
wanTed To have a demonsTraTion, jusT one parTy, The
parTy I belong To, came and helped. So you can'T
say none of The lefT......

- l Think none of The IefT in Iran Take women's
sTruggIe seriously enough To base Their poliTical
programme againsT women's oppression, and To have
women's IiberaTion as parT of Their programme. Your
parTy produced a programme aT The Time relaT|ng To

unemploymenT and To imperialism and The only Thing
in a IO-poinT programme ThaT said we believe in
women's righTs was The sixTh poinf of The programme.
Women's righTs in Iran Two monThs afTer The revol-
uTion was righT aT The Top of The agenda, The firsT
poinT of a poliTical programme in Iran.

- The socialisT argumenT is ThaT women will gain
freedom afTer The revoluTion, so women don'T need v
To have Their own sTruggIe, iT's divisive of The
movemenT ....

- well, ThaT is changing ...
‘I

- Well, anyway you musn'T forgeT The siTuaTion In
some way is beTTer. They Try To puT pressure more
and more buT now The IefT wing people, They can work
and They can fighT and really They can publish Their ‘s
newspapers. Now when you speak To The people They
realise ThaT Khomeini is noT ThaT leader who can
answer Their demands. ThaT's why now women are
seeking employmenT. They come in The sTreeT, women
They have many groups, buT unforTunaTeIy The bourg-
eois press in The wesT, They never say These Things.

- AT presenT The slTuaTion for women in Iran is
very bad, The liTTle blT of reforms and righTs They.
had under The Shah, They have losT IT all. BuT I
Think ThaT The gains of The revoluTion is ThaT The
upSurge of mass opoosifion, The facT ThaT The masses
were able To overThrow The Shah, will remain in The
memories of The peoples IT isunforTunaTe for
Khomeini ThaT he sTarTed The repressive governmenT
so soon, Too soon. I Think women will be able To
learn from The revoluTion and To use The meThods
ThaT They evolved To overThrow The Shah. They
will use iT in The fuTure when The Time and oppor-
TuniTy arises. IT may be ThaT They have reTurned
To Their homes now, we hope noT for Too long....

— No, no They haven'T. A loT of Them prefer To come
ouT wiTh The veil raTher Than sTay aT home, a loT of
The acTivisTs are very acTive. You seein Tehran
These days There is so much repression you can'T
have a free press. BuT aT every crossroads you have
women of all organisaTions, all opposiTions,.They
have posfers up There, cursing The governmenT and
all ThaT, and IT is always women, and They are puT-
Ting IT ouT and They are jusT ready To see somebody
coming To arresT Them, To pack up and run away....
I have waTched Them, They don'T discuss, They jusT
5Tand There wiTh a few books for you To look aT...
BUT The imporTanT Thing Ls ThaT They are very acTive
and almosT always women who do This. They use The
discriminaTion againsT Them To Their own inTeresT.
iT's good. iT's noT all gloomy and horrible.
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The following is an interview with Naval el Saadawi, which took place on 30th July 1980.

Naval is an Egyptian feminist and writer. Only one of her many books about women
has been translated into English. This, ‘The Hidden Face of Eve‘, was published by
Zed Press earlier this year and is well worth reading.

I had never previously interviewed anybody, and was a bit nervous but very ex-
cited at meeting her. The interview lasted for at least 1%hours, so obviously I've had
to edit, select and discard. In doing so, I hope that I've retained what I believe to
be important information about her life, her feminism, and information regarding femin-
ist and anti-imperialist activity in Egypt.

I realize that I found the interview itself rather inadequate. It is important
for those of you reading this to remember/know that it was a situation where two 3rd.
world feminists were discussing and arguing together. There was a lot we shared -
anger an mistrust of Western.feminism. At the same time, the differences were very
apparent - in our politics and because of differences in our living situations. Had
I been interviewing her in India for an Indian feminist publication, it would have taken
quite a different course. I realized that I was asking her questions that would ‘suit’
a Western feminist publication - I wasn't very happy about this. L

Further, there were a lot of statements she made which I would have liked to have
challenged more than I did. But again, I would not have liked to have 'exposed' her,
and let the argument revolve around the issue of 'men' for example.

I hope that what follows is interesting and provides some sort of introdution to
the situation in.Egypt - for a more detailed and informative account of the situation
of Egyptian women, read her book.

Shaila Shah.

Could you tell me something about how women are organising in Egypt, and what sort of problems and
issues are being discussed ?

H. We don't have a Feminist Movement in Egypt....We do have some groups and individuals who are coming toget-
her to discuss different issues about women, and we have the traditional women's organisations. But we don't
have a Movement yet, only the beginnings of one.

Generally, the problems being discussed are economic and political problems - class, Zionist infiltration,
Imperialism. we do talk about ‘women's problems - divorce, marriage, sexual problems - but these are not yet
the issue. The issue is still general, related to the country, to all people and their suffering. In.many other
Arab coutries as well, women are aware of political nroblems an we cannot separate these from 'women!s problems
- it's all part of the whole system.

5. Are the issues about women being discussed by people or by women specifically ?

N. No, usually it is women, but there are men also who are interested in discussing them and wanting to knw
about them, because they are fed up with traditional customs, an women's liberation will help them, eg. because
of economic necessity men are now believing that women should work, go out, be financially independent. So they
are interested in-women's 1iberation...... .

S. In this country, the Women's Liberation Movement has 7 Demands, and there are various active campaigns
around them, as well as on other issues. Do you have anythinflsimilar ?

N. No, I can't say we do, but there are discussion grous and groups coming together to organise seminars.
Here, feminism takes on an 'advanced' form. In Egypt it is still groups talking about problems.

But in these 7 Demands I don't see anything against the capitalist system....

S. No, there isn't anything that is directly against the Government, and I agree that the Demands themselves
are bourgeois. But there are feminists who are active in struggles 'outside' of the Demands eg. for
trade union rights etc. I would hope that all feminists, by definition, would be against the capitalist
system, as well as being anti-imperialist, but there is hardly any anti-imperialist work done here by
feminists, and what is, is carried out by Third World women and Irish women mostly.



However, another direction of feminism here is expressed against men. Is this part of the struggle of
Egyptian women ?

N‘ F I believe that there is an antagonism between men and women. But in our country, some womenOI‘ meg

fight on an individual basis eg. against their husban, but not against Han. It was the man that was created. . . . L 1by the system which we have to fight, not the freethinker, the progressive man. The battle s savage - we are
'al' m and Zionism.- we need progressive men to fight for us, with us. Some men can feel and thenfacing imperi is v  

fight. Youicannot separate the manwwoman struggle from the class struggle - this is my difference with some
' ' ' ‘ d b 1' it is a menradical feminists here. I think the process of knowing your oppression is a long one, an I e ieve

mental, emotional and psychological awareness, and we have to fight on all levels - you have to be a revolut-I
ionary feminist.

s. I sort.of agree with that.... but I do believe that there is a distinctive system that operates in which
the group of men has power over women as a group, and this power needs to be eradicated.

N. Hell I've seen peasants being exploited by other men as well as the wife of the man who exploits him.I

I've seen men being beaten by the mistress of the house, humiliated by rich women.... And of course he will
then go home an maybe beat his wife....

In our country we cannot put Man as our first conflict - or re1igion,- it's unrealistic.

I agree this should be discussed, and men.must learn how not to oppress women, and we should teach men
how to be huan beings, how to respect women.

S. How much is Bgyptian.feminism influenced by Western feminism, if at all 7

N. Not our group - we are rejecting it. We feel they are not aware of our real problems - they concentrate' 0 h‘ I
only on sexism.and not on other political and economic issues. Also, they feel that they are tea ing us -
this is not an equal exchange of information, so we reject_it.

S. I suppose I fin the Women's Liberation Movement in this country very nationalistic - I don't think they
have a concept of Internationalism, or awareness of conditions elsewhere.
would you.expect support from.western feminists ?

pH. -I think they should liberate themselves first - they are also oppressed in different ways, by a
patriachal class system and I feel that eg. American women should fight the Carter regime, not 'help'us. Ih teachin a
feel it is culturally neo-colonialist. There is a sueriority in white women when.they feel t ey are g
and helping Third World women. I

They have their own battles - they should not come to Lebanon and talk about female circumcision.- we all
suffer 'circumcision' in different ways. At the conference in Denmark, there was a woman-who said she knew all
about this practice, but didn't know where Suan is.....l

They don't read our literature, our language.....how can they knw about our oppression 7

we need Vestern.women to fight capitalism an imerialist policies in their own countries, because by
doi th will help us because we are the victims of it. We would reject this International Campaign againsing so ey
Female Circumcision, because it's patronising and also it~is isolating the issue and limiting it to us. How

' ' h l icall so So thiscan.they ? It is universal - they may not be physically castrated, but they are psyc o og y .
is escaping from the main battle into the side battle.

S. I agree, but I also think that Western women have an obligation to support Third World women....

N. Yes, and I think they can use their system which is more free and 'democratic' to fight. For example,
my books are censored in.my country.
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S. Can you tell me what sort of feminist literature is available in Egypt ?

Nb My books (16) are available in the countr sid h '1_ _ Y e. everyw ere 1n Egypt. But hardly any Western feminist
iteratue is read, and there are no translation in Arabic. So they do not influence the E

Generally, people read Arabic, and out of a population of 42million, maybe about 60% are illiterate

gyptian women.

, _ _ _ ' u Q
15 de¢P@a51n9- I think you can reach many women when you write.

S. Would your women's group aim outside of your group eg. towards peasant women ?

N- Yes. I some from a village. I visit my village often, I talk with them. I came from a poor family in
the village, was then eduated and now am a doctor In uld '. wo now call myself lower middle class.

S” What about peasant women organising independently in the villages ?

N- Not yet. they are working day and night, hard, and need rest.
S. I can unerstand that but e in Ind‘

violence....

N. This isn't an issue as yet The lf h

, g. ia, women from slum areas have organised against rape and male

. re are se - elp projects - women help each other, but there is no fight
against men, not yet.

S. For a WLM. to develop in Egypt, would you say that that means that women necess '1 h

N. I think all reli ion is h h
ari y ave to rejecf'Is1am ?

_ g a uman p enmenon that serves the patriarchal class system. I started as a
Husllm, but when I studied history, and T began to understand the oppression of women and about th 1- ~ - I e c asssystem, then you.n longer become religious, you become a feminist. But you can't expect this from all women,
I ' 0 o 0n our countries, most people are religious emotionally.

S. Could you say a bit more about feminist anti-imperialist activity in Egypt ?

N. I think women should be part of a pro essiva 1 st t b_ - R w_ _ _ _ ,. _ ,9? = - e- par y, ut should also organise on their own. I am a
"T19¢§. Ht a political activist, so my role is limited. I am not in a left group; but in these groups women
are flshtins side by Side with the men. We are socialists. Women fight in the part d al t n_ _ _ ~ _ . _ _ -s -- y an ‘So eac men from
;hq inside. I think the illuminated man has an interest in change and in fighting the patriarchal class system.

t ‘- '  - - - - - -n .9 5°¢1a11$t QTQUPS, they are campaigning, educating, writing, speaking, organizing. They have different
Pr°9ramm¢5 " 5°“? flght In the Workplace, some fight economic policies, Zionism, etc....

Feminism ¢ann0t be Separated from the fight against capitalism, Imperialism, Zionism.

. iL Wbw vapor rt rem
Taken from Eritrea Information May 1980, which is published by Research and information

Centre on Eritrea, Via della Dogana Vecchia 5, ,___
00186 ROME. I *§ ‘ti
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I have been in Eritrea. There is nothing extraordinary about this, as numerous It “ 
individuals, delegations and political parties from Euro e and other arts of the 1T P P
world have visited the liberated areas of this Red Sea country. Nor is it the first
time that people from.Spain visit the region to learn more about Africa's longest war. /
However, it is the first time that a delegation, organised by IEPALA.and comprising
journalists, representatives of political parties and members of the Eritrean Support
Cqmmittee, goes into Eritrea. The aims were that of experiencing, in the first erson
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P a ,m ‘H’ “I .the characteristics of this revolution, so as to better inform people in Spain as well ,- hf’;
as in Latin America, as well as to promote solidarity for the Eritrean people. ¢<4é;’ /

/

The striking aspects of the Eritrean revolution are: the organisational capacity
of the Popular Front; the absence of private property in the liberated areas; the high
level of political consciousness of the fighters, their self-confidence and determin-
ation, so evident in their actions and words; the participation of women in the revol-
ution; the attention given.by the Front to the social and human problems that are
springing up in this new society; the absence of the cult of leadership; the rigourously
applied concept of self-reliance; and finally, the brilliant and correct military
strategy.

This article intends to expand on one of the aspects of the process of political
and social organisation, that which deals with the participation of women in the
revolution.

ERITREA, like some other Third World countries, has suffered successive colonial-
imms, which have given rise to a feudo-capitalist economic and social structure. The
women in Eritrea comprise 50% of the population, and are an essential component of the
work force, both in the countryside as well as in the urban centre, resulting in a double
exploitation: that of class and of sex.

17.
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In the rural areas, women did not have the right to own land. In the cities, the
working woman received half the salary of men for doing the same job. This economic
exploitation had conditioned their participation in the political, social and cultural
life of the society.

Women in Eritrea had always participated in the revolution, even though in a non-
organised way. In the decade 1950/60, Eritrean women took part in demonstrations,
peasant revolts etc., even though this participation never developed into an organised
structure. At this initial stage of the armed struggle of the Eritrean people, the
contribution of women was mainly to bring food to the fighters, offer them shelter and
to bring information. Only a very small number actively participated in the armed
struggle.

The active participation of women as a whole was to take place around 1970, when
the Eritrean Poeple's Liberation Front'was created. The Popular Front, in the light
of the structure of Eritrean society and the repercussions on it of the women's struggle
consider the women's role equal to that of the Eritrean working class.

Aster, who is 20 years old, and who teaches political education in the training
camp, tells me about her personal experience of joining the armed struggle.

" I used to live in Asmara and every day I witnessed how the Ethiopian
soldiers were killing and imprisoning my people. The most important thing
for me was the desire to liberated my country from Ethiopia. In 1974, I was
studying at secondary school when the Derg announced a literacy campaign which
aimed at sending all students in to the countryside and closing all schools.
This was a pretext, to put an end to the strong opposition to the Derg s policy
among Eritrean students and intellectuals. The Eritrean students refused to
go to Ethiopia. At that moment, I ran away from Asmara and joined the EPLF."

The women in Eritrea are organised through the mass organisations, both in the
cities as well as in the villages. In the cities, the Women's Association works
closely with the Workers‘ Association to give active support to the armed.forces of the
Front. In the countryside, apart from collaborating with the Peasant's Association,
the women work towards concretizing the land reform, both in the highlands and the
lowlands, which, for the first time in the history of Eritrea, permits a woman to own
land.

The Women's Associations outside Eritrea give vital economic support to the
armed struggle; it is not uncommon to find working women, the mothers of the fighters
or younger women working outside Eritrea, dedicating a major part of their salary to
the Front as an expression of solidarity. Since nearly 95% of Eritrean women are
illiterate, one of the main tasks of the Women's Association has been the campaign for
literacy and political education of women, resulting in the creation of innumerable
‘military and politcal cadres amongst the women, who have joined the ranks of the EPLF
forces. Following a training of approximately six to nine months, these combatants
pass on to their respective work responsibilities. They constantly spoke to me about
the enormous significance of "the mothers'" support to the Eritrean revolution.
Aster's account bears testimony to this fact:

"In the initial stages, I thought my parents would not understand why I wanted
to join the Front, and to take up arms as a fighter. So I left home, without
saying anything to them. When Keren was liberated, I met them there. They
were happy about my decision and told me that they preferred to see me there,
rather than having me living where there was a constant threat from Ethiopian
soldiers. My mother told me that whenever she could, she would run to the
nearest spot where she heard the fighters were, to bring them food, clothes
or ammunition."

PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN IN THE REVOLUTION AND THE DIVISION OF LABOUR

At the present moment, 35% of the combatants with the Popular Front are women.
I asked_24 year old Fowzia if there were any women members in the Central Committee
of the Front.

"No, at the moment there are no women members in the Central Committee, due
-to the fact that the Front does not believe in creating flase situations of
token responsibility. Exisitng relations inside the Front are of equal
opportunity for all, men and women. The posts that women occupy, they have
earned for themselves. However, it is also true that the past-discriminatory
education that the women have inherited, has created disparities which are
gradually being overcome. The Popular Front, for this reason, gives priority
to women in cadre schools."

given a task best suited to his or her abilities; one can see men cooking, sewing,
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The division of labour is obviously not an automatic operation. Each person is I

lighting fires, just as one can see women driving cars, working as carpenters 01
mechanics etc. Both men and women fighters look after the children. ’////

I asked 23 year old Nuria whether the fact that women were now doing the jobs
traditionally done by men, had shocked them or created any ideological friction
among the fighters.

"Reactions of surprise, or even incredulity, were not so uncommon in the
beginning, because it was taken for granted that we were fragile and unsuited
for certain kinds of work. However, when they saw how actively we partici-
ated in the stru le the came to realise how wrong they had been FightersP _ gg ’ y .' photographs from

in the frontline have had to take the guns out of the hands of their dead
women comrades before burying them. They relaise that women too are making women in Struggl
Eritrean history." ,



Relationships among comrades is based on friendship and solidarity, but they also
fall in love and get married. The organizing capacity of the Front never allows it to
under value the social aspects of the revolutionary process. In the days prior to the
formation of the Front, marriages were based on economic interests and the religious
and tribal customs of the families. The wishes of the couple to be married were not
taken into account. Often, the bride had never met her future husband before the
marriage ceremony. Many girls were married when they were still children. Among
the Tigrinians, it was the practice for the bride's parents to pay a dowry to the
parents of the bridegroom, but with the other nationalities, it was the other way
round. Amongst the Rashaidas, the price paid as a dowry depended on the beauty of
the bride. Polygamy existed among the moslems, and wives were often repudiated. In
other words, women were very much subordinated to men.

In November 1977, during the second regular meeting of the Central Committee, a
new law was passed which abolished compulsory marriage and instituted monogamous mar-
riage based on free consent, and the equality of rights between husband and wife. It
also provided for the protection of women and children in the case of divorce.
Askalu, aged 27, and responsible for the organisation of the large Solomuna Camp,
explained to me how the new system worked:

When a couple wants to get married, they inform the Front. They have to think
about their decision for three months. Then they can get married and take a
monthis holiday. After that they return to their respective tasks. If they
are not far away from each other, they can meet frequently. If not, they are
allowed to spend a fortnight together every six months. If they want to have
children they can do so. Otherwise they are provided with contraceptives.
Already we have 70 babies born in these circumstances and they are looked after
in the nursery set up by the Front in the Central Hospital. The mothers them-
selves decided to spend six months with their babies and then return to their
work, leaving their children in the care of doctors and teachers. Since this
is still a relatively new development, we are still discussing what is the

- best frequency for visits by the parents to the children."

On his way to the Central Hospital, a fighter whose wife had recently had a.child
told me: "I've had a daughter who weighs two and a half kilos. I'd never have
thought that is was possible to have children while serving in the battlefields."

Yes, in Eritrea, women are emerging from their feudal heritage, destroying the old
old order, posing a challenge to the new society. For them, the struggle for their
country's liberation in no way distracts from their own.

Tl-II-IIBLE AND THE GUN or

HOW THE MATRIARCHY WAS L
0

How were women affected by the
takeover of their lands ? What
as women when missionaries and
invaded and destroyed with the

imperialist
did they lose
soldiers
Bible and

the gun ? As the people and their resources
were drawn into the world capitalist system
of social relations, their old
based as they were on the land

communities,
(hunting,

gathering, agriculture) and on kin, were
transformed, broken up. This process has
been well documented by historians, socialist
or otherwise - what is overlooked by these
same historians is that the imperialist
nations were also patriarchal and that a
great many of the societies taken over

in the interests of capital were mat-
riarchal in structure,Matriarchal and class
—less, they were organised along very
different lines to the colonising nations.
Even where thefiolonosed culture was patriar- " and Yet a1th°ugh w°men had such power’ they
chall in many cases, the women had only worked very hard? Not what the missionaries
recently lost their independence and class were used t° at all 3 Back h°me the w°rkin3
relationswere only just emerging within the people were powerless and those with power did
social system.
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Morgan, Engels and Briffault note the impact
that this native matriarchal culture had on
the travellers and missionaries. They express
-ed disbelief and amazement — how could
women be so powerful, how could they control
these mighty warriors ? One traveller says of
the Bega of the Upper Nile that the woman

"rules the roost in a way which is
difficult to reconcile with the
defiant and haughty nature of those
untamed nomads"

and another says of the natives of Paraguay :
"The women are most powerful to
reconcile the warring parties and
produce peace, those most barbarous
people easily granting anything at
the request of those that have suckle
—led them."

little to contribute to the national wealth.
As a missionary said of the Zulus :

"Whoever has observed the happy appearance
of the women at their work, their

gaity and their chatter, their laugh-
ter and song, let him compare them to
the bearing of our own working women"



The women worked together to produce food,
clothing, implements and housing for their
children and their clan brothers and sisters.
They tanned leather, made pots, conserved food
and did all that was necessary to provide for
the clan. The men of God found their building
activities hard to stomach- they tried to
teach the men to be men. Some Spanish mission-
aries got the Pueblo men building A missionary
reports on the venture :

"The poor embarrassed wretch was
surrounded by a Jeering crowd of
women and children, who mocked and
laughed, and thought it the most
ludicrous thing that a man should be
engaged in building a house."

Another aspect of their life that freaked
out the missionaries and travellers was
that the family structure of the peoples
they were 'civi1ising' was quite unnatural
and immoral, not at all the Victorian v
middle class family they knew and loved.
The children didn't even know their own
fathers and the women rarely lived with
their husbands - if they had husbands. No
father family? what was going on in these
‘primitive’ areas ? The women and their
children lived in clans with their maternal
relatives —male and female. Their fathers
and the fathers of their children lived in
their own maternal clan. The children took
their mothers name and inherited what
little personal property there was through
their mothers line. The men of the clan
cared for the children even though they
were not their fathers — a cause of surprise
to one French missionary who was told by
an Iroquois :
in ‘You Frenchmen love only your Own

children, we love all the children
Of the tribe."
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but it was the sexual customs that upset the
missionaries and the explorers the most,
coming as they did from cultures where
the women were so sexually oppressed. A
traveller in the Phillipines remarked:

"The women are extremely lewd and they
even encourage their daughters to
live a life of unchastity."

One traveller experienced this lewdness for
himself when he visited the Ainu;

‘She began by gently biting my fingers
she then bit my arm, then my shouldez
and when she had worked herself up
into a passion, she put her arms
around my neck and bit my cheek."

All this clearly flouted God's law and God's
agents on earth did their best to enforce
patriarchal morality on the people and
although their efforts were often met with
incredulity and resistance, they were bound
to succeed eventually as the incursion of
capital had its effects on the native social
structure - the clan lands were stolen for
private ownership depriving women of their
status and collective property, people were
forced to work away from home — in the
cities, on the plantations.

There are very few areas in the world where
youtll find ‘mother right‘ inheritance
through the female line, very few areas
where women still control their own sexual—
ity, their reproductive powers and their
lives.All this was destroyed,Their imperial
masters imposed patriarchal customs on the
people they controlled( and they're still
doing this - see ISIS Bullitin on ‘women
land and food reproduction,no.2 for an
article on ‘women and land rights by Barbarl
Rogerswhich tellS how development agencies
are expropriating women's rights to the
land just as the colonial administrators
did in the past, The agencies tend to treat
men as the owners of the land, disregarding
women's claims in their attempt to develop
agriculture.) The people had little choice
and the little women little protection —
exposed as they were to the imperial will
of their foreign rulers who used their
bodies for pleasure and their wombs to
provide them with slaves and/or cheap labou:
i{again_this is still going on - a particul
-arily horrific example of this r exploitat-
ion of women's reproductive power is the
way that women in South East Asia are force:
to sell their babies to childless couples
in the west their poverty ensuring a supply

of children to provide ‘real’, white people
with families.)

It seems to me that if we are considering
the effects of imperialism on women we
really can't ignore the way imperial ex-
pansion effectively destroyed the social
basis of women's power in so many of the
cultures they colonised and in so doing
it also destroyed a large slice of female.
herstory, robbing all women of any
knowledge of our past power, our heritage,
leaving us with the lie that patriarchy is
inevitable and natural.

Ancient Society-Lewis Morgan
Origing of the Family -Engels
The Mother-Briffault.
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The position of women in Algeria today expres-
ses the profound contradiction.between the ideals
expressed in the Tripoli Programme of 1962 (at
independence) and adopted in.the Charts d‘ Alger in
1964, and the economic and traditional/religious
pressures which act to maintain the vast majority of
Algerian.women in traditional roles. The outward
sign of this subservience, in the eyes of western
women, is the wearing of the veil, a loose sheet
which covers the woman.from head to toe when she
ventues outside her home. In Algeria the veil is
deeply rooted in the national consciousness as an
imortant symbol, more so than in neighbouring
Morocco and Tunisia, expressing as it does, even.
now, eighteen years after independene, a reject-
tion of the values of the European coloniser.
The disgut and anger with which we approach this
forceful expression of our sisters‘ oppression must
be tempered by an understanding of the complex
factors which have allowed the continuation of this
practice - for it in itself is only a symbol of the
subscrvience of women in.Algerian society.

Before and during colonisation the association
between women an certain ideals and concepts has
been reinforced - primarily as a defence against
external change. At the same time, Islam has be-
come a defence in the same way - neither the image
of women or the religious beliefs were allowed to
change an evolve. The image of women is clearly
expressed in the oral tradition of stories and myths
passed down by mother or grandmother from generation
to generation, and also in the intensely romantic
songs and poetry of the period.

But a certain number of young Algerians re-
ceived an.education under colonialism and, espec-
ially after the second world war, began to write
novels overtly committed to the struggle for inde-
pendence. The image of women in these works in
general is characterised by her association.with
maternity, the umomplicated and "real" past, the
ancestors, fertility of the land, honour and
Algeria. The wholesome, maternal world is contra-'
sted with the stranger's bright city, the fertile
female worldvwith the impotence of the male in the
coloniser's city. In.the work of Kateb Yacine,
NEDJMA the woman'Nedjma does not stand for the
struggle of Algerian women.for independene but
for Algeria itself - she is a transient shadowy
figue whose ancestry is cloaked in.mystery. She
exerts a strong charm. Yacinc expresses his hopes
for the future through the reestablishment of links
with the past, and the conception of Nedjma her-
self is a story of: "nights of drumkeness and
fornication; nights of rape". - (1).
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"I am a woman, I have never been to school,
the war is the business of men" (2) So speaks
Faroudja, one of the characters of L'0piu et Le
Baton, one of the most lucid accounts of the war in
the hills and countryside. This much respected
novelist, Mammeri, now resident.in France, was rec-
ently inwited by the University of Tizi Ouzou to |
address a conference on Kabyl poetry and language,
for he is a strong supporter of language rights for.
the people of his native provincé.

His account of the war does not however do
jutice to the role played by women. For some, par-
ticipation meant remaining in the villages, covering
up for the absene of the men, risking imprisonment,
torture and death to feed the visiting maquis at
night. For others, the struggle involved taking to
the hills with the maquis, fighting side by side
with the men. In the towns, and especially in
Algiers, during the period of bombing raids on
French buildings and cafes, women.played an extremly
important role fearlessly, planting bombs in the
Erench districts. This work involved going among
French soldiers in cafes, and required the abandon-
ment of the veil and the adoption of Western dress,

:“_as did service with the FLN in the hills. During

the seige of the Kasbahm when movement in and out of
it was strictly controlled by_French troops looking
for bombs, weapons and wanted men, many women again
donned the veil as a weapon, for it brought them
immunity from the searching hands of the French
soldiers, and allowed them to undertake the trans-
portation of bombs, guns and messages.

For this heroic work women were duly praised
when independence was won, but once the unnatural
conditions of war had ended, they were pressurized
into taking up again their traditional role, and
with it the veil. The authority of father, brother
and husband was once again established.

During the struggles the Front de Liberation
Nationals undertook some political education among
the maquis, under difficult conditions. The fight-
ers were always on the move, and the only permanent
contact which they had with the population in gene-
ral which would allow the necessary eduation to
take place was in the few isolated areas where the
French troops could not penetrate. In fact, one of
the main theorists of the struggle, Frantz Fanon,
who himself lived and worked in Algeria with the
FLN, did not foresee the need to raise the question
of the emancipation of women during the struggle:
"The doctrine of the Revolution, the strategy of
combat, never postulated the necessity for a revis-
ion of forms of behaviour with respect to the veil.
We are able to affirm, even now, that when Algeria
has gained her independence such questions will not
be raised, for in the practise of revolution the
people have understood that problems are resolved
in the very movement that raises them " (3) The
fact that women had joined the maquis, had lived
side by side with their male comrades, challenging
the traditional familial authority of the father,
indicated to Fonon that permanent change had taken
place. In fact the old structures were resilient,
they had been shaken but not transformed.

The victory over the Frenh brought to power
Ben Bella, until his overthrow by the more conservar
tive and puritanical Boumediene (1965-1978). Ben
Bella seemed to appreciate the need for rapid con-
solidation of the gains made by women, promised
emancipation and inaugurated a vigorous campaign in
the press in favou of the participation of women
in all walks of life. In 1964 the FLN Congress ass-
erted the equality of the sexes and Ben Bella actu-
ally voiced his opposition to the most traditiona
and conservative leaders of the faith:
"We oppose those who, in the name of religion, wish
to leave cu women outside of this (national) con-
struction. We respect Mbslem traditions but we
want a revolutionary Islam and not the Islam left to
us by colonial domination... Women should be mobil-
ised like men to build a happy future for the
country. It is not the wearing of the veil that
makes us respect the women, but the pure sentiments
that we have in our hearts" (4) Attacking the rel-
igious lcaders was both difficult and dangerous,
for they had been among the first to join the early
movement in favour of independence from France, and
their organisation, the Ulemas, had considerable
support still among the FLN and the people. Indep-
endence also brought many problems, a ravaged land,
the mass exodus of skilled workers and professionals
back to Europe, and massrve unemployment. Women
were soon.forced out of the labour market as more
and more jobs were reserved for men. Algeria had
lost many dead, and women were enouraged to con-
centrate on the home and raising children.
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The following is drawn from my own.experience of
living in a mediu sized town in Algeria for a.con-
siderable period, and from travelling to other parts
of the country,

Although some attempts have been made by women
and by the party, attitudes towards women seem to have
changed little in the 18 years since independence,
"The woman is still considered more or less an object
there, she is practically out of circulation, out of
the life of the country, even in the law she has never
had the status of an adult, she remains throughout her
life under the domination of the man, father, brother
or husband," (5) In.Algiers and Oran it is certainly
possible to see unveiled women going to work, and
young couples out with their children; but the vast
majority of Algeria's population lives in the reason-
ably fertile littoral, and here, in the towns, the
women.clear1y feel the weight of oppression, School-
ling in Algeria is free, although pupils in the secon-
dary schools are required to provide their own books
and materials, The coutry has made an enormous eff-
ort to stamp out illiteracy at least among the young,
and this has been very sucessful,In the towns at
least, girls seem to be afforded the same chances as
boys to receive at least the first cycle of eduation,
In secondary schools however, there is a.clear prepon-
derance of boys, and the imbalance is much more acute
in the universities and training colleges, Youg
women in.Algeria today know that education.presents
them with the possibility of change, but all too often
the parents support a girl in her secondary education
because then she will fetch a higher price in marriage,
the educated daughter will tempt an educated husband,

In.practice work prospects are restricted, women
may be teahers, nurses, cleaners, office workers ,
where industry exists, they may fill some factory jobs,
But there are many prejudices and practical difficul-
ties which serve to limit the choice, She may study
in.a university or training college away from home if
she can.persuade her family to allow this, but to work
she is forced to return to her home or that of relat-
ives, Governent employees, for example, are alloca-
ted flats, but these are not allocated to single
women.or to women sharing, One official I met regard-
ed this as unsafe, imoral an unthinkable, as well as
a gross provocation, If she does work, family press-
ures may force her to wear the veil on her journey to
work,

Even those girls who do find work often know
that this will stop when they marry, Although stren-
ous efforts ae being made to mix schols, the chances
are that girls will still leave school to marry a man
chosen by the parents, and who is considerably older,
It is difficult to assess the extent to which trad-
itional marriage is the norm - certainly in the town
where I lived this was the practice for those who
could afford it, The bride's parents must provide an
aequate dowry, and the bridegroom's family buys expe-
nsive gifts - infithis town, gold bracelets and neck-
laces, suptuous cloths and blankets and carpets, On
the night of the marriage, the bride is decked out in
all her finery and that of her family, symbolising
this crude form of barter, She is often youg and
frightened, and must sit on a cushion; to be admired
by all the guests, The men take part in the revelry
outside while the women stay with the bride in the
house, The bridegroom then.mounts a.white horse
(this is specific to the region) and rides around
the town dressed in his best, accompanied by the men
an a ban playing.Andalousian.music, The climax
comes when he enters the house to the firing of guns,
to consummate the marriage,
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The ruling party, the FLN, does have a women's
organisation, the UNFA, which holds national congres-
ses, to which men are admitted, The national council
of this body met in February, 1980, in the presence
of the minister of Justice, who in his speech stressed
the imortant role of women in the education of child-
ren and the struggle against waste! He also tackled
the problem of divorce in Algeria, where the husband
may repudiate the woman and remarry immdiately, while
the woman.must spen a long time going through the
legal process in order to obtain a divorce, This ‘
speech demonstrated most clearly the ambiguous attit-
ude of the F‘Ln, to women's liberation - for while
effectively limiting women to a role in the house and
family, the party is taking steps to improve her sit-
uation - he called for a new family code of law, and
stressed committment to the provision of preschool
facilities such as creches, but declared: "such a
reform does not imply to any degree an attack on the
family which remains the living cell of the national
community,,,the object of the reform is to create the
means to relieve parents who are mbilised by their
daily tasks, giving the children everything which can
complete the family's efforts" (6)

The FLN opposes those who wish to preserve cert-
ain outmoded Islamic traditions which are no longer
relevant - and inclues in this the proscription of
contraception, But contraceptive advice for women
remains woefully inadequate - the pill, for exaple,
is available to married women only, and low dose pills
are not available, Little information is available
to girls about birth control methods, Health care in
hospitals and Polycliniques is free, and strict segre-
gation of the sexes among outpatients does encourage
women to attend, Many of the doctors in these hospi-
tals and clinics are Russian or East Euopean, speak-
ing little Frenh and ususlly no Arabic, They are
overworked and often insensitive to the fat that it
may take enormous courage for a.woman to go to a
foreign doctor let alone to submit to an internal en-
amination, Family pressures will often force women
to leave hospital for too soon after a difficult birth
or a miscarriage, for they have many other children to
look after,s In many cases, a womenis health is destr-
oyed by too many pregnancies and by lack of medical
care, for frightened away by the rumours which abound-
about the hospitals she may prefer to be delivered by
a local midwife uing traditional methods even.when
there are complications, Virginity tests are still
carried out before marriage in some cases,

The biggest obstacle to women's emancipation
remains the attitude towards her which is so entren-"
ched, Indepenence has not brought a far-reaching
re-evaluation.of womenfs position in society, Attit-
udes are changing, most rapidly in the cities, but not
quickly enough, Algeria at the present time faces a
number of econmic and social problems: underemploy-
ment, housing crisis, rural exodus, desertification
of once fertile lans, a demographic explosion and
most recently, unrest amng the Berber people of
Kabylia, Part of the response of the FLN to these
problems has been to stress the importance of the
stable family in social organisation, and the role of
the mother in education an health, -At the same time,
external pressures in the Islamic world are having an
effect in Algeria - for the first time in the recent
troubles at Tizi Ouzou University a group of funamen-
talist students were involved, Everywhere the clergy
is gaining respect and prestige, The attitude of the
governent towards the revolution in.Iran plays down
the oppression of women in the new Iran, All this en-
dangers the changes which are already taking place
far too slowly,
Notes: 1, KATEB,Y: Nedjma, pg, 98,

2, MAMMERI,M: L'0pium et Le Baton, Pg, 299
3, FANON,F: A Dying colonialism, pg, 33,
4, BEN BELLA, quoted in GORDON,D,C,:

Women of Algeria: An.Essey on.Change,
Harvard, 1968,

5, COLLIN,C: in.Les Tenps Mdernes, 280,
NOVI 19690
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L'»be1'cfl.u0n  ~ EL Salvador.

This article is based.on an interview with a
refugee woman teacher from El Salvador.

El Salvador is the smallest coutry in.Central
America, surrouned by Nicaragua, Honduras, Guatemala
and Costa.Rica, yet it is the most denmly populated
and also th most industrialised country in that area.
The economy is based on the "cash crops" coffee, cot-
ton an sugar produced mainly for export to the west
which create gran profits for the plantation owners
who constitute a tiny oligarchy commonly termed "the
14 families?.' This group of families also play a
key role in the industrial sector as agents of the
western multi-national corporations and banks who
control the economy of El Salvador, including the
international market value of its cash crops. While
the ruling class an the imperialists export the
gfood and goods produced by the working people, the
majority of people live in deepest poverty. Never-
the less the Salvadorian people are presently fight-
ing a war for their national liberation against the
oligarchy and its repressive machinery; the military-
civilian junta, the army and the paramilitary forces.
The Capitalist media however have created the myth
that it is a battle between the "extreme left and
extreme right" with the "moderate" military junta
trying to carry out land reforms." It is important
to dispell this myth and draw attention to the con-
stant threat of a direct intervention by the United
States who are ready to move in troops with the coll-
aboration of the Guatemalan and Honduran armies at a
any time." They aie .desperate not to let anther
"Nicaragua? occur. ;The US is constantly supplying
the jumtanwith military and economic aid. - But the
people, determined to win the struggle against imper-
ialism are united in the FDR (Revolutionary Democratic
Front) which consists of all popular mass organisat-
ions, the Social Democratic (HNR) and the Popular
Social Christian Movement (PSC) which has split from
the Christian Democrat Party. In such a system of
dependent capitalism all the working people are ex-
ploited. In order to overcome the daily struggle for
suvival and to build up a just society the people a
are fighting in a.civil war for their liberation.

60% of the population work in the country side
on the coffee, cotton and sugar plantations. This
involves seasonal labour duing harvest time from. -
November to February when the schools are also on
holiday, The women and children are employed to
pick the crops and clean out the insects._ They work
and live in.very harsh conditions. Even when they
are pregnant they must walk for_miles, work long
hours, sleep on,bare grounds an get no medical att-
ention. They have to do‘very hard, dirty, boring
an risky jobs suh as fumigating the crops (spraying
with insecticide) which has already led to some chil-
dren being poisoned. 'Also the lack of hygiene and
speading of diseases inevitably shortens their lives.
This work could easily be mechanised, but it is
cheaper for the lanowners to employ the women and
children who both earn.30% less than men for the job.
The replacement of people by machines would also
cause moré unemployment and greater discontent and
so strengthen.the popular mass organisations. How-
ever the coffee plantation workers are organised in
the unions FECCAS (Salvadorean.Peasants' Federation)
and UTC (Union of Countryside Peasants) who have
fought for an 8-hour day and 5-day week. The wages
still depend on the weight of coffee picked a day
and because the rates are so low, a large nuber of
men have to go to the town to look for work while
the women.work on the fields, do their housework and

83-look after the children.
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Some young girls manage to get jobs as maids in
the houses of the rich but even they get harrassed
and sexually abused by the men in the houses. Some
get involved in prostitution to get a little more
money to support their families.

In the towns the women work mainly in the facto-
ries that produce goods for export for example:
stationary, clothes and shoes which they could never
afford to buy themselves. Those who work in the
factories "Maiden.Form" (produing garments), "Egal
Internacional" (gloves for women), "INSINCA" (a
Japanese textile factory) and "Hilasal" (famous for
its high quality towels, purely for export); have
organised strong uions which are very militant. One
of the demands that these factories have fought for
is maternity leave, Paid for by the National Social
Security. Elsewhere working class women are not all-
owed to work when they_are pregnant and are given
thfi sack.

There are many women involved in.manual work
producing food and clothes for the local market.
Some work in their houses, sewing clothes an taking
(them to the market place to sell. Others knit wool
and jute, or prepare food to sell and they are all
self sufficient.

The Salvadorean people are very well organised
to ensure_their victory of the struggle for-liberat-
ion. So it is no surprise that even in the market
the stall holders and street sellers are organised in
a syndicate to fight for their commn interests such
as the lowering of taxes on the stalls and cheaper
gas for the open.kitchens. The street vendors who do
not hold stalls can sell their food a little cheaper
which is mostly consumed by the poorest people. How-
ever the quality of the food.is very bad and the con-
ditions in.which it is sold very unhealthy which in-
evitably leads to ill health an disease. The synd-
icate of market and street sellers cannot overcome
this problem in the near future because they realise
it is a long term matter of health education.. These
market women must suffer abuse and harrassment from
policemen. Many of them make only a few pence for
their goods and must therefore find another job in
the evening, like washing or ironing for some one
else in order to get enough money to feed their own

Education:

In the.professional jobs the majority of primary
school teachers are women mainly because the wages a
are too low for men who have to support a family,
which forces them to take up a second job or leave
the profession for avjob in the town. This is be-
cause the state considers education as unprofitable
and unnecessary. The teachers have founded the very
strong union.ANDES (National Association of
Salvadorean Teachers), which also fights for the
rights of the pupils, for example the right to sit a
free exam at the end of each academic year which in
the past -upils had to pay for and could not afford.

-They also managed to win a wage increase which
was introdued by a uiversity lecturer Salvador
Samayea.when he became the Minister of Education in
October 1979. In January 1980 he resigned his post
because he could not work alongside the military
junta, and instead he joined the Popular Liberation
Forces (FPL Farabunde Marti) which are currently
engaged in the armed struggle against the junta.



The teachers also gained a 3-month pregnancy
leave based on the National Social.Security. In
their political struggle against the state by means
of strikes, they have found a way of winning power.
But they are careful that the pupils do not loose too
much of their education so they plan their strikes to
take place in different areas at different .times.
In this way they get the support of the parents who
see their childrens' interests also being cared for.
In fact at times where the political activities of
ANDES are carried out during school hours, the school
directors themselves take over the lessons for that
time. From this it is obvious that the whole staff
is uited in the political work.

The teachers have even organised special even-
ing classes for workers to give them general and
political education which are run puely on their
initiative. The workers contribute a little money
towards expenses. Of course the classes must be
carried out clandestinely because the jumta.who fears
the result of this political education, and persec-
utes and murders anyone known to be involved.
200 teahers and uiversity lectuers have been kill-
ed by the junta and paramilitary f°1‘<=¢s thls Year-)
In the universities the students (20% Of-Whom are
women) are very militant and have fought for many
basic rights, such as in 1975 the lflreaslng avail-
ibility of courses, which have helped women, partic-
ularly in secretarial or office jobs, to take u
psychology and administration in order to find more
interesting jobs.

A woman from Cuscatlan tells: "Two truckloads of
quards arrived, and they had some people from ORDEN
‘with them, as though they were tied up, but that was
only to make us think that they were under arrest and
I saw what happened when they met the man who rings
the bells at the church. He was with his mother and
his girlfriend and they killed him right there and
they all grabbed the women ...My God, what terrible
things we have seen.“

"We're not prepared to have them come and kill
us without defending ourselves. Some have jut got
knives, or small pistols, or hunting guns. So that
we can die defending ourselves and not like animals.
This is the right of every human, and the-world must
understand us. " The women will not give up their
fight against this repression which is a direct result
of the dependent capitalist system in which the olig-
archy is trying its upmost with the help of the
United States to hold on to its power and rule.

In 1976/77 the Popular Revolutionary Bloc (BFR)
and the Popular Unified Action Front (FAPU) have
organised two associations of the "Mothers of the
Disappeared" who have staged many hunger strikes,
demonstrations and occupations of churches to know
the whereabouts of their sons. Just after the assas-
sination of Archbishop Romero, as a result of this
political pressure and as a weak tactic to try an
gain some credibility from the people.the juta open-
ed up the prisons, and allowed the women to come and
look for their sons. But they had moved the prison-
ers to clandestine prisons before hand, so that they
would not be held responsible for their disappearnne.
However the people are not fooled so easily. They
have realised who their enemies and oppressors are,
and they know now that the only way to liberate all
the children, women and men.is to unite in this civil
war for notional liberation. The Democratic
Revolutionary Front (FDR) and its military wing the
Unified Revolutionary leadership (DRU) are the
recognised belligerent force. The USA is desperate
in its attempts to continue to prop up the oligarchy

and impose its bourgeois ideology in the country.
This bourgeois ideology tries to make women appear
as "individualists" only concerned with their child-
ren and homes: as "pacifists" that wish to conform
and not condemn the injustice, and who refer to men
as the only people responsible for the situation of
WOUIEHQ

Finally it tries to make them submerge them-
selves in egoism an an individualist spirit that is
opposed to solidarity; so that they want to deceive
themselves, covering up the fundamental problem (the
dependent capitalist system of exploitation and dom-
ination), as if it were only an individual problem

and a question of men's machismo attitude towards
‘JOTHBHQ

The popular organisations dedicated to the int-
erests of the people have, of necessity, the histori-
cal and unavoidable task of eduating women.in.polit-
ical class consciousness:

- v

The women who remain in the villages and towns
must face the brutal reppression of the civilian
population and any opponants of the regime. Not only
do they take advantage of the women by sexually offen-
ding and raping them but also they do not hesitate to
murder the mothers in front of their children and
even slaughtering the children and old folk just for
the sake of terrorising the population. They also
have a policy of systematical killing of any youg
men and women because they are potential guerillas.

Some women who come from the area where the rep-
pression is being carried out gave the following
testimonies:

Maria is eight years old. She has her arms
around her brothers, three very young children.

"They (the National Guard) came and started
shooting at my daddy's sister's house...yes, I was
watching with them (her little brothers) and my
aunt's children who were crying a lot. Then they
came to our house, looking for my daddy, but he
wasn't there, and they hit my mother and we all
cried and there was a lot of shooting... and there
was my mother on the floor, she had been stabbed,
they had cut her hands into little pieces, and her
face too, and we all cried a lot. When they had
gone a lady came and took us all up there (into the
mountains) and we lived up there."

Another little girl, from Cuscatlan.province,
begins to tell her story; she seem far away:

"The guard came to my house. My mother was
there. They had already killed my daddy outside in
the road. They pulled my mother's clothes off, my
little brother and sisters cried a lot and they got
angry with me. The guards were on top of my mother
‘and she had n clothes on....then they dragged her
outside, my mother couldn't walk anymore and there
was a lot of blood coming out from between her legs,
and the guards told us not to follow them, because
they would kill us. I went out afterwards, I hid
my little brothers and sisters and went down to the
river where I had heard shots, and there was my
mother who wasn't moving anymore...her head was cut
up, and her breast and hands. I washed her a.little
with water, but I couldn't carry her. There were a
lot of other people an we walked for many nights
hiding duing the day."
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In the face of repression

With the whole country now in a state of civil war ,
with increasing unemployment, Poverty, murders and "
"disappearonces"; the majority of women have to find
employment to supplement their husbands wages, which
are barely enough to live on. With the growing number
of households that are broken up, the women are left
to bring up the children on their own, Therefore it
is not so easy for women to join the guerilla armies
and fight on the military level, Overall their
strong catholic beliefs make it difficult for them
to decide to join the struggle for national liberar
tion but since Archbishop Romere himself declared
support for the armed struggle at a Sunday mass, this
has given.them more encouragement.

So now 40% of the members of the various politic-
militar organisations are women who are actively
involved in.political and military training,

They must raise the consciousness of women about
the true reality of life; raise their collective
spirit and feeling of solidarity; raise their spirit
of struggle and the organisation to motivate them in
the strife for the political struggle, so that they
will advance the revolutionary process towards total
‘victory. y

Women must know that they are a living, strong
force in the process of the struggle for freedom,
since it is they that influence in a decisive way
the education of their children, and can be.the tran-
mitor either of the ruling ideology or of the liber-

ating ideology of the proletariat. 7

as.

Women are a.vital part of the people's struggle:
Gradually the Salvadorean woman has come to assume
her historical duty to the revolution; little by
little she has come to express her heroic attitude,
her keen aptitude for struggle--, her temper of
revolutionary steel.

Women are a vital part of the struggle because
their immediate and fundamental interests are the
same as the men's, Their class enemies are the same;
namely, Imperialism, the oligarchy, the puppet gover-
nment and the armed forces, It is a struggle for
better pay, the lowering of the cost of living, a
just working-day, better social taxes, better food
and a better condition of life and against the clos-
ure of factories and the intransigence of the bosses.

It is a struggle against enemy repression, for
the liberty of the press and the release of the pol-
itical activists that have disappeared-

Because women are a vital part of the struggle,
not only as women, but as the exploited, the oppress-
ed and because their conviction an inclination for
struggle arises from their concrete living situation,
their part in the struggle comes from their hope for
freedom, justice and social progress I "

El Salvador Solidarity Campaign,
29, Islington Park Street,
London N 1»
Tel. 01/359/2270.

"This conclusion is translated from a communique by
the Popular Revolutionary Bloc, (BPR)."



All photos from "Chilean Women" no. 1
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PERLUSA is a political refugee and an active member
of MIR. what follows is the transcriptof a tape
recorded interview with her.

SN: What was the situation for women in Chile like
before the military took power?

P: The siiétion of women from the working class, from
the shanty towns, peasant women in my country, and
Indian women, was very hard in terms of the poverty
that they were living under, the lack of possibility
for getting a job, or when they could get a J0b it
was always as a servant in another woman's house.
So, from cleaning another women's house till nine
or ten o'clock in the evening, afterwards they have
to go back to their house to look after their own
house. So it was really hard for them adn because
we used to have so many children. It was difficult
because of the wage of the head of the family, in
this case the man, was very small and the women
have to contribute to that by going out to work,
as a very low paid worker. Children were left
alone most of the day, and we always have problems
with houses being burned with children inside
because the father has to go out to work and the
mother has to go out to work too. So the situation
difficult.
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Middle class women and the politics of non-politics

But even before Allend's government, the Frei
government, which was the Democratic Christian
government,they saw the importance of having
women as allies of their government and at that
time they created the Mothers‘ Centres, and they
created a complete body of women, middle class
women, who went in a very paternalistic way to
the shanty towns to organise Mothers‘ Centres

and to the countryside. And they were treating
women like, "Oh, my dear, you have problems and
we have come to try to help you to solve them,
so we are going to teach you how to cook, how
to look after the house," and so oh, and just
telling them they should protect their family,
that everything they were doing was just in order
to improve the condition of life of the whole
family.

So in a way they were trying to use women to
be a more strong support for the government.
The ideology, the dominant ideology in my country,
with the strong influence of the church and all
those values which were imposed upon us, women
were supposed to be fulfilling only that role
as a woman, as a wife and as a mother, and just
to keep within that limit.

But what happened because the economic and
social situation was deteriorating very much in
the last two years of Frei‘s government, women
within those Mothers‘ Centres, they started to
get more politicised. Because the women who were
more active in those Mothers‘ Centres were women
from the left wing parties, so they had tried to
change the character of the Mothers‘ Centres, and at
the end we ended up discussing the political situation
of our country, how we were going to organise our
shanty town in order to have drinking water, or to
have electricity, or how we were going to have a
demonstration against one of the official organis-
ations, asking for those things. So we became more
and more militant, and we even occupied buildings,
official buildings, from the government, asking for
the resolution of our problems. So because it
happened in that sector which was very explosive,
because of the situation they were living through,
because of the poverty, because of the lack of
facilities, lack of health care, or school, or
things like that, women started to realise that
they could and were able to fight against that.
So, families who were without any place to live,
they started to organise themselves in committees
of homeless people, and they started to take pieces
of land. And who were the people most involved in
that? It was always women. I was part of that
scene so I can talk about it.

when we had a meeting I remember that sometimes
men were really more cautious to do it, and they
said, "But look, the police are going to come and
evict us" and the women used to say "OK, if you
don't want to go you can stay and sleep tonight
here, but we are going to take this piece of land
because we need a place where to live, we need a
roof for our childrenm so we are going to do it,"
and it was women always and just a few men who
did these things. And that created a new conscious-
ness amongst than that they could organise them-
selves and when they fight they could achieve what
they were fighting for. And that made it possible
to create not only just those Committees of Home-
less people, to take land up throughout Chile, but
also, people in the countryside, and people in the
Indian areas, they had to organise themselves also
and they started to ask for the possession of land,
land reforms.
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Hell, because of all that uprising in the class
consciousness of the people, Allend's government
cam to power - well, to government, it didn't have
power! And during that time, because of that first
experience of women, they start to get more and more
and more involved. Now they were no longer the
people who went to attend a meeting just to listen.
but rather they were the people who were organising
things in the shanty towns, and they were organising
things also in the trade unions. Although not many
women were members of trade union committees, they
were there and they were participating. That was
something very important. And they started to
organise themselves in defence committees and they
started to create child care centres.
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I remember one of them because there was a
campament - a campament is when you take a piece
of land and you start to build a community there,
and you start to go to the official government
offices asking for reallocating of the land and
to build houses and things like that — so we went
to the leaders of that campament and we ask them to
give us 5 or 6 rooms so we could have our nursery
there. And they gave them to us. So we built u p
a nursery, we built up a school, and we also built
up a surgery which was run by the same people in
that shanty town, by the women and all people who
weren't at work, and they were the ones who carried
out everything. They were the ones who made it
possible also for other women to go out to work,
so there children could be safe when they were left
alone becavse there was a place where they could
leave them.

So women were more and more able to participate
at least in their local decisions. when it came to
the black market - the Allende government tried to
stop the black market, because there wasn't enough
food and all that - it was again in the shanty towns
that people, most of them women, we were able to
create the distribution of food by ourselves. So we
went into the wharehouses to pick up our amount of
food for so many families, twelves hundred families,
and they gave us food for twelve hundred families.
And we distributed it. So in a way you see it devel-
oped a sense of responsibility and a sense of, not
only responsi bility but just to see we were able to
do things and that we were not stupid like most
people used to think, the ruling class used to think
that women, working class people, are so stupid they
cannot manage. But we did demonstrate, we proved it
to them, that we were able to do it . . . . ..

well, more and more, it was clear for all of us
who oun enemy was, it was the national bourgeoisie,
the multinationals — the ITT, the multinationals who
controlled the exploitation of ourminerals, and the
presence of the CIA who were trying to create a
chaotic situation in our country. So our enemy was
very clear for us, and we were organising ourselves
in the shanty towns, in the countryside, in the mines,
and everywhere, in the industries, in order tofight
against that principal enemy, against imperialist
policies as a whole not just the one enemy in the
USA. 3?.

But at that time we didn't think in terms of
our own problems as women. we were working and
doing things in terms of the class struggle, in
terms of trying to beat our enemies.

But in the shanty towns, apart from having our
Mothers‘ Centres and changing completely the
character of those, we started to train women to
give them some skill, and try and make them able
to do something to earn a living while we were at
home, and to be part of the production system in our
country. But our social and economic situation was
changing. Allende‘s government did make some changes,
he nationalised some industries. So some were more
aware that it was our responsibility now to make, to
keep them going, so it was workers weren't just
staying at home pretending that they were sick for
instance, because we knew how important it was to
keep our country going because we had theiboycott
from the bourgeios class, who were the owners of
the industries, and the big landlords.....
And so it was important for us to make sure that
we had an eye on everything within the area in which
we were living, and if a particular problem was in
this part, we had to denounce it and fight against
it.

So our participation was really big, but as I
said, it wasn't in terms of us as women, it was in
terms of the class struggle as a whole.

SN: what happened then when the military came in,
and the repressionc in what way did women mobilise
against the repression?

P: That is very important because we all knew that
a military coup was going to happen. Ne were pre-
paring ourselves for that. But unfortunately we did-
n't have weapons to fight against that, and with
ideology only you cannot fight against tanks or
machine guns. But nevertheless.....I have a personal
experience of that because as I am a militant of the
MIR some of the women in the shanty town where I used
to live, they came to me and said "Nell, such and
such a person is going to look after the children
and we have come to you because we want you to give
us weapons because we want to go out to fight.“
And I tried to convince them that because of the
characteristics of the military coup, since the
first moment we have to start to organise ourselves
in terms of a small group within the shanty town,
trying to organise things in terms of resistance,
how we were going to resiit, and which things we
could carry out.

And also the way that women have participated
after the military coup, how they have resisted all
this time, this has been shown not only in terms of
how many-women have been subjected to repression,
how many women have been tortured, things like that,
but also because women have organised their own
organisations to fight against the repression that
has been launched against their relatives and against
our people. They have organised committees of
relatives of political prisoners, campaigning for
their release; they have created the organisation
of the disappeared people, the relatives of disapp-
eared people, who have been abroad hundreds of times
trying to denounce that situation and gain some
support for their struggle.

They start to organise themselves in the shanty
town again, in the neighbourhood coucnil, and they
had to do it because every single one was completely
destroyed, most of their leaders.were taken in prison,
some of them have been killed, or disappeared, and so
on. So they start again to build up those organisa-
tions which have a semi-legal face in our country.
So now they have been able to build up the neighbour-
hood councils, to use the Mothers‘ Centres, in order
to discuss the problem they have in the shanty town‘
and how they are going to solve that. And they are
participating in the national council of trade
unions, the co—ordinating committee of trade unions.
In so many ways they have been particpating.



But not only in the semi-legal organisations,
because they have been very active mmbers of the
resistance. Most of the women who have been taken
in prison, they are subjected to a kind of repress-
ion and torture not in terms because they are
members of the resistance but because they are
women and they are not supposed to be doing that.
So if a man is going to be tortured in such a way
or other, women are going to be subjected to more
humiliations, which are going to really create a
psychological problem for them. Because when they
are torturing them they are using even tape record-
ings with the cry of their children calling them,
or the voices of their children and they tell you
they are going to torture one of your children in
front of you if you don't talk and so on. They
rape you. And they use very sophisticated ways
now to torture women, for instance , using trained
dogs, or introducing a ratinto the body of the
woman, or spiders, or things like that. There is
a well known case of a woman who was subjected to
all those things when she was taken in jail. And
lately most of the people who are beingwahted and
labelled as terrorists - all those who are militant
in the resistance are labelled terrorists - we have
seen in the last issues of the newspapers from
Chile, they carry pictures of 5 or 6 women who are
the most wanted terrorists in our country. That
shows that women are really a very active part of
the resistance. And only last month 6 people were
detained, 5 of them women, one was a man.

we have so many cases to show to the world and
to show our sisters that it is not just a male _
propaganda stuff that we say women are participating
in the resistance comittees and in theresistance
against the dictatorship government. But just
concrete cases where women are resisting , women are
participating, not only women from the working class
but also women from a middle class background who
have 'oined the stru le Because now more than everJ 99 -
we know that the only way to overthrow the military
dictatorship is by the use of force. we have to
fight themon the same terms as they are fighting
against us.

SN: To what extent now, then, are the specific
interests of women being taken up by the resistance?

- ' _

And we think it is important that that struggle
should be introduced in our country now, not after
the revolution, but now, because then women will be
more prepared to put forward their own demands
rather than to be waiting for somebody else on the,
top of therevolutionary committee just to be think-
ing which concessions they are going to give. But
rather than that, women, and the party itself, should
put those demands forward together with the nation;
alisation of the industries and the land refor and
things like that. Because all of it is part of the
same struggle. It is not separate. For us, it is
no longer to see women as probablythey will be
part of the revolution, in terms of how they are
going to cook for the men, or how they are going
to be loading the machine gun for them when they
are fighting, and things like that, but rather than
that as part of the struggle, who have their own
demands and that those demands should be met. ,
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And in that sense I think they have taken a very
big step forward because if we think that before,
when we first came into this country, we used to
discuss sometime who we are going to introduce women
to the class struggle, but we never used to discuss
the woman quesfiion in terms of the class struggle.
we weren't aware of that. That is something we have
been able to discuss abroad here, because our own
point of view has been widened about that issue.

In our direction, in the central committee of
our party there are three women who are members of
the central committee, and others who are members of
the political commission, which is the body which
elaborates the policies of our party and which has
the control of them and which has to see they are
carried out and discussed within the party and to
develop them within Chile. We are taking part in
the decisions that the party is taking today. And
we are also part of the decisions that we want to
go back and join the struggle in our country and we
are able to do that because we decided for ourselves,
and because we carry out the policies of our party
because we are part of it.

SN: So what is happening now in Chile, how are women
organising? I

P: Nell, I can say that at least in the organisation
that I come from, the MIR, we have been able, because
we have been abroad and because we have met the women
liberation movement and we have discovered that there
is importance in the woman question, that it is some-
thing that effects us not in terms of the use of
women but in terms of that we have discovered that
it was also part of the class struggle, the woman
question, - so we have been able to discuss within
our organisation with our comrades and to put for-
ward that our demands have and should be met by our
party also, and been discussed not only by the women
within our party but also with our men comrades.
we have had two conferences within the party dis-
cussing this problem , not only women, but men and
women together trying to put our problems also as
part of the class struggle and to see the way, to
find the way we are going to link it together.
Because we are not going to wait for the time when
the revolution is going to succeed to start to
discuss these issues. we think it is important to
discuss them now and that is what we have been
doing.

SN: which issues in particular have you been
discussing?

P: Particularly in terms of the division of the
sexes that is very much imposed within this western
society and also in our society because it is a
very westernised ideology which was imposed. That
sexism should be wiped out, and that there is no
difference between a man and a woman, so we are all
equal, so we should think in terms of that if we are
trying to build up a new society. That women have
their own demands and they have to be met. For
instance, education, the same possibility for train-
ing in jobs as for a man, in terms of health, that
women should be allowed to control their health and
to decide by themselves. So in that sense, most of
the things that are discussed here in Europe we are
discussing in our party.

P: Actually, now there are about 25 women's groupssn
Chile. That is something we never dreamed that it
was going to ts possible to do. There are about 25
women's groups in shanty towns, women from middle
class backgrounds who have been discussing the
woman question in a very embryonic way, and there
have been three conferences so far of women. The
first one was called under the umbrella of a
religious body, and they started to discuss the
interviews they made with women from the shanty
towns, in the countryside and women who were
working in factories, and they began to discuss
how they were oppressed in terms of labour, in
terms of opportunity for work, how they are
oppressed in terms of education, in terms of
opportunity and equality with our men. The
three conferences that they have held there,
and the women's groups that have been created,
they are relating the woman question to the class
struggle and to the struggle against the dictor-
ship government and they are part of the resist-
ahce against the government. And that is important
because they_are able to to talk to other women
and make them also start to discuss and think about
and begin to realise that our problems and our
demands are no longer something separate from the
class struggle.

Apart from that, in the last conference they had,
it was tried to be stopped by the military because
the day before they were going to have the conference
the place where they were keeping all the papers for
the conference was raided by the police and all the
materials were taken away. The next day the whole
building was srounded by the police. Nevertheless
about 600 women participated. Amongst them repre-
sentatvies from the Indian areas - our Indians are
the Mapuche Indians and they live in the south of
our country - even some of their women came to the
conference and they had to have someone to translate
because they speak Mapuche, they don't speak Spanish
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Mapuche woman and child

And theyput forward their own problems as women,
in terms of their life in their areas and how they
have to organise themselves, and how they need the
support also of that whole body which has been
created interms of the resistance, because with the
new law which has been passed in order to take away
their lands which belong to them in order to give it
to the big landowners, even their land is being
taken. So they came to discuss those problems.
And women from the countryside, which used to be
part of the land reform programme of Allende‘s
government, they also came to put forward their
demands because also their land has been given
back to the former owners of the land who again
start to exploit those women, and they are with-
out health facilities, education, and without even
being paid for the jobs they are carrying out in
the countryside; because just because their hus-
bands are wortingthere women are supposed to carry
out the milking of cows and things like that.
So they came out also to give testimony and to put
forward their own problems as women there.

And the women from the factories and the women
from the shanty towns, women from the middle class
backgrounds who are studying at university or are
professionals, they all discuss those women's issues
and one of those things was the new labour law that
was passed by the military which really discriminates
against women and puts them back about l0O years of
our history.

Because this new labour law allows the owners of
the factory where ahieman is working to dismiss her
if he finds out that she is pregnant, just like that
without giving her any compensation for the time she
has been working there. And apart from that, the
new law says that women from l6 to 25 years old are
minors of age. That means that if you are a minor
of age interms of getting a job, you have to ask the
consent of your father if you are single to get a
job, or if you are married your husband has to sign
the consent allowing you to take a job. And as a
minor you are going to be paid even less wage than
is paid to a woman who is over 25. And if you con-
sider the wages that women get paid for the job they
carry out, it is not even a third of the wage a man
is being paid, just think what those women are get-
ting paid.

For example, women who sweep the streets, and work
in those conditions, they are paid less than £12 a
month. To women whose husband is unemployed, that is
why they get that kind of job, who have three, four
or six or eight children, who have to pay the elect-
ricity, the water, the rent, just imagine the cond-
ition of expioitation they are 90ing through. But
I can say now when the electricity bill is not being
paid, and the company sends somebody to cut the
electricity, the people from the shanty town, they
just throw the people out, the people from the com-
pany who are sometimes accompanied by the police

force to carry out their job, they throw stones at
them, and clash with police, and so they have been
able to stop the elctricity supplies being cut.
Even the drinking water, too, because in my country
you have to pay the electricity and the water every
month, and if you don't pay the supply is cut.
And because they have been organising themselves,
they have been able to stop that.

Also, as you see, if they are pregnant they
lose their job; but because there was an organ-
isation which was financed by the USA which says
that our population is going to be diminished in
ten years time and that there won't be e nough
people in our country and so on, so now even the
birth control programme which was introduced in our
country in the late 60's, is being withdrawn. So
now women when they go to the hospital to have a
check-up, the contraceptive coil is being taken out
without even telling the woman that she is no longer
protected against another pregnancy. So just imagine
on the one hand they need more population, but if
the woman gets pregnant she gets kicked out of the
place where she is working.

And because of that situation, prostitution is
growing day by day. Now it is not only women from
l8 or 20 years who begin as prostitutes, but you can
see in the streets of Chile, not only in Santiago,
but from testimony of so many people who come from
Chile, that girls from ll to l2 years old, they are
trying to sell themselves out in the streets, in the
restaurants, where they see somebody they just
approach them, offering them that they can go to bed
if they give them some money to bring bread to their
house. And it is not only girls who are suffering
that kind of prostitution because it also happens to
young boys, who have been going through the same
thing. So we have to denounce it, not in terms of
values and morals, but how this oppressive regime
is really deteriorating the whole life of the
children and women.

The children are no longer able to study because
of the fees that they have to pay, because now they
have to pay fees for everything, and they have even
to wear uniform. When they don't have money to eat
bread, how their parents can have money to buy uni-
form for the child to be educated. So it is impos-
sible for the children to get education now. And
that is the only thing that we can give to our
children, but because of the poverty and because of
the lack of food, and because of the lack of econo-
mic possibilities for their parents to help them,
the children go out into the streets to try to sell
themselves in order to bring something to eat for
their younger brothers and sisters.

So you see , all this new law, the labour law
which has been passed really puts women's place
back l00 years, because before we didn't need to ask
our father or our husband consent if we wanted to
get a job, that wasn't the case for anybody. And
also it forbids the right to strike. Now if you
want to pass a new amendment asking for your wages
to be increased, the owner of the factory can dec-
ide if he wants to give it to you or if he doesn't;
and if the workers want to discuss it, then there
is a (arbitration) body which discusses if they are
able to receive the increase or not. (On this body)
sits the owner of the factory, a member of the gover-
nment and two other people, and only one worker is
on that negotiating tabletSo there is not the pos-
sibility of the workers getting what they are
asking for. So the only way they have now is just
to strike, but even strikes are illegal under this
new law. So they're in the position that they have
to keep on struggling, and only a new form of
struggle against the military is goig to change
that situation.

And who are the most affected by this? women.
Because now the policy of the dictator government
is that women don't need to be educated, because
what for? they are going to be mothers, they are
going to get married, so they don't need that. So
their careers have been closed and they deny the
possibility for a woman of becoming professional
because their role under this new system is that
women are supposed to be fulfilling the role that

§F\_ western and capitalist ideology has imposed upon



women._ And they have said, even in their speeches,
even Pinochet said, "Ne have to congratulate the
Chilean women because they are the power of our
government, because they are very abnegating,
self-sacrificing, women, and they are very sweet
women, and they are very generous women and we
need them to keep on looking after the stability
of the country, to teach their children" and so
on._ So they are calling them in all the mass
media and all the propaganda is trying to convince
women that they have to fulfill their role.

But the government have met this other thing,
that now women are getting organised as women in
my country, and they are discussing women's issues,
and relating that to the class struggle. So now
there is a very strong attack by Pinochet and
from the people who work with Pinochet against those
women's groups which have been born in our country,
WhlCh are shouting for democracy, for the same kind
of work, for the right of education and health cen-
tres and so on. Because they are seen as a threat
to the system, because it is said that they have
been contaminated by marxist ideas. So they have
been having a campaign through the newspapers that
women have been manipulated and that even in the USA
and in the European countries governments have been
keeping closed eyes and they haven't done anything to
stop these women who have been infiltrated by the
marxist-leninst ideology» and they are a threat to
the stability of the country and to the security of
the family. And they are calling our womn not to
join those bad ideas, that bad ideology......

So if women get organised in our country it is in
a very militant way because with all that mass media
against them and all the repression that has been
launched againt them now to join the resistance thro-
ugh any of those semi-legal organisations is really
important.

SN: So how can women in this country help women in
the struggle in Chile?

P: Nell actually that is a very important question
because those 25 women's groups that have been
created in Chile are trying to set up a training
centre for women, not only to discuss women's prob-
lems, but also to train them with a new skill so
they can compete in the market and where they can
save young girls and women from the trade of prost-
titution. And for that they need to have a house
and they need to have the equipment to set up a
programme like that, which is a very big scheme.
And they are asking us, the women abroad, to try to
raise some money for that programme.

I think that there is very much that women in
this country can do. Our sisters in this country
help our struggle also in terms of support for the
people who are going back to Chile to join the strug-
gle, because in the conditions they work in they
need support from abroad. Ne have read in the news-
papers the case of Clare Wilson and her friend who
is a militant of the MIR who went back to Chile to
join the undergound struggle, to be part of it.
Ne need support not only to make possible for those
women to have that training centre, but also to make
possible for other women who are living abroad to go
back and to have somebody from abroad who is support-
ing them while they are participating in that
struggle.

You can adopt political prisoners, you can set
about campaigning, asking for the release of women,
or men, when they get caught because of the action
that they carry out against the dictator government.
And with that you can save the lives of those people.
He are not asking you to adopt that political prison-
er and bring him or her back here, but if you start
to do something by trying to adopt a political
prisoner, you are saving that life, even if that
woman is never allowed to leave our country.

But the military won't be able to kill her because
they will know immediately that people know that she
is in jail and are campaigning for her, or his,
release. So this can save a lot of lives. And not
only in Chile but in most Latin American countries,
in ElSalvador, Bolivia, Argentina, because it is a
pity this interview is only related to Chilean women,

because we as Latin Americans, we feel for the strug-
gle of other people who are fighting against other
repressive regimes and who are struggling for their
national liberation and who need as much support as
we need in our struggle. For example, in El Salvador
we can see an intervention by the USA forces is very
imminent, and we hav e to denouce that publicly
because if they interfered in El Salvador, the
Nicaraguan revolution will be in danger. So you _
see that for us as Latin American revolutionaries,
the whole situation in South America is very impor-
tant.

Ne have to discuss with our sisters here what
is the real situation of women back over there in
economic, social and political terms and develop a
wider understanding with our sisters here, to ask
them to decide for themselves how they can express
their solidarity, but in more militant terms.
Because if we are going to have a socialist
feminist conference where we are going to discuss
the implications of imperialism in the life of women
in under-developed countries, then we have to think
in terms of a more militant solidarity.

SN: What can women do in a more militant kind of
way?

P: There are revolutionary organisations all over
under-developed codfiries involved in national lib-
eration struggles and in those organisations there
are women who are active militants who need support.
Not only in terms of you being sympathetic, because
sometimes when we talk about the horror our people
are going through, when I said, for example, there
is a woman with four or five children who have
nothing to feed them during the whole week and she
has to go out to the streets to sell herself in
order to bring in some food for the children, it
sometimes sounds like something so far away from
our own life, it can only last for a few minutes.
we are listening to one of our sisters speaking
in front of somebody else, but afterwards you
forget about it, you don't do anything about it.

But you can send money to Chile, to some of
those women that we have contact with and who are
active in the resistance and in those women's groups
You can send clothes, you can even finance new
projects, so that they can have some living in is
Chile, where they can feed their families, but also
to keep on the task of the resistance under the
dictatorship government. There are so many things,
and that is militant solidarity. Not that solid-
arity expressed in a meeting when one sister said

‘Could y ou tell me how is the situation of this
or that?‘ and afterwards they left the meeting and
just forget about it..... and then go the next day
to another meeting and be very impressed and be very
moved about what another woman is telling them......
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"will Nestle abandon the Third World? Ne will not.
Our products are weapons for the “Third world war"
against poverty, malnutrition and disease, and in-
directly against revolution and war." Bold claims
and significant words from the world's second larg-
est food corporation, one of the many multinational
companies coming under attack because of their ag-
gressive promotion of powdered baby milks in the
Third World. Rather than preventing poverty, mal-
nutrition and disease, the inappropriate use of baby
milks produced by Nestle and thegtwo dozen other
companies involved is exacerbati g the problem.
The rhetoric of the company's public relations hand-
out is stirring stuff. The reality of the company's
actions is much more chilling.

women in developing countries have been bombarded
with sophisticated marketing techniques to convince
them that powdered baby milk is the modern, safe,
convenient way to feed their babies. The milk it-
self is not usually the problem. It is a high
uality preparation, carefully manufactured. It
approximates to human milk and although inferior
because it lacks important anti-infective properties
it is an adequate life—saving tool for those women
who are unable to breast feed. D

The problem is the conditionsin which it is used.
Senator Edward Kennedy summed it up well in a ques-
tion he asked during Senate hearings in_to the market
-ing of powdered milk in the US in l978: "Can a
product which requires clean water, good sanitation,
adequate family income and literate parents to follow
printed instructions, be properly and safely used in
areas where the water is contaminated, sewage runs in
the streets, poverty is severe and illiteracy is
high?" A doctor in Sierra Leone answers the question:
"In many instances, taking a baby off the breast is
tantamount to signing the baby's death warrant."
From the Phillipines a doctor describes a baby's
suffering: "He was burning with fever, dehydrated
and suffering from severe diarrhoea." A report
from Kenya talks of a baby with dysentery for almost
two and a half days. ,ine mother, worried as it is
not certain the baby will live, cries that "the radio,
her friends, even hospital nurses, had said the
formula was the modern way. The babies on the tins
are always smiling!”

.The babies in the paediatric wards of hospitals
and clinics in the Third Norld are not smiling.
They are_crying out in pain, suffering from malnutr-
ition, from diorrhea, from gastro-intestinal infect-
ions.

But despite their high-sounding words about poverty
in the Third Norld, the infant food industry is not
going to improve the conditions in developing count-
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tries. So far profits have come first and their
massive promotion campaign for baby foods continues,
exploiting Third world women's desires to do their
best for their babies. Mass media advertising,
free samples, posters; all bombard the mothers.
"Buy mother's milk! Buy Morinagal" screamed the
headlines of a newspaper ad. in Bangladesh promo-
ting the produce of a Japanese company. Nestle
was advertising Nido, a full cream milk, on tele-
vision in the Dominican Republic in March l980.
The ads featured a crying baby and a feeding
bottle, with the message that Nido was best for
baby. Three Cow and Gate milk nurses in
Trinidad were reported doing home visits and
distributing samples and literature to mothers.
A March l980 letter from the UK headquarters
Export Division to one of the nurses congratul-
ated her on the good work she was doing: "It
is good to note that sampling is having its
effect in increased sales, which of course,
should be the case."

Promotion to the consumers is not the only
approach of the companies, however. Far more
effective, in some cases, is the promotion to the
medical profession, for the companies are then
able to gain "endorsement by association." An
American paediatrician, Dr. Paul Fleiss, explains
how the profession is manipulated:

"The effect of the major milk producing companies
is more than subliminal. They don't even have to
advertise their product. They can use the paedia-
tricians to advertise. They get to the paediatrie
cians both directly and indirectly."

The direct means are through personal visits by
sales representatives and through ads in the
medical journals. The indirect mthods are through
gifts to doctors and nurses, sponsorship of meetings
and conferences, grants for research and the purchase
of equipment for hospitals and clinics.

A doctor in Thailand explains some of the
subtleties of promotion. "The government is under-
taking a programe to train village health volunteers
in the rural areas. These are young women, l8 - 25
years old, who will be given rudimentary health care
training and then return to their villages. I know
that samples of baby foods have been given to these
volunteers. Obviously if they bottle feed their
own babies, all the other members of the village will
follow because of their status!" A doctor from the
Cook Islands reports: "They have infiltrated into
the health care system. Birth cards provided by
the hospital are supplied by Glaxo and calendars
advertising Golden Glaxo are displayed prominently
fin the clinics." Nestle has exclusive rights in

rovision of milk in the hospital Maternidad, theP
largest hospital in Lima.

After more than a decade of protest about this
abusive activity - with paediatricians and nutrion-
ists calling for change, with international health
organisations calling for an end to promotion, with
hundreds of articles, television documentaries,
hearings, an international consumer boycott of
Nestle, two legal battles in court, and a specially.
convened NHD/UNICEF international meeting last
year, - changes are beginning to occur.



The NHO/UNICEF meeting arrived at a series of
recommendations which called for an end to direct
consumer advertising, and the restriction of prom-
otion to the medical profession to factual and eth-
ical information. It also recommended that an
international code of marketing should be drawn up.
A series of consultations on that code are taking
place this year under the auspices of NHO/UNICEF
Earlier this year, the Norld Health Assembly _
affirmed the recommendations of last year's joint
meeting and stressed the need for further action:

The effect of malnutrition and diarrhoeal
diseases, with artificial feeding as a common

and is actively publicising the problem. Nar on
want ts also involved in helping to formulate the.
code of marketing. Another UK group, the Baby Milk -
Action Coalition (BMAC) is doing all it can to halt
all commercial promotion of bottle feeding. It
recently brought the Nestle boycott to Britain,
calling on people to leave Nestle products off the
shopping list as_a protest ag_ainst the company's
practices as a way of increasing pressure. The only
time the companies appear to be ready to change their
tactics is when enough public pressure is brought to
bear upon them. The BMAC hopes to focus that pressure
in this country using some of the tactics that have
been successful elsewhere.
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denominator, on the health of infants and young
children is phenomenal - in terms not only of
measurable morbidity and mortality - but also of
human suffering and loss" said one Third Norld
delegate at the Assembly. The outrage at the
abusive practices of the companies was well ex-
pressed by a delegate who exclaimed: "Either
the multinationals follow the book, or we'll
throw the book at them!"

The infant food industry is reluctant to
change. They claim the material they produce
for mothers is educational and informative. They
claim that close collaboration with the medical
profession is essential, and that they provide
them with a useful service.- Dr. Vernon Coleman,
talking about the information provided to doctors
by the pharmaceutical industry puts paid to the
value of corporate 'information'. "The trouble‘
with drug company information and the reason why
it does not suffice alone, is that in it the
advertisers are mixing information and promotion
material. They are trying to tell doctors about
drugs and at the same time trying to persuade them
to prescribe them. Any sponsored information must
be biassed if it is to be commercially valid. As
Dr. Charles has said: ‘The goal of promotion, even
when travelling along a circuitous path under the-
guise of ‘education’ is to achieve uncritical
acce ptance of a preconceived message - to capti-
vate the mind; stimulation of sceptical thinking
would block the purpose. This is in sharp contr-
ast to the objective of true education which seeks
to cultivate the use of the mind for independent
judgements.'" ‘

Th ressure on the infant food industry is

The issue of appropriate feeding for babies is a
complex one. A workshop at the Alternative Non-
Governmental Organisation Forum in Copenhagen in
July discussed the problems. Some organisations
concerned about the baby food issue appear to be
,putting pressure on those women who genuinely can-
not breast feed. Other women do not wish to breast
feed, and in the women's movement one issue above
all is a Woman's Right to Choose what she does with
her own body. To be able to exercise that choice
properly she needs information and education. These
are vital in the Third world. In some of the Pri-
mary Health Care projects supported by War on Want
they aim to provide the proper information and the
choices.

If you need more information on the issue,
“The Baby Killer Scandal" by Andy Cheley, published
by war on Want, is a useful source and for further
information on the Nestle Boycott, a full product
list can be obtained from BMAC, c/o Sadru Kheraj,
Trinity College, Cambridge, England.

Zelda Curtis
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SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN CONFERENCE

22/23 November in Leeds.

Cost: £4 waged. £2.50 unwaged.
e p ,Ycnue: Royal Park school, Queens Rd,Leeds 6increasing. An international network of concerned

groups has been formed to co-ordinate activities.
In the UK, Nar on Want has researched the subject

Third World Womens season- Tickets 309
Last two meetings at:
Oval House, Kennington,
London (behind Oval Tube)

For details phone CamPa7:9n against DEP0
PROVERA. Barbara Rogers: Effects
0 Dcvclo ment Programmes on Thirdf P

10-532-2053 World Women + VIDEO.
Nov 4: Chile Cttee of'Human Rights:
Women's Patchwork + Exhibition.

°r 01"855"1474-' OXFAM: Women's Cooperative Jute
Wbrks in Bangladesh.

We are thinking of holding a Scarlet
Women conference in the spring to
discuss issues raised in pass Scarlet
Women and the development of socialist
feminist theory. We would probably hold
the conference in the North of England.
We'd be interested to hear what readers
thin! of the idea. Please contact
Scarlet Women at 5 Washington Terrace,
North Shields, Tyne and Wear.

We want to discuss our cxperienoe Of Sexual
violence -from page 3 to rape- work out why
it happens and how it affects women. The
focus will be on how we can organise $0
fight back.

Are all men potential rapists ? _
How do all men benefit from the acts of the
ripper/pornography ?
How does sexual harrassment at work under-
-mine attcmts to achieve equal opportunity?
Should we be fighting prostitution and how
do we do this whilst supporting women who
work as prostitutes ?

These are some of the questions we want to
raise.

There will be a wide variety of workshops
scoueringuallaaspectshofqsewualBabuse_;;at,..~»sascmhasmvonmn.o0NsERENsI ~»~,,m%,s,,,%,, -. an at wbfk;,bn ifié g,,eet Q n, flame’ on they g
phone, in childhood, in marriage, in the
media, in institutions, etc.

We want papers on all these themes and more

Send to Sexual Violence conference, L
Nottingham Women's Centre, 32a Shakespeare
Street, Nottinham.

1

Advance registration forms from the same
address. Please enclose s.a.e.
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I am sick to death of the prevailing fem-
inist attitude that any women outsiie ot_its
hallowed walls whd dares to organise theme'
selves to fight aeparticuLnn_oppressioh ans
being manipulated by somelhiHden”prickwiehding
Svengali. In the case of Scarlet Woman 11}
Svengali takes the looming fbrm of THE REPUB-
LICAN MOVEMENT. (Shock ! Horror ! we clasp“
our fist to our ever-vulnerable bosoms !)

The attitude also implies that these wo-
men have no independent thought of their own,
that ii the women‘s movement did not inflfiio it
then it must be a male plot. That these
'breakaways_are obviously totally dependent on
them for every thought, word and idea because
if they were not than they would surely 866
that only the women‘s-movement has the right
line on these matters. Fact of the matter is
the women*s movement has ngt ggt 3 Qoherent
line on anything and as Irishwomen working in
the midst of a war we have not got the time or
the tolerance to wait around for British fem-
inists to search every nook and cranny looking
for Svengali before they decide to participate
in the saving of our lives.

So meanwhile factions of the women's mov-
ement continue to deride years of hard-fought
for autonomy and anti-imperialist work by dis-
missing it as a thinly-disguised male repub-
lican plot; despite the fact that we in
Belfast Women Against Imperialism have shown
that feminism is not divisive of anti-imperia-
lism and more importantly vice-versa. We have
worked on all fronts, not allowing ourselves
to fall into the common trap of polarising the
situation in Ireland by deciding which prior-
ities come first ie. working only on_convent-
ional *eminist issues, thereby lending_hq-€ _
strength to the antiaimperiaiist struggle and
8ePYin2 British Imperialist interests by rais-
ing no force against it, or by working solely
on anti—imperialism eds laying down no ground
work for the immense task of destroying the
Irish Patriarchal rule which would follow in
the aftermath of that neglect.

As an Irish anti-imperialist femist I do
not want Abortion and Homosexual Reform in
the north-east of Ireland, courtesy of the
British State given at whim, and taken away
by like whim when,the<fancy takes them (which
it so often does ); I want the destruction of
that State's power over me and my country-
people, and to ensure that in a new socialist
republic those things are a right and not a
priv lege, the same way as my sisters in
Armagh are prepared to die in cells caked
with menstrual blood, shit and urine in order
to protect their rights as political prison-
ers and to bring home to the governor his
error when he dares to call the use of toilet
and washing facilities 'privileges'.

In some of the articles, N. Irish femin—
inists have complained that the way we work
is exclusive to workingeclass catholic women
and_to maintain our anti-imperialist politics
means further alienating protestant. working
Clflflfl Women; but they provide no construc-
tive means of bridging that gap Just continue

(+3.

Ellen McGuigan in her cell
One of the photos smuggled out
of Armagh womena prison

(Taken rom August issue of
Repubhican News.)

to complain what a terrible problem it is and
slag Women Against Imperialism off for not
joining in the chorus of their swansong.

The common denominator in this problem
is working-class and will be the key to anv
solution, but not while the British State and
Unionists continue to indoctrinate the prot-
estant working-class with promises of privil-
eges to come if they remain loyal to the N.I.
State.. they may seem like empty, impossible-
to-fulfill words to most of us but given the
economic crisis which has been prevalent in
N. Ireland long before reaching Britain, it
is not so difficult to see why they choose to
clutch at straws, The Catholic community has
never had such straws so we have only one
choice,to destroy that state !

And while we are waiting for protestant
women to awake from their imper1a1ist—suppor—
ting sleep and suddenly see with foggless
eyes the error of their ways, (in much the
same way no doubt that they expect the white
inhabitants of Zimbabwe to embrace the Black
population who were constantly engaged in
struggle with them.). what do we do with the
women in the nationalist areas who are daily
becoming more conscious of their plight as
women through their daily resistance to the
forces of British colonialism ? Say sorry
sister, don't call we will call you I

In Gerryhs article ‘Notes on Feminism
and H, Ireland‘ she expressed great interest
in wanting to know what WA} \ the so-called
feminists‘ (if she has some doubt about our
standing as feministsm maybe she would send
us the application form, not that I was aware
there was an examination, - obviously in the
British style of feminism - so maybe we
wou1dn“t pass after all :1 had to say about
the punishment shooting of a woman by the
INLA last year. This incident has been
constantly used by both Gerry and Derry
Womenls Aid in an effort to provoke a respo-
nse from WAI - the so~ca11ed feminists - all
I've got to say is no, Gerry we won‘t rise
to the bait to satisfy such petty nit—pick-
ing used in an effort to discredit us - Just
ask yourself this Where did that woman get
the weapons fr m that she distributed,jo the
young kids of the area to carry out robberies
for her own financial gain ? And maybe when
you haye answered that you will let it drop
if only for her sake and the fact that
British *Justice* hasn't caught up with.her
yet.



As for the idea that with Britain gone,
Ireland-would decline into a 32 county state
of catholicism — is Brit propaganda .and
nothing else, One reason for this impossib-
ility would be the Protestant population
themselves who are unlrkely to sit idly by
and watch it happen and ltd be the first to
get up Beside them along with the rest of
WAI, Another reason is the fact that even
the prick-wielding Svengalis of the Republi-
can movement haye to make the commitment
that in.the event of an independent Ireland,
Church and State MUST be separate and that

id d in 1916

No woman in Northern Ireland is immune from direct
physical assult from the British Army. Women are not
only suffering from degrading personal searches at
city check points but as the following reP°Tt$ 5h°Wr
from physical violence :

"Private Eddie McTeer of the Kings Own Borderwas la' own ~ ._ Regiment was fined £50 by Belfast magistrates for
One other thing I object strongly to

being called a Trotskist feminist, by Gerry
in her article when referring to WAI, that
kind of language dogs nobody any good ,_
Anyway I'm a gut-feminist.

Yours in frustration,
Marie Mulholland,
Belfast Women Against Imperialism,
Vice- Chairwoman, .
Provisional Sinn Fein National Execut-
ive, ( Great Britain).

_..L_... . .___! t, 
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The following article was first presented for dis-
cussion within the Women's Aid Federation, because
the writers felt that there was not enough debate
around the position of women and violence in North-

r

ern.Ireland.

One of the main.problems seems to be whether we
see Nomen's Aid as primarily a social work organis-
ation.doing casework with individuals, or as a came
paigning organization that fights for the right of
all women to be free from violence.

Should we be indifferent to the fact that women
in.Northern Ireland'have for the last eleven years
suffered continual brutality from the occupying
British troops ? Should we be indifferent to the
fat that our sisters are suffering violence in
Armagh prison ?

The situation in Northérn Ireland must be recog-
nised as being fudamentally different from that in
Britain. There is a war going on. In.Women's Aid we
have always opposed both physical and mental battering.
Of course we recognise and condem the existence of
domestic violence in Northern Ireland, as in Britain,
and therefore support the work of women's Aid in

Northern Ireland, in providing Refuges, we cannot
though ignore the massive and institutionalised viol-
ence that Northern Irish women in struggle against
oppression are subjected to daily.

burning a 17 year old girl under the chin with a
lighted match at a city centre checkpoint".

"On finding that Bernie Hylands husband was not
there the troops proceeded to punch her in the eye
and mouth. They then dragged her out and kicked her
in the stomach, and then knocked her unonscious with
a blow from a rifle butt to the back of her head. W
Mrs Hyland was beaten and kicked in the stomach even"
though she was pregnant." '

I U.

"The soldiers told Sadie Hagen to get dressed,
but as she was about to do so she and her sisters were
grobbed and thrown into a landrover. Sadie was punch-
ed in the face and was taken away with no shoes under-
wear or coat, and her baby was wearing only light "
pyjamas. They were taken to Fort Monagh. There
Sadie was questioned, she and her 14 month old baby
were insulted, called filthy names and threatened
with a "head job". Finally she was thrown out with-
out charges being made, still in her nightclothes on
a freezing cold morning. Her sisters, who had nt
even been questioned were also released wearing slee-
veless teeshirts, jeans and with no shoes on." I

"Mrs Margaret Darling objected to the harassment
of an army patrol. She was struck by a soldier with
his rifle. She was bruised on the chest and had her
right ear cut. Mrs Darling, who is 60, and suffers
"from epilepsy, had to be admitted to hospital."

"Twelve year old Majella O'Hara was walking down
a street with some other children. They passed by a
patrol of soldiers who shouted some taunts to which
the children hardly replied. There was a loud single
bang - like an explosion according to eyewitnesses.
A paratrooper lying on his stomach on.the verge, with
a general purpose machine gun had touched the gun's
trigger and discharged three shots. Two of-the bullets
hit Marjella in the back and came out through her
stomach. The soldier who murdered Marjella.was later
aquitted."

The army uses many different types of sexual
harassment as well. Sometimes it is an implicit
threat rather than actual violence. Women are left
felling vulnerable everywhere. As one Irish woman
wrote recently:

r "The Brits are very clever in that they are able
to capitalise upon the strict morality within the
community and the silene on sexual matters, which
leaves girls very ill equiped to withstand treatment
of this kind".

Despite the reluctance of women to rePort sex-
ual harassment some have come forward to tell their
experiences: '

"Anne Cassidy, a 16 year old, was walking home
with a friend. A soldier stopped her and asked her
‘why do you hate me you little bastard 7 Listen.love,
I could do anything with you and there's nothing you
could do about it, in fact I could fuck y0u.'"

' ' Sometimes it is a.who1e family that is intimi-
dated: "Hrs Elizabeth Anderson is a widow with two
teenage daughters. During last winter she suffered
a series of harassment raids; a campaign of obscene
phone calls against her and her daughters; and an.
obscene letter containing specific threats of sexual
violence. In raids on the houses the soldiers hays
paid special attention to underclothes and sanitary
towels making crude remarks as they examined them."



A woman.describes her daughters experience;
"They were made to ‘stop-search‘ that means that they
were stripped to their bra and pants, She was taken
in and interrogated 3 times I think, Now she is
terrified,,,,There may be something she's holding
back, I don't know, She told me she was stripped
to her pants and that makes me think,,,,,"

This is part of 18 year old Patricia's report
of her interrogation,,,"They put plastic handcuffs
on my wrists and ankles, A soldier was holding my
arms and he asked one of the women to hold them so
he could search me, He said he could not get at me,
so he took the handcuffs off my ankles and put his
finger inside me; I was crying with the pain; they
turned me over and he did it again,,,and then they
said they were going to charge me with assult,"

The women in.Armagh prison have been denied the
rights guaranteed to them under the Geneva convention,
The protesters have been locked up for 23 hours a day,
denied the use of toilets and washing facilities,
kept in solitary confinement, denied adequate medical
care, and have lost all remission of sentence, Rose
McAllister was recently released from Armagh, In an
interview she described the attempts made to force
them into surrender: ",,,(the govlnor) thought that
he'd break our backs, but he did the Opposite, What
he did was put his own back against the wall, He'd
taken everything off u; remission is the most imp-
ortant thing, but we'd lost that anyway, so he had no
weapons to use against us, He thought he knew us,,,
he thought with enough pressure, enough fear, we'd
eventually break, What he did not realise was that
there are women who with more pressure find more
strength and determination,,,He said he would rest-
ore the 'privileges' (if they ended the protest) the
"washing facilities, the toilet facilities and free
association. You.do not go to thirty-one strong
women and say that washing facilities are a privilege"

These women have asked for our support, they
want us to counter the lies and propaganda of the
Northern Irelan Office and the British Government,
We believe that Womens Aid should discuss this issue
and give our support to these women as well as those
suffering from domestic violene,
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71, Saltoun Road,
Brixton, London SW2,
14, September, 1980,

Dear Sisters,

Our first response to Scarlet Woman 11 was
anger, We take exception to the accusation that we
are being manipulated by the Republican movement,
"without full knowledge of the nature and aims of the
groups they are thinking of supporting",(pg, 55),
As feminists we reject the "victim/silly woman"
stance, often adopted by the British-Women's Libera-
tion Movement and consider ourselves more than.capable
of taking an autonomous political position in relat-
ion to anti-imperialist struggles both in.the north
of Ireland and elswhere,

The composition of SW11, said to be a "collection
of individual and group expressions," to reflect a
cross-section about things here" presents a facade of
balance - but as a.Package is weighted heavily against
those of us who support the Republican.movement, For
example "Everyday Life, Two Women Speak (pg, 34/S5) -
both.present themselves as victims of the IRA, We
recognise the difficulties for Gerry as co-ordinator,
but consider as socialists and as feminists that we
should move away from the presentation of a collect-
ion of ideas in the guise of objectivity, This issue
isslike a school-book, the Feminist Handbook to
Northern Irelan, It does nothing to make us examin
our own collusions and/or struggle against the British
state, It perpetuates the attitue that Ireland is
too difficult for us, an therefore we can't do any-
thing without a course in the history of British
colonialisation of Ireland in the last 800 years,

We see the Republican movement as the only move-
ment which is actively confronting the British state,
and support it in this,

Gerry wanted to know what we thought of the
shooting of awomqnby the INLA, The war situation
makes it impossible to discuss all the facts of this
incident in a.publica11y available journal; but suff-
ice it to say that any further discussion.wil1 lead
to further reprisals against this woman - not from
any parp-military organisation but from the British
State, The press in this country is full of distor-
ted coverage of "mad IRA muderers and bombers", The
information in.SW11 re this incident is indistinguish-
able from that presented by the Mirror or Guardian,
We are surprised that this question is asked by a fem-
inist who considers herself to be anti-imperialist,
Self-determination for the Irish people must mean that
they condut their own war of resistance,

Women Against Imperialism, South Lonon works
from a basis of unconditional support for the
Republican.movement and works for political status
for Irish prisoners of war, to end the PTA and for S
the withdrawal of the troops from Ireland - and can
be contacted at the above address,

Women Against Imperialism, South London,



The discussion around Ireland that has been occu-
ing within the women's movement this year seems to
be becoming polarized between two positions,
Firstly there are those feminists who strongly
disapprove of the Republican Movement and, while
seeming to acept the imperialist role of British
troops, believe that women should ignore all rep-
ublican causes and wage their own autonomous
struggles against patriarchal oppression, The
second position demands that we give complete un-
conditional support to the Republican Movement as
the first step in a consistent anti-imperialist
Stine

We are a Women and Ireland group active in
Britain, yet feel that our ideas are not described
by either of these positions, We recognise that a
colonial war is being fought in Northern Ireland
against the British state and that the republican
movement is bearing the brunt of this struggle,
By the republican movement we mean.Sinn Fein and the
IRA, the IRSP and INLA and many other individuals
and organisations who support the nationalist
struggle, As anti-imperialist women living in
Britain, we believe that our prime task is to
succeed in getting the troops out of Northern
Ireland and to break all of Britaifis colonial ties
With Ireland, We are well aware that even after
Britain withdraws the troops (which seems unlikely
in the near future), these colonial ties can still
be maintained by covert actions to promote sectar-
ianism and civil war, as well as by economic man-
ipulation, We feel that the removal of the British
presence in Ireland is the cruial thing and that
statements conerning the Republican Movement do not
affect our position, All our actions, such as
leafletting army shows with anti-recruitment pub-
licity, supporting Troops Out Movement pickets and
dems, working in support of Irish prisoners, have
this main aim in mind, We feel strongly that Irish
sisters should be allowed to determinetheir own
future and not have constant interference and
criticism from outside, This kind of interference
and criticism, however well meant, is in itself
imperialist,

As a woman's group we want to support initiar
tives by Irish women in the northand south to
improve child care facilities, to secure abortion
and contraception rights, to abolish the pyment of
debt act an many other oppresive measures that
constrict them, We have had to accept, however, that
these aims are often.put to the board in the face of
an occupying army and the battery of "emergency"
legislation that backs up the troops, The squaddies
invade all areas of women's lives: they intimidate
them and their kids, they physically and sexually
assult them, they destroy all privacy with their
raids and surveillance, The state also uses econ-
omic and social conditions as a definite weapon to
wear down women's resistane: the Payment of debt
act with its wide powers to deprive families on
benefit of half their inome is specific to
Northern Ireland, The North of Ireland Houing
Executive despite its rhetoric, quite deliberately
makes no attempts to improve the intolerable houing
conditions that many people live in,

Above all we need space to debate the issues
that have been raised and to listen to each other
In trying to unerstand the struggles and divisions
in Ireland we can come to a better understanding of
imperialism and start to see that imperialism is
not just economics: it is cultural and political
imperialism, it affects how an where people can
relate to each other and how they think, We need
to explore the relationship of feminism to imperia-
lism, to work out what that means in practice, How
should sisters in Northern.Ireland, for example,
campaign for better abortion rights - by demanding
Britain extend its legislation to its colony or by
linking with feminists in the south 7 How do we in
Britain.practically link our anti-imperialist camp-
aigns against the troops in Ireland, agfihst immig-
ration controls, against SU, with our feminism ?
Despite the fact that these questions have yet no
firm answers, we still feel it is necessary to
fight Britainis colonial involvement in Ireland in
whatever ways we are able,

Manchester Women and Ireland Group.

Some years ago Ian.Paisley described Northern .
Ireland as the "last bastion of Christianity", This
description could well be applied to the whole of
Ireland, for Christianity - whether of the Protestant
or Catholic variety - permeates the whole of Irish
society through its Churches with their male domina-
ted ideologies, The traditional link between Nation-
alism (both Orange and Green) and their respective
Churches has ensured.that the ultra conservative view
of women as both the property and the inferior of men,
remains strongly entrenched in Irish society,

The poetic imagery of Ireland as a female figure
- beautiful young girl/sorrowing mother/destitute old
women - whose devoted admirers/sons/defenders protect
her femininity against violation from ‘male’ England,
is a sexual fantasy much beloved by nationalist writers
and their supporters: even the Protestants refer to
Derry as the "Maiden.City",

On one side therefore stands the exalted, pure,
adored female myth: on the other the demeaned and
degraded female reality, Yet women have joined with
men in nurturing this paradox — to their own detriment,
Despite the fact that the reactionary element of all
male dominated organisations (religious or political)
is revealed the minute women's issues are raised,
women still continue to derive their self-value from
the teachings of the Church and their status from the
political groupings in society who claim their alleg-
ience, At times this allegiance has been brutally
utilised by men to uphold male values; e,g, the
Romper Room Murder in Belfast where women members of a
Protestant paraemilitary group tortured and killed
another woman or, on a few occassions in Derry, when
women have tarred and feathered other women under the
direction of men, On one occassion.men crowded aroud
the victim who was still tied to a lampost and ran
their hands over her body, urinated against her, and
shouted lewd insults, The women.who carried out the
puishment not only encouraged the men in these activ-
ities but joined them in hurling sexual abuse at the
VlCtlmo

Organisations also use women.members and suport-
ers to condemn the demands of women's groups, From
public platforms comes the cry that abortion and
contraception are anti-Irish, anti-Christian and an
English plot to degrade Irish womenhood, The link be-
tween Churches and Nationalism has resulted in homo-
sexuality remaining a criminal offence and abortion
remaining illegal, The confusion between Nationalism
and Feminism recently raised the question in one
women's group, "Should we protest if a.police-woman,
female soldier or female prison.warder is raped 7"

Men have a long and successful track record in
training women not only to respond favourably to their
ideas, but to eagerly absorb and reiterate them, For
this reason the assertion that women's liberation is
an intergral part of the national liberation struggle
bears closer scruitiny, Throughout the history of
Irish Nationalism women have played and still do play,
an important role, But that role is, and always has
been, subsidiary to the role of men, Women have been
med as fund raisers, providers of accomml<hU.on, org-
anisers of campaigns an champions of the cause, The
demands these women have always articulated however,
have been those decided on by men, Few women have
risen to positions of authority within the National-
ist organisations except where they have adopted male
aims, ideologies and discipline, One has only to look
at the position of women in.Southern Ireland which,
despite the contributions towards its independence
made by past generations of women, is far worse off
than.Northern Ireland, to realise that the women's
struggle is not part of the National struggle,

Women.who think they can bring about change by
entering nationalist organisations and raising femin-
ist issues have failed to learn the lessons of history,
Only by forming their own organisations and challeng-
ing the ideologies of existing political and relig-
ious groupings, plus the attitues of society in
general, will women's liberation be achieved,

Derry Women's Aid.

IA.



THE LONDON WOMEN'S CO-ORDINATING GROUP ON ARMAGH.

The London Women's Co-ordinating Group on Armagh was formed shortly
after International Women's Day I980. The initial meetings were con- .-
cerned with organizing solidarity actions following the picket on
Armagh jail by over 500 women from all over Ireland, Britain and Europe.

The group comprises a number of non—aligned women, and women who
represent diverse established groups such as Women and Ireland, c_/
Women Against Imperialism, Troops Out, Women and Entertainment, Women
and the Media and others. We see our role*primdrily publicising the
political background to and the conditions of the 33 women Republican /- 4%;2f
prisoners in Armagh jail, and building a campaign to support j%é;
their demand for political status. We see this working through
three main areas.

Firstly , by challenging the censorship that applies to the Armagh
issue in the context of the general neglect of the war in the north of
Ireland in the British media. Because most of the women in the group
are already involved in some form of political organization on the
Left and in the women's movement, the socialist and feminist media
have presented themselves as the most obvious context for our work in
this area. The way in which the issue of political status for the
women in Armagh has been taken up in thb press has been through
contributing articles in The Leveller, Time Out, Spare Rib and
correspondence to these and and other magazines. In relation to the
straight media, the group organized a suceessful intervention involving '
over 50 women in a live broadcast on Capital Radio in which the condition I
of the women in Armagh and their demand for political status was
publicised. This event also involved one of the other main strategies :1
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the group which is organizing direct action.
The group has itself organized pickets and leafleted the Central London

Law Courts in Fleet Street, The Royal Tournament and Brixton Prison.
We have also suppbrted pkkets and demonstrations callei by other
groups such as Troops Out and Sinn Fein. We are currently involved
with Women and Ireland and Women Against Imperialism groups from
Bradford’Leeds,= Sheffield and Manchester in organizing a mass picket
of Durhamjail where there are five women held on political charges
under the Prevention of Terrorism Act I976. This is provisionally
schedul.ed for November but is subject to confirmation.

The third main area of the group's work is educational. As a direct
consequence of media censorship, many women committed to political
struggle in Britain feel confused about the historical role of
the British State in Ireland. We therefore see one of the vital function
of the group as educational; dissemination of information through
literature and discussion within the womens movement and socialist
gt-roupings. This has taken the form of notonly writing to publications 7 /
as mentioned above, but also initiating and participating in Conferences
Day-schools and educationals. A workshop on Armagh as a feminist T
issue was held at the London Regional Women's conference, and we held
a Day-school on Why Political Status (the women in Armagh). ///

The basis of the group is support for the demand for political status
for the women held on political charges in Armagh jail, and those on
remand iniails throughcnt Ireland and Britain.
These women are not just struggling for ‘material privileges‘, but for reco8fl1t1°n as the
political prisoners and they insist that their demands be met to full. They have czllfd °n
women's movement in Britain to support their Struggle for the five P°int$ °f Polit ca‘
status :

\\\\

_ the right not to do prison work. — recreational and educational facilities.t -natal care.- the right to free association. - the right t° Proper medi¢a1 and an E
1 one visit and one parcel a week. *
If you are interested in the work of the group and would like to know more, we meet every
Wednesday at 7.30p.m. in the Camden Neighbourhood Centre, 12, Greenlands Rd., N.W.1.
Further information is also available from The Women's Co-ordinating Group on Armagh,

€lc/o A Woman's Place, 48, William IV St., London W.C.2.
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is fighting a losing battle against
inflation. We have to sell more to
get the money to print more, but we
don't have the capital to pay the
printers for extra (its an old story
eh I )

We think we should distribute
Scarlet women to as many women as
possible, but there are only a few of
us, it takes a lot of time and energy
to get an issue together, we just
cannot publish, distribute and fund-
raise as well. ___

HELP I wg need women to send
donations (we owe £500 ) we need
women to hold benefits, jumble sales,
raffles and parties for Scarlet women
OR WE MAY NEVER BE ABLE TO PRINT ANOTHER
ISSUE. we think this would be a big gap
in the discussion and debate of the
women's movement — D0 YOU ?
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